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FOREWORD

Countries with different economic and political systems are increasingly using
privatization of their state-owned enterprises as a tool with which to improve the efficiency
of the enterprises and to lessen the financial burden of the enterprises on the naLtional
budget. In particular, privatization of state-owned telecommunications enterprises has
become increasingly important in both developed and developing countries.

The privatization of British Telecom and the breakup of AT&T have both been well
publicized, but to date there have been few studies of the privatization of Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone (NTT) of Japan, although it became the world's largest telecommunications
operating company when it was converted to a joint stock company in 1985.

This study is one of the most comprehensive analyses prepared on the privatization
of the telecommunications sector in Japan. Today we have the benefit of seven years of
experience since the initial privatization of NTT, and have the opportunity to see the
successes and the failures of the privatization program. NTT's situation was different from
that of Japanese National Railways for which a World Bank discussion paper has also been
produced. In 1985 NTT was a profitable organization with a substantial capital investment
program that provided highly reliable services throughout the country. Nonetheless, large
financial and efficiency gains resulted from the privatization, which included the
appointment of a new CEO from the private sector, and from the introduction of
competition in all segments of the telecommunications market. The results were
impressive. Government debt was reduced with proceeds from the stock sales; substantial
employment reduction was made possible without layoffs; productivity increased; business
diversification was promoted; quality of service was improved; and long distance tariffs
were reduced. However, there still remain the looming issues of the potential breakup of
NTI, unclear tariff policies, the continuing control by the government of tlhe business
operations of the company, and NTT's on-going legal obligations to provide unprofitable
universal services while still competing with new carriers who do not face such burdens.
These issues continue to cloud NTT's financial future, causing NTT's share price to fall
and negatively impacting future share offerings.

It is hoped that this study will provide a source of valuable information concerning
the privatization of the telecommunications sector in Japan and that the information will be
useful to both developed and developing countries in the privatization of their state-owned
telecommunications enterprises, and in the privatization of other infrastructure enterprises.

Koji Kashiwaya
Vice President
Cofinancing and Financial Advisory Services
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The privatization (or partial privatization) of NTT stands as the single largest effort
of its kind in history and for that reason alone merits careful attention. But there are more reasons:
the telecommunications sector is, and is likely to remain for some time, on the cusp lbetween
wholly private and and wholly public activities. Further, it is one of the most rapidly growing and
technologically dynamic of all sectors. Thus, the "privatization" of the telecom sector (or
"transformation," or "reform"--whatever term one finds most sympathetic) presents some of the
most difficult issues currently faced anywhere in the field of microeconomic policymaking. The
pressure to move the sector out of its traditional public utility monopoly status into something new-
-more liberal, more competitive, more private--is being felt everywhere in the world and is
ultimately irresistible. But the issues of universal service, monopoly power, technical
interoperability, etc., are also powerful and ensure that telecom can never be treated like the
manufacture of shoes or plastic cups. With debate about and struggle over telecom reform
growing and spreading around the world, the success of the NTT effort must be given careful
scrutiny by all serious students and practitioners of telecom policy.

This is not to say that the NTT experience is directly transferable--it is not; but the
that there is much to learn is undeniable. Some of the lessons which are most useful may appear
fairly simple--but in fact they are not. One of the virtues of this study is the clarity with which it
identifies the large, "simple" themes that are most important while providing a satisfyingy level of
detail. My own list of the most important themes of this study for other countries wrestling with
telecom reform would be as follows:

* Privatization is inextricably linked to liberalization. Although conceptually
distinct, the two cannot be addressed separately in practice. The care with which the Japanese
prepared the competitive environment in the central telecom law and parallel legislation is
particularly notable and important to their overall success. (It is also interesting that in the late '70s
and early '80s the US Congress, after a very lengthy debate, was moving strongly toward a
system quite similar to that adopted by the Japanese. Unfortunately, this process was pre-empted
by the settlement between AT&T and the Justice Department, and, ever since, the focus of U.S.
telecom policy has been the Courts and Anti-trust, rather than the Congress and the telecom
regulatory system. It would be interesting to know how closely the Japanese studied the debate,
hearings, documents, and the major Congressional bills prior to devising their own systern.)

* Privatization (liberalization) is not an "event"--it is a process, and a
protracted one at that. It is more important to take decisions that are clear and uncorrupted by
obvious special interests and have a mechanism for adjusting those decisions than it is to get every
detail "right" the first time. The Japanese process met all these criteria: The decisions were taken
and were perceived clear and, whatever one felt about the detailed merits, appeared to be even-
handed and fair. And at no time was the Japanese process cast in stone. The
privatization/liberalization process has proved to be flexible and is continuing today.

* Privatization (liberalization) is a profoundly political issue. A good policy
with a weak or uncertain political basis will certainly fail. A less adequate policy with a sound
political basis is quite likely to succeed. The Japanese experience is a particularly strong example
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of this. That the Japanese made important mistakes in the early days (not all of which have been
corrected to this day) is well documented in this study. Key examples are the failure to separate
Ministerial control sufficiently from NTI7 operations, inadequate tariff rebalancing and flexibility,
and a failure to resolve the question of the breakup or divestiture of NTT. Nevertheless, the
political process was so soundly managed--with extensive national debate, the involvement of
major interest groups, and compromise on key issues, all combined with decisive leadership from
the political summit--that the flaws in policy details could be and were overcome. In other parts of
the world, it is all too common for the telecom reform to exhibit one or both of (1) excessive
intellectual debate over the details and (2) far too narrow a base of interest groups. Particularly
significant in Japan, for instance, is the manner in which the trade unions were brought into the
process. Elsewhere, trade unions often left out and alienated at the beginning of the process--
setting up a bitter struggle which can hamstring, delay, and distort the outcome--even if it doesn't
ultimately doom iL

* Telecom is and will remain in a gray area where both private and public
roles are extremely important. Neither "complete" privatization nor the retention of
"complete" public monopoly are real options anywhere. Reality calls for something in the middle,
and in this realm there is no "correct" formula and little use for ideology. Pragmatism and a spirit
of compromise are the intellectual tools and attitudes most likely to prove constructive.
The Japanese are justifiably renowned for the fluency, ease, and efficiency with which they
combine the forces of private interest/market mechanisms with public control and direction. This
study documents this fluency with great clarity in the case of NTT's privatization and the
transformation of the telecom sector. It is, perhaps, the one area of social organization where the
West has the most to learn.

AUl of these themes have begun to emerge around the world but this study illustrates
all of them superbly in the case of NTIT.

Timothy E. Nulty
Senior Economist
The World Bank
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background and Process of NTT Privatization

The telecommunications business in Japan had basically been operated under government
management since its start over 100 years ago. The reforms introduced after Worid \NYar l;
recognized the necessity for private-sector managerial efficiency in what had been a totally
government-operated enterprise. Thus, in 1952, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public
Corporation (NTTPC) was established as a quasi-governmental entity to operate th,e domestic
telecommunications sector as a monopoly in Japan. Although a corporate accounting system
was introduced under the public corporation structure, the business was basically operated as a
government-related organization: such matters as tariffs were determined by law, and budgetary
and other decisions were subject to Diet approval. As Japan entered the early 1980s, advances
in telecommunications technology and socioeconomic changes that spurred increas--d dernand,
coupled with increased political pressures for overall administrative reform, prompted calls for
privatizing NTTPC, along with other government-related organizations (includirg Japanese
National Railways). The following factors can be singled out as the rationale behind the
eventual privatization of Japan's telecommunications sector:

* The government had increased financial deficits, and required some avenue for re,iucing
them.

* Universal telephone service had already been realized.

* Progress in technological innovations had reduced the need for unified
telecommunications operations in favor of economies of scale.

* The needs of customers were becoming increasingly diverse and sophisticated.

* - The management structure of NTTPC had become too unwieldy, thus necessitatinm
improvements in managerial efficiency.

The second Provisional Commission on Administrative Reform (PCAR), a private
consultative body established to advise the prime minister, played a major role in the
privatization of NTTPC. It's deliberations among all relevant entities--the ruling Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP), the Ministry of Finance (MOF), the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT--the relevant supervisory authority), NTTPC, the lanan
Telecommunications Workers' Union (JTWU--the labor union representing NTTPC workers),
the Federation of Economic Organizations (FEO--Japan's major business organization), iand the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) led to the fundamental restructuring of
Japan's telecommunications system in April 1985. Despite the conflicting interests of the
valious entities, the final decision to privatize NTTPC--and thus to introduce compeition iinto tie
telecommunications market was realized fairly quickly for the following reasons:

* Despite their different interests in and view towards privatization, the relevant entities
had no choice but to follow the top-down decision reached in deliberations at PCAR,
which served as a direct advisory organ to the prime minister.

i Because PCAR's chairman was a private-sector executive who was widely known for
his personal integrity, the committee was able to establish its independence from the
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influence of the government ministries, and thus to exhibit the objectivity necessary to
engender public support.

* Within N TPC itself, a CEO appointed from the private sector had already implemented
managerial reforms prior to privatization, thus creating a corporate culture that needs
privatization an inevitable necessity.

* The llWU--virtually the only union involved in the decision--was eventually persuaded
to support privatization because the growing consensus was that privatization would
invalidate the restrictive controls over labor conditions that applied to public
corporations.

The Privatized NTT

In April 1985, NTTPC became the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
(NTT). The following highlight the important features of the process and outcomes of the
privatization effort.

- iThe Introduction of Competition. Simultaneous with the shifting of NTIPC from a
public corporation to a joint stock company under the NTT Corporation Law, the
Telecommunications Business Law, which provides the framework for Japan's
telecommunications sector, was also enacted to introduce competition into the overall
telecommunications business environment. Following the privatization of NTTPC, the
new law allows competitors to participate not only in long-distance and cellular services,
but also in local telephone service.

- Share Ownership. At the outset, the government held all shares in the newly
established NTT (15.6 million shares, representing a face value of $6 billion --4780
billion). The NTT Corporation Law further stipulated that the government permanently
retain more than one-third of these shares, and that NTT stock holdings not be permitted
by foreign nationals or companies, thus maintaining telecommunications sovereignty. 1
The law further stipulated that the government own more than 50 percent of the
corporation for the time being, with periodic share placements to be carried gradually out
to reduce this ownership ratio. A lump-sum placement method was not adopted.

* Unified Structure. Although suggestions had been made during the privatization
process to split NTT into a central long-distance company and regional-based local
service companies, these proposes were not adopted. Accordingly, a single nationwide
company was established, with an option for reviewing the desirability of breaking up
the company after five years. However, investors were not fully informed of this
pending issue when the initial stock placement was made.

* Operating Context. NTI was freed from the former restrictions that had applied to the
company as a government-related organization, and, in principle, was permitted to
operate its business under the Commercial Code. However, because the company
retained a strong public nature (and still does), it was not given total management
independence; rather, the NTT Corporate Law (established as a special act under the
Commercial Code) restricts NTT to MPT approval for its for business plans,

In May 1992, the Japanese Parliament approved a bill that will enable foreigners to buy up to 20 percent of
outstanding shares of NTF. The Law will take effect after related by-laws and regulations are passed.
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appropriation of surplus, and appointment and dismissal of directors--even after such
matters are approved by shareholders' meetings.

Tariff Structure. The tariff structure was formally deregulated, but any changes in
tariff structure require MPT rather than legislative approval. In addition, the
comprehensive costing principle that had been adopted prior to NTr privatization
(basically identical to the rate-of-return concept involving costs + appropriate return) was
retained. Although NTT had proposed rebalancing local and long-distance tariffs to
respond to the introduction of competition, it has not materialized yet because its
comprehensive costing principles could not provide clear cost accounting data on actual
expenses accrued per service category.

Service Provision. NTT was obligated by law to provide universal service. In
additional, in order to enable new common carriers (NCCs) to participate smoothly in the
market, NTT has borne the costs and provided personnel for the installation,
maintenance, and operation of interconnection facilities.

Regulatory Restrictions. The MPT, a governmental ministry, was granted regulatory
authority over the telecommunications business and NTT. An independent regulatory
body (such as OFTEL in the United Kingdom) was not established.

The Effects of Privatization

While the process and outcomes of privatization illustrate some of the operational and
administrative problems with the current structure of NTT, the overall effect of privatization and
the introduction of competition has been epochal in the following respects:

* The government has carried out three stock placements since fiscal 1986, totaling 5.4
million shares (34.6 percent of outstanding shares). Proceeds from these placements,
totaling $78.6 billion (Y10.2 trillion), have been used primarily to redeem governrent
bonds (construction bonds and deficit-financing bonds), enabling the government to
reduce its issue of government bonds from $94.6 billion (Y12.3 trillion) in fiscal 1985 to
$55.4 billion (Y7.2 trillion) in fiscal-1988. Thus, dependency on government bond
issues has fallen from 22.8 percent in fiscal 1985 to 11.1 percent in fiscal 1989 (see
Figure 1), contributing to the restructuring of public finances.

* In the presence of improved managerial efficiency and in response to competition from
the newly participating long-distance NCCs, NTT has offered substantial rate reductions
in long-distance services every year, with the cumulative reductions reaching a total of
some $5 billion (Y650 billion) corresponding to 11 percent of operating revenues of
$45.8 billion (X5.96 trillion) in fiscal 1990. The total reduction per subscriber has
amounted to $92 (V12,000) (see Figure 2). However, the basic monthly and call tariffs
for local call service have not been increased.

* Although NTT was released from restrictions imposed on the company as a government-
related organization, it was still forced to respond to competition. Thus, the company
promoted measures for improving managerial efficiency, primarily by reducing
personnel. Overall employment which had stood at 310,000 in 1984 was reduced by
more than 50,000 in fiscal 1990. In addition to natural attrition and curbs on new
employment, the business diversification accompanying the postprivatization
deregulation of NTT's investment options facilitated absorbing excess employees.
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Figure 1 Transition in Issuance of Government Bonds
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Figure 2 Rate Reducdons After Privatzaton
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Productivity increased by 48 percent, from 141.7 subscriber lines per employee in 1984
(before privatization) to 210 in 1990. This figure is higher than those in other developed
countries--99.3 in the United Kingdom (1987), 171.6 in France (1989), and 130.0 in
Germany (1988). The transition in this figure at NTT was 160.3 (1987), 182.0 (1988)
and 195.4 (1989). Moreover, sales per employee increased by 54 percent, from
$114,000 (Y14.81 million) in fiscal 1984 to $175,000 (Y22.76 million) in fiscal 1990.2

Because of fund raising and management operations were deregulated, nonoperating
results improved substantially. Interest-bearing obligations have been reduced overall,
interest costs have declined through low-cost fund raising, and fund operating profits
have increased with the diversification of asset operations.

When quantified, the effects of this reduction in personnel expenses and improved
nonoperating results is a total of $2.1 billion (V276 billion), including $890 million
(V1 16.1 billion) for a reduction in personnel expenses.

In terms of service quality, the monthly fault ratio per 100 telephones--which had also
been good prior to privatization--has been maintained at a very good ratio of 0.5 since
1985. In addition, new telephone installations are now completed within three days after
application.

Impediments to Full Privatization

Despite the positive outcomes of the privatization of NIT, the several regulatory,
financial, and procedural restrictions discussed earlier have impeded the progress of the
company toward implementing privatization fully:

* MPT approval over such matters as business plans, the appropriation of surplus, and the
appointments of directors essentially deprives NTT of managerial autonomy in areas
where a spirit of entrepreneurship should be demonstrated.

* Various business regulations--including closed nature of tariff determination and MPT
approval over the introduction of new services--pose difficulty for enabling NTT to
respond flexibly to business developments. Conversely, in New Zealand indirect
controls are imposed by the Commercial Code only, a significant contrast with the
Japanese case. In Malaysia, considerable intervention by the government is still tolerated
-- despite the aim of establishing an independent regulatory authority. This has led to a
number of problems similar to the NTT case in Japan, and reflects the dangers of vesting
regulatory authority in governmental ministries that are highly subject to political
influence.

* Because of the introduction of cost accounting within NTT was delayed after
privatization, NTT had difficulty in demonstrating the extent to which the tariff system
assumed cross-subsidies; thus, tariff re-balancing is still awaiting MPT approval. Under
this circumstance, NCC has proceeded to participate in such highly profitable fields as
long-distance service even while NTT saddled with a former tariff structure which
requires that local service be cross-subsidized with long-distance revenues. Thus,

2 The rate of increase in Japan's CPI during the period (1985 to 1990) was 8 percent (an annual average of
1.6 percent); the telecommunications-related index for the same period was -2A percent (an annual average of -OA8
percent). ("Annual Consumer Price Index Report" Statistics Bureau, Management and Coordination Agency.)
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skewed market has developed in the newly competitive environment, in which NCCs
have been "cream-skimming" by focusing only on highly profitable long-distance
service. For instance, according to revenues and income by service category, Nl'T's
operating results for subscriber telephone service in fiscal 1990 indicated a profit of $7.3
billion (X943.6 billion) against revenues of $11.2 billion (FI.45 trillion) from
long-distance service, but a deficit of $4.4 billion (X576.2 billion) against
revenues of $11.6 billion (X1.5 trillion) in local service. While this problem was
relatively innocuous in the management environment immediately after privatization
when the share of long-distance calls by NCCs was still small, it has become
increasingly troublesome for NTT--especially since fiscal 1991, when the NCC share
accounted for more than half of the market in the most lucrative areas (between Tokyo-
Nagoya-Osaka), indicating that fair competition is impossible under this distorted tariff
structure. As shown in Table 1, even after several tariff reductions following the
introduction of competition, long-distance tariffs in Japan are still high by international
standards; in contrast, local call tariffs are considerably low by international standard.
This is considered to be one of the reasons for the continuing slump in NTT share prices.

Table I International Comparison of Dial-Call Charges
(Weekdays: Daytime Three Minute Rates)

Maximum Tariff
Country Local Calls Distance Distance
.___________ (US$) (US$) Bexond Differential
.Japan 0.08 1.84 160 km 1:24
France 0.11 1.23 100 km 1:11
Germany 0.14 1.29 50 km 1:9
US 0.10 0.97 6,838 km 1:9
UK 0.24 0.76 56 km 1:3

(as of January 1992)

For NTT, the restrictions on stock ownership by foreign capital--along with the public-
interest justifications for requiring that the government retain more than one-third of
outstanding shares--have constituted major impediments for equity financing and various
measures to increase stockholder benefits. These objectives of retaining
telecommunications sovereignty and the required degree of government involvement in
managing the telecommunications operating body could likely be more suitably realized
via government ownership of special shares (that is, the "Kiwi share" and "golden share"
forms used, respectively in New Zealand and Malaysian), because this structure permits
greater advantages in terms of stock sales and corporate management.

* The stock placement process in Japan called for Diet budgetary decisions for determining
the number of shares to be sold annually. Accordingly, during the first placement, the
Ministry of Finance set the public-offering price on the basis of competitive bidding
results, with plans to carry out step-by-step placements over a period of four years.
Because the very rigidity of these plans made it difficult to respond flexibly to actual
trends in the capital and financial markets, sales have been subject to the continuing
market sluggishness that started about a year after the stock's listing. Thus, not all of the
stock placements were carried out as scheduled during the five years after privatization--
meaning that privatization is incomplete.
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The potential breakup of NTT was not resolved prior to privatization, thus causing
considerable anxiety among investors, and serving as one of the factors lor the
prolonged slump in NTT share prices. This problem: first, discussions on the evientual

- corporate structure were not pursued properly to their conclusion prior to privatization;
and, second, investors were not promptly informed of this pending issue.

Suggestions for Developing Countries in Privatizing Telecommunications Carriers

The following summarize the exportable features of privatization in developing colmtries
on their own effects. The suggestions are drawn from among both the successes and problems
of NTT. In this connection, it should be noted that various elements, such as the economic
situation, the diffusion of telecommunications services (including telephone density), and the
degree of telecommunications market maturity, are likely to differ substantially from the situation
in Japan.

The Privatization Process

* To maximize the effects of privatization, the government must clarify the purpose of
privatization before it is carried out, since the objectives will deeply affect both the
privatization process and the postprivatization regulatory framework.

* Because many entities have various stakes in the process and outcomes of privatization,
governments should consider a top-down method in which the prime minister has
paramount responsibility for assigning privatization methods to an influential person--
preferably from the private sector--who can not be pressured by political influences and
whose personal integrity and ability to resolve conflicts are well respected.

* In order to realize managerial efficiency quickly after privatization and to analyze the
overall profit situation correctly, governments should note that privatization proceeds
more smoothly under the following conditions: corporatization occurs prior to
privatization, with the adoption of suitable corporate accounting and cost accounting
systems, and management-level personnel are recruited from the private sector.

Moreover, a cost accounting system must be established prior to privatization in order to
clarify the costs and revenues for each service category, such as local versus long-
distance and international. If possible, appropriate cost-basis reforms of the tariff
structure and tariff rebalancing should be carried out prior to privatization, in an effort to
promote fair competition and expand telephone density. Too, the principles behind
modifying tariffs should be promulgated and be based on well-known international
standards.

* As with NTT, management and labor must pursue a coordinated approach to
corporatization and subsequent privatization. Both management and the union must
recognize the mutual advantages of privatization, such as the fact that wage and salary
levels are determined through collective bargaining on the basis of actual corporate
performance.

* Prior to privatization, the long-term company structure of the surviving entity must be
clarified, including such matters as its possible breakup and/or spinoffs, to guarantee the
rights of and promote trust among potential investors and creditors.
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The Optimal Regulatory Structure

One of the factors that created the distorted market conditions after the introduction of
competition in Japan is that the tariff structure was not rebalanced under the system in
which the comprehensive costing principles of the monopoly era are applied. If one of
the major objectives of privatization in a developing country is to improve telephone
density, incentives for providing local telephone service should be offered on the basis of
the principle of reasonable profits (even when local telephone service is legally
mandated), and tariff rebalancing should be carried out at an early stage; again,
moreover, the principles adopted to modify tariffs must be highly transparent and should
follow internationally recognized procedures. Some countries should also consider
implementing a mechanism for adjusting tariffs automatically in response to high
inflation.

* Given the potential social and economical impacts of an immediate full scale rebalancing,
avoiding a rapid increase in local-call charges will require transitional measures, such as
step-by-step rebalancing, with the assumption of continued cross-subsidization between
long-distance (including international) and local services during the period. In a phased-
in rebalancing process, efforts must be made to prevent cream-skimming or a distorted
competitive environment with an unfair tariff structure that enables new participants to
focus only on highly profitable fields.

* In Japan, competition was introduced in all business fields, including local, long-
distance, and international services. However, because sovereign risk, the general
economic environment, and the government objectives of privatization in Japan differ
from those in developing countries, the competitive policy to be adopted would vary.

The conditions that favor a monopoly include the following: high sovereign risk, poor
general economic conditions, the maximization of proceeds from the stock sale in order
to reduce government deficits, and intentions to retain tariff policies that are indifferent to
costs and continue to assume cross-subsidization.

The necessary conditions that would favor open competition would include the
following: an approach aimed at providing better service, a greater variety of services and
reasonable prices for users, operations that respond fully to market mechanisms, and
increased managerial efficiency in the operating entity.

* If the objective of privatization is to introduce competition, interconnections, that is, the
installation of interconnection facilities--become an issue. In Japan's case, NIT wound
up bearing the funding and maintenance burden for the installation, maintenance, and
operation of such facilities in the interest of promoting competition, and the comnpany's
request to levy access charges to recover the above costs has not been approved. In
order to secure fair competition in developing countries, governments should introduce
access charges so that new participants will bear the costs associated with the
interconnections. At the same time, the regulatory authority must establishi highly
transparent procedures for determining such charges at a level in which costs can be fully
recovered. Moreover, such charges should not pose an entry barrier for the dominant
telecommunications carrier.

* The regulatory framework will invariably be closely related to the determination of the
overall structure of the telecommunications industry. If one of the objectives is to
introduce competition, any regulations imposed on the operating entity should be held to
a minimum,--such as those necessary to clarify tariff determination, coordinate
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interconnections among various operating entities, ensure that basic telephone services
are provided, and approve new participants (without succumbing to any regulatory
excesses).

Although NTT was granted freedom in business operations under privatization, the MIPT
as the regulatory body has continually moved towards regulatory excesses by imposing
administrative guidance even after privatization. These changes in the approach of the
regulatory body following privatization have had a major impact on business operations.
Thus, in developing countries the regulatory entity should be a third-party organization
that is not subject to political influences and whose independence is fully guaranteed.

Following the privatization of NTI, the Corporation Law stipulated that MPT approved
business plans, the appropriation of surplus, and the appointment of directors and
auditors, even after their approval at stockholders' meetings. Yet these matters should be
determined by independent management judgment based on market principles. Thus,
developing countries should take appropriate steps to restrict the latitude of regulatory
organizations to interfere in the daily operations of the business entity.

Stock Placement, Ownership, and Fund Raising

- In Japan, a decision was made to sell 7.8 million shares (half of the total outstanding
shares) in four annual placements starting in 1986; a decision about the sale of the
remaining shares in an effort to reduce the government's holding from one-half to one-
third was postponed to an undefined later date. Moreover, a Diet budgetary decision was
required to detennine the placement volume for each year. These factors made it difficult
to handle the placements with any degree of flexibility. Thus, developing countries,
should provide as much flexibility as possible in the process of stock sales. They should
also engage the services of an outside advisor for determining asset value and price-
offering levels, and should use this information to determine final pricings. After taking
into account the size and absorption capacity of the country's financial market,
developing countries should then decide which of two main placement methods should
primarily be adopted: domestic and overseas general investors; or overseas strategic
investors; or a combination of the two.

The strategic investor option should be considered if the following conditions prevail: the
financial market is not developed adequately; provisions for corporate disclosure have
not been established; the government's main objective in privatization is to pay off
official hard-currency debts from the proceeds of the stock sale; or the government
intends to modernize and improve managerial efficiency by drastically changing the
management structure of the operating entity.

Suitable strategic investor candidates would be highly experienced telecommunications
carriers that have achieved good financial results from operating telecommunications
businesses successfully in their own countries, and whose intention is to remain in the
relevant market for a long period of time.

* In light of NTT's public nature, the NTT Corporation Law set two restrictions on stock
ownership: (1) foreign nationals could not own shares, and; (2) the government was to
retain ownership of more than one-third of the total outstanding shares. These
regulations force NTT to forfeit the advantages of a private company in pursuing all
opportunities for equity financing involving low-cost fund raising. Accordingly,
developing countries should introduce a mechanism for securing a minimum government
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veto (as in the "golden share" example), rather than adopting operational restlictions
through government stock ownership.

Even after privatization, the operating company must raise a considerable amount of
funds in hard currency for capital investment. In the case of NTT, the company received
an "AAA" rating, and both domestic and international bond placements have been carried
out smoothly.

However, in some developing countries, the credit worthiness of the privatized company
or its host government may not be sufficient to attract foreign lenders. In these
situations, the government should study the mechanism for continuing its support for the
sector before privatization takes place. If properly structured, this support would ensure
that multilateral or bilateral official debt financing would be available and would pave the
way for partial guarantees by multilateral institutions for financing from foreign private
banking institutions and capital markets.





1. INTRODUCTION

The privatization of state-owned telecommunications enterprises has been remarkably global in
recent years. Many countries are planning to privatize the sector, hoping to achieve gains in
managerial and operational efficiency, provide more responsive service, meet growing demand,
generate revenue for government, facilitate the formation of the domestic capital market, and enhance
access to the world's capital market.

In Japan, the telecommunications business had been operated by the government ministry until
1952. Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation was created in 1952 as a 100 percent
government-owned, state-owned enterprise. In 1985, the Nippon Telegraph and Telegraph
Corporation (NTT) was formally incorporated as a joint-stock company, and competition was
introduced in all segments of the sector. Initially, in 1986, 1.95 million shares were placed in the
market. As of March 1991, NTT is one of the world's largest telecommunications operators, with
1.67 million shareholders, 54 million main lines, a $46 billion operating revenue, a $14 billion annual
plant investment, $2 billion in R&D expenses, and 258,000 employees.

The primary objective of the study was to examine and analyze the process of NTT
privatization and changes before and after the privatization. The lessons learned from the study should
enable developing countries to carry forward their privatization effort. The study addressed the
following questions:

* What was the impetus for the privatization? Who was involved, and what type of roles
did these actors perforrn during the privatization process? What advisory groups were
established to provide expert advice to the government?

e What obstacles were experienced during the process, and how were they overcome?

* -IHow have regulatory frameworks changed during the process? What are the pros and
cons of (1) regulation by a government ministry; (2) regulation by an independent
regulatory agency; and (3) no regulatory body, but the operation of the market solely
under the provision of the Commerce Act, the same legislation that governs all business
practices?

* What were the methods of asset evaluation, share price valuation and the marketing of
shares, and how successful was the initial public offering and subsequent public
offering planned and carried out? How has the money raised through flotation of
shares been used? What restrictions were placed on the ownership of shares by private
investors, both foreign and domestic?

* What changes have occurred after privatization?

* To what extent are the changes in performance attributable to changes in ownership vis-
a-vis the general macroeconomic environment, the introduction of competition,
progress in technological innovation, or the change in the Chief Executive Officer?

How does performance after privatization compare with the the performance projected
in the absence of privatization?
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* Who among the various segments of society (users, shareholders, management,
employees, government, competitors, and equipment suppliers) capture the benefits
and incur the costs?

* What competition policies were adopted by the government?

* What tariff policy has been implemented? Has there been any cross-subsidy from
profitable long-distance business uses to unprofitable local residential uses? Has tariff
rebalancing been carried out? What are the reasons for the success and profit of new
common carriers?

* How did NTI reduce its personnel force without going through serious labor dispute?

* Has the reduction of personnel force influenced the quality or maintenance of service?
How has the composition of the personnel force changed?

* How have the requirements of the management team changed?

* Have the R&D capability and plant investment planning capability--the envy of other
global operators--been strengthened?

* What critical elements for success can be followed and implemented by many
developing countries?

* What are the shortcomings in the nature of the process of the privatization, and are any
changes recommended for similar future privatization efforts?

* How has NTT financed the rapid telephone expansion program from the end of World
War I in 1945?

* How can NTT expand its business when faster-growing data processing business and
land mobile communications business segments are separated?

* Why has NTT, unlike other operating companies in the West, not been very active in
pursuing global telecommunications operations even after the privatization?
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2. RATIONALE FOR AND PROCESS OF NTT PRIVATIZATION

This chapter discusses the background and process of the privatization of N1T. It first reviews the history
of Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation (NTTPC), and then summarizes the rationale behind
privatization in five key areas: (1) reducing public deficits in the latter half of the 1970s; (2) securing universal
service after achieving the two major goals set by NTTPC; (3) creating competition in telecommunications
paralleling the progress in technological innovation; (4) meeting the growing diversity and sophistication of user
needs; and (5) improving managerial efficiency of NTTPC. Finally, the chapter discusses the process of
privatization: (1) deliberations at the second Provisional Commission on Administrative Reform (PCAR), as
well as the views and opinions of the relevant parties, such as the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT), NTTPC, the Japan Telecommunications Workers' Union
(JTWU), and the Federation of Economic Organizations EO); and (2) legislative moves following the PCAR
report within the Cabinet, LDP, MPT, NTTPC, JTWU, FEO and the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
IWTD.

A. Brief History of NTTPC

Since its inception in 1869, the telecommunications sector in Japan has basically been operated as a
governmental body. With the post war reforms, the telecommunications department was spun off from
the Communications Ministry in June 1949 to become the Telecommunications Ministry. In 1952, a
separate public utility called Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation (NTTPC) was
inaugurated to carry out domestic telecommunications on a monopoly basis. This was followed in 1953
by Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co., Ltd. (KDD), a new private entity was also established on a monopoly
basis to provide international communications service. The goal set of NTTPC when it was inaugurated
was to provide universal service. By the end of fiscal 1978, it had achieved its two major objectives
toward constructing a unified domestic telecommunications network: eliminating the backlog in subscriber
applications, and providing nationwide direct dialing.

B. Rationale for Privatization

Reducing Fiscal Deficits

Due partly to the impact of the first oil crisis, Japan's economy began to decline sharply at the end
of fiscal 1973, and recording its first post war negative growth rate in 1974. Accordingly, the national
budget process concentrated on economic recovery. However, because the slowdown in growth reduced
tax revenues, the government found it necessary to turn to deficit-financing bonds for the first time in its
supplemental budget for fiscal 1975. Moreover, with continuing pressure to fund the mounting deficits
from the then Japanese National Railways (JNR), national health insurance, and the Food Control
System, the government was forced to issue an even larger amount of deficit-financing bond's each fiscal
year following 1975, making government finances increasingly rigid. By fiscal 1979, deficit-financing
bond issues comprised 34.7 percent of the budget, and the restoration of public finances had become one
of the most pressing issues facing the Japanese government.

Securing Universal Service: The Twin Goal of NTTPC

Prior to the inauguration of NTTPC, improvements in telegraph and telephone service had not been
proceeding as anticipated, due to concerns about financial stability of telephone operations, a lack of the
resources necessary for construction, and built-in operational restrictions because the service was run by a
government ministry. Accordingly, the most urgent objective of NTPC after it was established was to
expand telecommunications facilities and improve services to customers. Doing so required two tasks:
eliminating the backlog in subscriber telephone applications and providing for nationwide direct dialing
services.

In order to meet the huge telephone demand, NTTPC successively constructed telephone offices
in urban districts and medium and small cities in outlying areas. Because the demand for telephones still
largely exceeded the plan, however, the unmet demand continued to increase even with the strenuous
efforts made in new installations. For example, although it had initially been projected that the total
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demand would be 10.57 million telephones by the end of fiscal 1972, actual demand had already topped
10.6 million by the end of fiscal 1966. New installations peaked at 3.28 million in fiscal 1974, after
which supply gradually started to catch up with demand by the end of fiscal 1977; the backlog in
subscriber telephone orders had almost been eliminated.

The basic plan for the telephone network was formulated in 1956 to promote the realization of
nationwide direct dialing. This comprehensive approach required improving both hardware and
software capabilities. Hardware activities entailed constructing high-quality, high-efficiency and large-
capacity toll switches and trunk lines, while software activities entailed constructing a transmnission
network, creating transmission capabilities, establishing traffic and reliability engineering standards, and
implementing a numbering plan and tariff system. With the change in fixed-period tariff to periodic pulse
metering and other new tariff systems in September 1962, direct dialing rapidly expanded to cover all
areas of the country, and "nationwide direct dialing" was generally completed in fiscal 1978. By
achieving these two major goals, N1TPC was able to provide universal service. Its next task was to
promote managerial efficiency within NTIPC and to create mechanisms for expanding services and
developing the telecommunications market further.

Creating Competitive Strengths in Light of Technological Innovations

Until the latter half of the 1970s, NTTPC's research and development policy had focused on
technologies to achieve the twin goal of eliminating order backlogs and providing nationwide direct
dialing. Of course, efforts had also been made to pursue other R&D activities, such as the evolving
synergies in information processing combined with data communications. However, only in the latter
half of the 1970s did these R&D efforts begin producing results.

At the start of the 1970s, rapid progress in semiconductor technology, such as integrated circuit
(IC) and large scale integrated circuit (LSI) applications, ushered in an electronics revolution that had a
major impact in many areas including communications, computers, production equipment, home
appliances, measuring devices, and office equipment. Especially in the field of telecommunications, rapid
progress was made in digital communications technology, as well as in optical fiber and satellite
communications technologies. Consequently, economization was promoted in various fields, including
transmission and switching, and a variety of new services were developed and offered in response to
increasingly diversified and sophisticated communications needs.

In light of this technological progress, the conditions that had formerly been the traditional
rationale for monopolistic operations in telecommunications gradually changed. In short, technological
progress began lowering the costs necessary to provide telecommunications services and opened up new
areas in which the economies of scale from a unified operating structure could no longer be justified.
Moreover, because the telecommunications market has enormous growth potential, new participation
would help tap latent needs and not necessarily lead to double investment. With these factors in mind, the
government and the public began to recognize that full benefits to consumers could not be realized if new
participation in telecommunications continued to be prohibited. Accordingly, the widely held belief was
that consumer benefits could perhaps be more effectively realized by eschewing unified operations, and
introducing competition and making market functions work; in turn, this stance would enable NTTPC to
respond more appropriately to the diversity and sophistication of communications needs in the future and
to stay abreast of technological innovations.

Meeting the Diversity and Sophistication of User Needs

In many ways, the diversity and sophistication of user needs can be seen as corresponding to the
development of telecommunications service. At the inauguration of NTTPC the types of services offered
were limited to telephones, telegrams, and leased circuits the primary purpose of which was to transmit
voice and character information. Yet the variety of services continued to expand in response to the
growing diversity and sophistication of user needs. By the end of fiscal 1984, telex, data
comrnunications, circuit switching, packet switching, facsimile communications networks, videotex, and
video teleconferencing services were all offered along with such conventional services as telephones,
telegrams ,and leased circuits, and new network services were being developed one after another. Even
for single network services, the contents offered by NTTPC had become more varied. For example,
telephones were transformed from a mere voiceltransmission and switching service into a more complex
service, offering such supplementary functions as automatic call forwarding. Media improvements were
also offered: image, video, and data signals could be transrnitted, transferred, and received, and services
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that convert such signals into information during these processes were developed and rapidly expanded.
Furthermore, services were extended to cover not only fixed locations, but also mobile formats such as
vessels and automobiles. And leased-circuit service has also broken out of its former focus on telex and
telephone applications with limited specifications, now including many services that were developed in
response to the diversity of user needs, such as digital and video transmissions. In 1984, high-speed
digital transmissions and satellite digital communications were also initiated.

The increasing sophistication and diversity of communications needs--and the efforts to meet them-
- have been remarkable, and this trend is expected to be strengthened further in the future. It is not
surprising that handling such diverse needs would be considered increasingly difficult within the
framework of a monopolistic, public corporation structure.

Improving NTTPC Managerial Efficiency

As noted previously, an economic slowdown in the latter half of the 1970s reduced tax revenues in
Japan, but the government had little latitude to call easily for any tax increases. Thus,the government
was forced to issue huge amounts of deficit-financing bonds to balance annual budgets, further straining
the already difficult financial situation. These circumstances served only to prompt consideration of the
high productivity gains realized by independent, private companies in a competitive market, thus
necessitating social reform of the previously dismal government-oriented ventures.

While visions of the 21st century have long projected that telecommunications will become one of
the vital industries, playing not only a fundamental but a leading role in shaping the advances of our
emerging information-intensive society, NTTPC bore little resemblance to that image. It was gigantic,
monopolistic,and ungainly, and was affected by all the ills those attributes entailed--stodgy management,
low employee morale, and limited interest in operational streamlining. All of the interested parties
recognized the necessity of promoting managerial efficiency and streamlining efforts throughout NITPC
in order to enhance technological developments and thus strengthen international competitiveness.

It was clear that NTTPC had serious internal problems. Although some 90 percent, of the
cornpany's operating revenues came from telephone service, the increase in telephone subscribers had
slowed considerably since fiscal 1977, while expenses continued to rise. One of the major factors in this
increase was the rise in personnel expenses accounting for almost one-third of total operating expenses.
The bulk of these costs represented operating personnel, such as maintenance workers and operators who
had been employed in large numbers during the period in which telephone installations expanded rapidly.
Nevertheless, NT1PC maintained a similarly huge payroll (peaking at about 329,000 employees in fiscal
1979) even after plants had been modernized and nationwide direct dialing had been completed. (Indeed,
the number of employees increased by about 35 percent over some 240,000 employees from fiscal
1965 .just prior to the inauguration of PCAR in fiscal 1980.) Thus, personnel costs continued to account
for over 30 percent of total expenses since fiscal 1973, exerting considerable pressure on management.
And because NTTPC had slipped into an operating rut that would eventually have necessitated rate
increases, improvements in the company's managerial efficiency become urgently required.

C. TJhe Process of Privatization

Inauguration of the Provisional Commission on Administrative Reform

In order to carry out the administrative reforms necessary to reduce its fiscal deficits, the
government convened the second Provisional Commission on Administrative Reform (PCAR) in March
1981 to advise the prime minister. This commission was chaired by Toshio Doko, a former private-
sector executive. Behind this decision to empower PCAR with deliberating administrative reforms for the
nation was the belief that such problems could no longer be resolved at the existing mirinistry or agency
level. Moreover, Doko was selected as chairman primarily because his personal integrity was widely
recognized, and he had gained a well-regarded reputation for rebuilding the fortunes of the deficit-plagued
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries.
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As a condition for assuming the chairmanship of the commission, Doko secured assurances from
then Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki and Yasuhiro Nakasone, director general of the Administrative
Management Agency, that:(l) the PCAR recommendations would be implemented, (2) a firm approach
would be taken on restoring public finance, (3) administration would be streamlined and simplified, (4)
deficits stemming from the Japanese National Railway, national health insurance and rice subsidies under
the Food Control System would be eliminated, (5) public corporations would be reorganized and shifted
to private management; and (6) the government would no longer exert pressures on private undertakings.
Prime Minister Suzuki placed great expectations on the commission and promised that the PCAR report
would be implemented. These aims were reflected in the composition of the commission, most of whose
members were selected from the private sector, and included representatives of private companies, labor
unions, professors at private universities, and representatives of nonprofit corporations.

Once the commission specifically named NT'TPC as a target of privatization, personnel within the
company questioned whether it was necessary to privatize an NTTPC that had already started to achieve
good business results. However, former NTTPC president Hisashi Shinto instead argued t'hat hidden
problems did exist within the company, prompting PCAR to confirm its recommendation that NTTPC
should be targeted for administrative reform. On the basis of this recommendation, discussions on
implementing reform began among the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT), company management and labor, and Japan's industrial leadership centered
around the Federation of Economic Organizations (FEO), Japan's largest and most influential business
group.

Most significantly, the fact that PCAR served as an advisory body to the prime minister allowed
the deliberations and decisions on privatization to be carried out directly between the prime minister and
PCAR, without the direct involvement of ministries or agencies, as would be the case had the discussions
been held at the ministerial level. Thus, the MPT, which holds supervisory authority over
telecommunications, was bypassed and did not strongly support the privatization of NITTPC. However,
after the course for privatization was set by the Cabinet and the LDP following the PCAR report, the MPT
duly acceded and began the preparations necessary to effect the required legislation.

The Views of the Respective Entities during PCAR Deliberations

During the PCAR deliberations on NTTPC, each of the parties offered its respective view about the
proposed structure of NTTPC. This section summarizes the positions of NTTPC, the Japan
Telecommunications Workers' Union, the MPT and the LDP.

NTTPC

NTT PC submitted its own proposal to reform the management format to the 4th subcommittee of
PCAR. This proposal included three alternatives: (1) shifting NTTPC to a private company with all
investment coming from the users; (2) shifting NTTPC to a special private company similar to Japan
Airlines (JAL), with investment coming from both the government and users; and (3) retaining the
public corporation format with all investment coming from the government, but incorporating more
flexibility in the structure and business operations. This NTTPC proposal emerged from the
Management-Format Study Committee organized within NTTPC , and the shared objective of the three
alternatives was to totally amend the closed nature of the company as was symbolized by the expression
"Denden (NTTPC) family." Moreover, none of the three alternatives called for maintaining the siatus quo
in the corporate format without any change in the existing legal and budgetary mechanisms.

The "special company" approach was proposed to create a joint-stock company similar to JAL or
KDD, with investment coming jointly from the government and users. Because of the public nature of
telecommunications, this alternative recommended that shares held by the government be sold on a phased
basis, but restricted concentrated holdings by certain individuals or corporations and limited the number
of shares held by non-nationals. It also specified that the general shareholders' meeting be the top
decision making body, but also recommended an internal watchdog panel comprising various groups to
prevent any ill effects from the monopoly format. To protect users, the special company approach
proposed that the standards and fundamental principles that determined telephone rates and other tariffs be
stipulated by law, but that individual tariffs be determined independently with MPT approval. MPT
approval would also be required for the business operating plan, with closing operating and financial
statements submitted to the MPT, along with a securities report submitted to the Ministry of Finance
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(MOF). Corporate and business taxes and dividend payments were to be handled as they would be for
private companies.

Although the "private company" alternative was structurally similar to the special company
approach in many ways, it differed in two primary respects: (1) the business operating plan would be
submitted to MPT, but did not require MPT approval; and (2) shares would be held only by users, and
none by the government. The "revised public corporation" option was closest to the existing framewo:rk,
in that the business operating plan would require Diet approval, and strikes would continue to be banned
under the Public Corporations and Government Enterprises Labor Relations Act. However, the
budgetary and legal restrictions under the old public corporation structure would be somewhat relaxed,
and management independence would be increased. Specifically, (1) wages would be determined by
labor management negotiations, and (2) MPT approval would no longer be required to issue corporate
bonds.

Japan Telecommunication Workers' Union

Because wage increases for NTTPC personnel were determined not by the company's performance
but by the same standards used for workers at such public corporations as the deficit-ridden JNR, the
JTWU had been calling for the reform of the NTTPC's public corporation structure since 1978.
Accordingly, the JTWU wanted to shift N'ITPC to a special private company based on joint investment
by the government and users. The union's position called for granting authority to engage in collective
bargaining, relaxing regulations, establishing conditions for fair competition, providing guarantees for
such basic union rights as labor actions, and securing the public nature of telecommunications. While the
fundamental approaches of JTWU and NTTPC differed, both parties took common positions in other
management-related issues. For example, the JTWU opposed the breakup of the company fearing that it
would jeopardize the union organization; NITPC opposed any breakup.

Federation of Economic Organizations

The FEO issued a statement in February 1982 which called for turning NTTPC into apurejoint-
stock company coinciding with introducing competition and minimizing regulations in
telecommunications. The FEO suggested (1) shifting NTTPC into a purely private company at a single
stroke, without a transitional admixture of government investment, (2) simultaneously spinning off such
services as data communications,and (3) protecting the public nature of telecommunications by proposing
through a law similar to that applied to electric utilities to allow the new company to retain a minimal
monopoly in such areas as operation of telephone and communications circuits. Although N1TPC itself
had already indicated a flexible attitude towards privatization, it still envisioned that partial government
ownership (the so-called "third-sector approach") was the most likely for the time being. In calling for
"single-stroke" privatization without resorting to such temporary measures, the FEO proposal warned that
any "third sector approach would inevitably involve continued government intervention in the entire
management field." However, some observers did point out that the FEO's "pure privatization" approach
would make it easier for other private companies to enter the promising information processing field,
which would be more difficult if NITPC retained a residual NTTPC monopoly.

Following its endorsement by the FEO board of directors, the FEO proposal was submitted to
PCAR as an official report of the FEO's Information Processing Round-Table Conference Subcommittee
(chaired by Yasushi Takao, president of Mitsubishi Research Institute). Concurrently, the FEO continued
to solidify its early-stage support for NTTPC privatization. The essential argument boiled down to two
factors: (1) although NTTPC was producing annual profits as high as US$2.6 billion (Y338.1 billion
fiscal 1980 figures), some observers projected that the slowdown in telephone revenues which accounted
for 88 percent of total revenue would create deficits for fiscal 1985, and (2) privatization was a
prerequisite for bold pricing strategies, including increases in short-distance rates, and would provide the
flexibility necessary for cutting personnel costs to compensate for revenue shortfalls. Essentially, the
FEO position was predicated on the assumption that third-sector approaches in Japan would inevitably
involve (1) continued governmental intervention in personnel management, and (2) still-born
independence and autonomy in so-called "privatized" companies because of continued govermnent
interference. Another major FEO concern was to ensure maximum participation in existing public-sector
monopolies by relegating NTTPC to the same level as other private companies. This view reflected the
FEO position that the MPT would not stop intervening in other enterprises that had once been public-
sector monopolies if even one "special company" continued to retain exclusive privileges in telegraph and
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telephone operations. The subcommittee report called for establishing a "telegraph and telephone business
law" to clarify and stipulate the business areas in which pure privatization would occur and in which
NTIPC would continue to retain primary responsibilities. However, these areas were to involve basic
N1TPC operations only; in data communications, for example, the FEO envisioned tiat circuit
management would be subject to monopolistic operations, but that private companies woulcd have full
access to the entire range of information-processing services that relied on such circuits.

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications

As the authority responsible for telecommunications, the MPT remained cautious about NTTPC
solutions that appeared to stress the interests of management and labor only, for example, the joint effort
of both management and labor in pushing for a review of the management format. In sum, MPT's
recommendations focused on four major concerns: (1) the most urgent task for NTITPC was to reform
and completely streamline internal operations; (2) rather than coping head on with the underlying rationale
for privatization, NlTPC management and labor seemed to be pushing impatiently for internal structural
changes without adequate study, by trying to mobilize public opinion in favor of a "nationwide
monopolistic joint-stock company" through such assertions that NITPC was fast on the road to
becoming a second JNR; (3) while turning NTTPC into a joint-stock company might satisfy the wishes of
labor and management, it might also increase the burden on the public, due to such factors as the ill
effects of monopolistic operations, the domination of NFTPC by management and labor, and tax and
dividend payments; and (4) because NTTPC represented an important national asset, drastic
rationalization should be the first step--after which adequate time should be taken to fully study any
management revisions from the standpoint of the public interest.

Rather than commenting directly on a desired management format for public telecommunications,
ihe MIPT instead recommended that "major items" that required careful study and consideration be
delineated. Chief among these items was MPTs contention that the public nature of the business could
not be evaluated "simply from the standpoint of the main management body, but must be approached in
terms of broad national and public interests," including such factors as service to isolated islands and
remote locales, measures for coping with disasters, ensuring national security, and protecting the
confidentiality of communications. Second, while noting that the nature of telecommunications itself was
strongly inclined towards monopolistic operations, the MPT stressed that any ill effects stemming from a
monopoly could be overcome through systematic regulation. In addition, the MPT noted that the existing
public corporation structure had been adopted to permit efficient management also ensuring the public's
telecommunications needs, and that relatively independent operations were already permitted with
NTrPC. In this connection, the then director of MPT's Telecommunications Policy Bureau explained
that the ministry's reservations did not necessarily mean that the MPT believed that the existing public
corporation format was the most desirable; rather, the ministry believed several hurdles were to be
overcome before any structural changes such as privatization could be discussed. In sum, it appeared that
the MPT was criticizing the three NTTPC reform proposals--I) a privatized company, (2) a special
company with joint government-user investment, and (3) retaining the public corporation format but
providing for flexibility in structure and operations--on the grounds that they had not been subjected to a
careful, rigorous study.

The Liberal Democratic Party

Since March 1982, the LDP had been assessing NTIPC's public nature, monopoly, and efficiency
in the NITPC Basic Issue Research Committee and the Communications Committee of the Policy
Research Council. In dealing with the public nature aspect, these studies concluded the following: (1)
that protecting communications secrecy is an absolute requisite that cannot be suspended or abolished for
any reason, let alone sacrificed for the sake of the economy; (2) that universal service must be provided
even to such unprofitable service areas as isolated islands and mountainous or remote locales; and (3) that
basic and pioneering R&D activities must continue to be stressed, and that overall technological standards
must not be put at risk by permitting R&D investment to be redirected only those fields promising greater
profitability.

On the monopoly issue, the study highlighted three points: (1) legitimate questions should be asked
about the results of a new joint-stock company that merely assumed the existing large-scale monopoly
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under a relaxed regulatory environment, since little evidence existed that a private company would be
more adept than a public entity at making a monopoly efficient; (2) because a single CEO could not easily
manage an operation with 330,000 employees, more thought was required about the system that should
be adopted to manage several hundred thousand employees; and (3) even under the existing highly
regulated public corporation system, the ill effects of a monopoly were still evident (for example, it was
not clear whether contract prices were appropriate and/or the results of any mismanagement were fully
reflected in tariffs).

With respect to the efficiency issue, the LDP studies pointed out that the irrational labor practices at
NTTPC stemmed largely from the system that required contract negotiations for each work site. It
concluded that (1) it would be inconceivable that a private company would permit employees to take 141
days off per year (essentially, one day off every three days), whereas NTTPC's working schedule of 37
hours and 10 minutes per week meant that NlTPC employees worked a full 300 hours less annually than
the 2,000-hour average worked by employees in private companies; and (2) although NTTPC had agreed
to the "work-site negotiation system" under the pretext of smooth working relationships, the result had
been a mushrooming of work-site negotiations--even for normal managerial decisions. In fact, one office
alone participated in 285 negotiating sessions within just 224 working days in one year . The LDP
sharply criticized this climate in which nothing could be done without union consultation.

To summarize these views: NTTPC called for privatization but insisted that a single nationwide
corporate structure be maintained rather than breaking up the company; the Japan Telecommunications
Workers' Union also supported privatization as a way to reform the system in which wages for N1IPC
employees were determined by the same standards as those for workers at the deficit-ridden JNR; and
industrial groups, centered around the Federation of Economic Organizations, called for tulning
NTTPC into a pure joint-stock company along with liberalizing the communications rmarket and
mininmizing government regulations and interferences. Meanwhile, the MPT adopted the position that
NTTPC should first be fully streamlined prior to studying any privatization, and that full studies to be
undertaken to determine the effects of privatization on the nation and the public. The final consensus was
to shelve suggestions to break up NTTPC, and to promote the managerial efficiency of the company
through privatization.

Report of PCAR's 4th Subcommittee (The Basic Report)

Commission's discussions about NTT7PC were concluded at PCAR's 4th subcommittee meeting in
May 1982, led by Professor Hiroshi Kato of Keio University. These final recommendations were
included in the Third Report (Basic Report) submitted in July of that year. In discussing management
problems, the report indicated that:(1) rate increases must be expected on a medium-term batsis to
compensate for the narrowing gap between telephone revenues and expenses that accounted for 90
percent of total operating revenues; (2) employment had not been trimmed despite moves towards
automation and modernization; and (3) agreements and practices between labor and management hindered
the smooth implementation of rationalization and personnel transfers. Next, in reviewing the ill effucts of
a monopolistic public utility, the report highlighted three basic concerns: (1) the fear that flexible, profit-
oriented business operations might be hindered by governmental restrictions, (2) an ingrained rigidity in
wage determination mechanisms limited incentives to pursue rationalization objectives, and (3) typically
large-scale monopolistic entities typically exhibited operational malaise. The report also stressed the need
for an actively competitive environment to stay abreast of technological innovations. The basic con,zensus
emerging from these deliberations was that (1) NTTPC should be privatized to transform it into a
streamlined management body vested with due authority, (2) a proper competitive mechanism should be
established to eliminate the ill effects of a monopoly, and (3) the rationalization of scale should be
promoted by taking into account management limits stemming from a huge organization. As background
to privatization, the report cited the necessity of restoring govemmental finances under a stable-growth
economy, innovative progress in information technology, and other factors. The reform optioIns also
suggested reorganizing the management format into a central entity linking multiple regional companies.

Moves Toward NTTPC Reform Legislation

The Basic Report provoked considerable debate as the privatization of N1TPC moved towards
legislation. Various studies were carried out within the government and the LDP to examine ownership
and management formats, the telecommunications market that could be envisioned, and other 'issues.
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While the Suzuki Cabinet tried to proceed with the relevant legislation after receiving the report,
coordination within the LDP faced rough going because of sharply divided opinions about the breakup of
NTTPC.

On July 13, shortly after the report from the 4th subcommittee and immediately before Ihe final
report, the LDP asked Shin Kanemaru, an influential member of the House of Representatives, to
coordinate LDP activities with the PCAR report. Kanemaru submitted what became know as the
Kanemaru proposal, which suggested a management format similar to that of the Bank of Japan
(investment via securitized collateral obligations) as an intermediate format between a public corporation
and a joint-stock company. As the Kanemaru proposal emphasized streamlining measures and failed to
deal with the introduction of competition and network sophistication, it offered little to coordinate the
conflicting opinions of those concerned.

Then, the Nakasone Cabinet which had been inaugurated in November 1982, left the matter of
PCAR and LDP coordination entirely in the hands of Ryutaro Hashimoto, chairman of the Administrative
and Financial Matters Investigation Commission. Following discussions within the LDP, Hashimoto
submitted a proposal in August 1983 (known as the Hashimoto proposal) that endorsed the PCAR report
on privatization and the introduction of competition, while not clearly calling for the breakup of NTTPC.
This proposal was accepted by the Administrative Reform Promotion Headquarters of the LDP.

In response to the Hashimoto proposal, the MPT carried out a study at the Telecommunications
Council, established as an advisory organ to the minister of posts and telecommunications, and
announced three bills in March 1984: the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation bill, the
Telecommunications Business bill , and a third bill to modify the relevant laws. In the course of the
legislative process towards the enactment of these bills, the MPT was confronted with the objection from
the Ministry of International Trade and Industry concerning the need of regulations to be imposed on
Type-II telecommunications carriers which provide the similar communications service as that offered by
Type-I carriers in the information processing field by leasing communications circuits from Type-I
carriers. The confrontation was settled by applying the MPT registration system to large-scale Type II
carriers and the MPT notification system to small-scale Type II carriers. The three bills were passed by
the Diet in July 1984 in cooperation with the Komei Party and the Japan Democratic Socialist Party--
largely in response to public opinion that favored privatizating NTTPC. Crucial to building this national
consensus were the integrity and modest mien of PCAR chairman Doko, and the openness of the PCAR
secretariat in keeping the public informed of all discussions and debate. During the Diet deliberations, the
strong struggle waged by the Japan Telecommunications Workers' Union against the reform bills
succeeded in winning two concessions for the JTWU in the final passage of the bills--excluding incidental
businesses from the items that required MPT approval, and a review of the restrictions on the right to
strike after three years.

This radical structural reform was finally carried out in April 1985, based on the three pillars of
deregulation, competition, and the privatization of NTTPC. The motivation for this reform had been to
respond to ongoing progress in telecommunications technology, to meet increasingly diversified and
sophisticated needs, to provide quality service at lower costs, and to activate the overall market by free
competition through the originality and entrepreneurship of multiple carriers. In response, a huge private
company was born, a firm with a total market value of $185 billion (Y24.06 trillion) and some 304,000
employees. Because of the still-unresolved issues about the ultimate format of privatization, provisions
were made to review the entire process at the end of five years, based on the assessment of the AT&T
reorganization that took place in the United States at about the time. In short, the decision to break up the
company was left unresolved until after privatization. While the PCAR report had originally suggested
privatization after a breakup, priority was given to restoring government finances, which essentially
meant that the public offering and listing procedures for NTPC shares were carried out before the
corporate breakup was clarified. This unresolved issue led to the subsequent problems about the
formation of stock prices and the protection of shareholder rights.

D. Summary

The privatization of NTTPC was carried forward in the light of numerous operational, legislative,
and political exigincies. The crucial events that led to the eventual consensus for privatization were as
follows:
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The affected ministries and agencies had no choice but follow the decision made on
a top-down basis through deliberations at PCAR, which was an advisory organ to
the prime minister.

* Because CAR's chairman was a respected private company executive, the
committee was able to clearly establish its independence from governmental
ministries (although the decision was made on a top-down basis), and was not
subjected to criticism from the private sector.

The personality of Chairman Doko was promoted by the mass media, which won
him considerable respect and trust from the public.

Full openness was maintained with regular press releases covering the details of all
views and discussions.

Both labor and management at NTTPC supported the idea of privatization.

Bills that coordinated the views of all concerned could eventually be drafted and
passed.

On the other hand, however, the problems encountered in the process towards privatization included:

* Because of the overemphasis on coordinating all views at the legislation stage, the
new NTr ended up with less than complete management independence as various
NTTPC-era regulations were not repealed;

i Despite privatization, the government is still required to hold over one-third of the
shares-with an even higher 50 percent holding requirement for the time being.

* With the temporary shelving of the breakup issue, the public placement and listing
of NiT shares was carried out before this matter was resolved.

i Despite the introduction of competition, the methods and areas for competition
were not clarified and thus tariffs were not rebalanced.
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3. REFORMING TELECOMMUNICATIONS REGULATIONS

The Japanese telecommunications sector was operated continuously as a unified nationwide
monopoly since its inception in 1869 until March 1985-operating as a national enterprise until the end of
World War II. During the postwar period as well, NITPC was granted exclusive rights to handle all
telecommunications in the country, until 1953, when international telecommunications operations were
transferred to the newly established Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co., Ltd. (KDD).

A. The Telecommunications Structure in the Past

The reasons used to justify such monopolistic operations lay mainly in the following basic
characteristics of telecommunications.

* Public Nature. Because telecommunications is intrinsically related to the national
economy, social activities, and daily life, providing uniform, quality service nationwide at
reasonable and unified tariffs was considered necessary to secure the full public benefits of
telecommunications. However, these requirements could not be expected to be falfilled by
public utilities under in a competitive environment due to regional differences in topography,
population density, economics, and so forth.

• Natural Monopoly (Economies of Scale). Because telecommunications service requires
huge plants and equipment, economies of scale from unified operations could naturally be
expected to reduce unit costs. Beyond the fact that these inherent features of
telecommunications make a competitive environment difficult, the national economy could
be served more efficiently with a unified operation. Moreover, users could be protected by
regulatory intervention and not exposed risk in the market function.

* Securing Nationwide Technological Compatibility. A further characteristic of
telecommunications is that public benefits accumulate exponentially with the expansion of
networks. Thus, NTTPC had continually endeavored to develop and expand facilities to
meet the accelerating demand. Under such circumstances, it was necessary to secure
technological compatibility on a nationwide basis in order to secure quality
telecommunications service nationwide. Having a single, unified carrier construct and
operate the communications network was the most appropriate vehicle for securing this
goal.

A Brief Review of the Unified Operating Structure under NTTPC

Under the unified structure, NTTPC successfully handled the sharply increased demand for
services, during the postwar era the Japanese economy began to recover and revitalize, and thfe nation's
standard of living gradually improved. In addition, as cited in Chapter 2, it achieved two major goals by
developing and expanding telecommunications network facilities according to a series of five 5-year
telegraph and telephone expansion plans.

In attaining these objectives, NITPC diversified and expanded its existing service--basic telephone
service. After securing supply and demand equilibrium in subscriber telephones, however, NTTPC
business operations began to focus on how quickly and efficiently it could respond to the growing
sophistication and diversity of user needs for communications-that is, how to deal with needs for
individual "customized" communications service. However, because its operating structure forced the
company to give priority to providing standardized service offerings across the widest possible customer
base, it took time to respond to sophisticated, personalized user requirements. Moreover, the structure of
NTTPC would make it difficult to provide virtually all of the wide variety of new services expected to
appear successively as technological progress was made.

At the same time, provisions of the Wire Telecommunications Law effectively prohibited anyone
from jointly installing circuits, making interconnections with circuits installed by others, or allowing
others to use any self-installed circuits. These legal restrictions were designed to guarantee the exclusive
provision of telecommunications service by NTTPC and Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co., Ltd.
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However, with the accelerating changes in the business environment, including the growing
sophistication and diversity of communications needs, and the remarkable progress being made in
communications technology, calls were made increasingly to relax the regulations that governed circuit
installation and utilization. Moreover, the potential of commercializing the optical fiber and
communications satellite technology used in private circuits began to support the feasibility of such
businesses, especially as the private sector continued to upgrade its technological capacity to provide
communications plants and thus as the necessary funding for such operations became more widely
available.

Hence. technological innovations and other factors increased the likelihood that multiple companies
could coexist successfully in the telecommunications field, the idea of securing the benefits of a
competitive environment by reviewing the unified operating structure itself and expanding user services
gained widespread popularity.

To Privatization: Purport of Telecommunications Structural Reform

In considering the environmental changes surrounding the telecommunications field!, the
government decided to implement structural reforms in 1985 to privatize NTTPC and introduce
competition in the telecommunications market. The purpose of the reforms was to increase the variety of
services offered and lower costs by introducing competition among carriers and giving users freedom of
choice, as well as to promote further advances in telecommunications.

The subsequent law that provided this new competitive environment in telecommunications was the
Telecommunications Business Law (hereafter referred to as the "Business Law"). Because the privatized
N`1T still retained a public nature aspect incidental to telecommunications and retained virtual monopolies
in many fields, special regulations on the company were imposed by the Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Corporation Law (hereafter referred to as "Corporation Law"), in addition to the regulations
applied to joint-stock companies by the Commercial Code.

B. Business Law

The Business Law enacted in December 1984 specifies the framework for introducing competition
into the telecommunications field, while at the same time stipulating the approval provisions and measures
required given of the public nature of the business.(see Table 3-1).

Framework of Competition (Multilayered Business Classification)

Reflecting the multilayered structure of such operations, the telecommunications business was
classified into Type-I carriers and Type-Il carriers. The first category consists of companies that
provide telecommunications service by installing and operating their own telecommunications circuits.
The second category consists of companies without their own circuits that offer different, valued-added
options to the telecommunications service provided by Type-I carriers. Moreover, Type-II carriers that
provide service to "many and unspecified customers" and whose circuit connection capabilities are
beyond specified levels, as well as those that provide international value-added service, are called
Special Type-Il carriers. Other Type-II companies are known as General Type-Il carriers.

Because the Business Law permits Type-II service to be provided not only to small and
medium companies but also to the public at large, a variety of telecommunications services, including
VAN service, have started to appear. Data processing (for example, data computation and retrieval) is
the only field not affected by these changes as before, such services may be provided without
restriction.
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Table 3-1 Comparison of Major Items of the Telecommunications Business Law and the Public
Telecommunications Law

Telecommunicatons Business Law Public Telecommunications Law

Item
Telecommunications
Carrier Business
Categories
(1) Carriers Installing Type-I Carriers (Articles 2, 6, 9) Monopolistic domestic operations

Circuits In addition to NTT and KDD, new entrants are permitted by NTTPC.
if approval is obtained. (Under the Business Law, NTT . Monopolistic intemational
and KDD are each treated as approved Type-I carriers.) operations by KDD.

. Any party 'operating' a telecommunications business is (Public Telecommunications Law,
considered a telecommunications carrier (Article 2). Wire Telecommunications Law and

. Provisions for Type-I business do not apply to the Radio Law)
following: any telecommunications business providing
telecommunications service exclusively to a single
party, and/or any telecommunications business which
provides service with facilities partly established on
service premises (Article 90).

(2) Carriers Leasing . Type-Il Carriers (Articles 6, 21) Only medium arnJ small VAN
Circuits . General Type-lI (other than Special Type-Il): notification operations (communications-

required (Article 22). processing service providers mainly
. Special Type-lI: large-scale operations serving many and for medium and small companies;

unspecified customers; registration required (Article 24). notification required).
. No regulations applied to data processing business in . No regulations applied to data

Type-lI category. processing businesses.
^ (Article 90)
* Only provisions for communications secrecy and

prohibition of censorship are applicable.
Procedures for Entry . Approval required to start Type-I operations.

. Registration required for Special Type-l1 operations;
registration denied to any law violators.

. Notfication required for General Type-Il operations. . Notification required for medium and
small VAN operations only.

Circuit Utilization . Circuit utilization conditions determined by carrier upon . As a rule, no restrictions imposed
approval; however, unreasonable restrictions not on utilization methods iin case
permitted (Article 31). leased circuits are used for data

. Contract provisions can restrict any utilization format processing.
involving remarkable cream-skimming. . In case leased circuits are used for

purposes other than data
processing, joint utilization or
ubtlization by parties other than
contractors not permitted.

Terminal Equipment . Repealed principle of main telephone set supplied only by . As a rule, main telephone set must
NTTPC. be provided by NTTPC.

. Type-I carriers cannot refuse user requests to connect . User equipment permilted only for
any terminal equipment conforming to technical standards attached or extension telephone
(Article 49). sets.
Type-I carriers may determine if terminal provided or not.

Regulations on
Type-I Carriers
(1) Contract and Tariff . Service conditions and tariffs set forth in service contract . Major service conditions legally

Provisions subject to approval, except for items stipulated in stipulated.
applicable MPT ordinances (Article 31). . Other service conditions subject to

. Positing of tariff provisions and technical specifications approval.
(also subject to approval) required (Article 32). . Posting of approved tariff required.

(2) Obligation to Provide . Obligated to provide service within service area (Article . Same as Business La-
Service 34).

(3) Restrictions on . Restrictions on entities with foreign attributes, such as
Foreign Capital non-nationals, foreign corporations, foreign capital ratio

exceeding one-third (Article 11).
(4) Settlement of . In order to facilitate proper setting of charges, accounts to . NTTPC's accounting sCgulations

Accounts (Proper be properiy maintained in accordance with applicable MPT subject to approval (FPublic
Accounting) ordinances (Article 33). Corporation Law).

(5) Interconnections . Interconnections between Type-I networks negotiated by
carriers themselves, with resulted agreement subject to
approval (Article 38).
Arbitration by minister of posts and telecommunications if
no agreement concluded (Article 39).
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Framework of Requirements for Participation

New participants in Type-I operations are required to obtain the approval of the minister of
posts and telecommunications. This provision is designed to ensure the stability and reliability required
of infrastructure suppliers in which a public nature aspect is inherent. Specifically, Type-I carriers must
construct an infrastructure network to provide communications service that is indispensable to daily life
and economic activities, as well as meet the need for the installation of various types of equipment.
This facilities aspect deserves careful consideration since Type-I carriers require a huge amount of
investment and are strongly facilities-bound. Accordingly, users in an entire area could be adversely
effected by a bankruptcy or the withdrawal of carriers due to excessive competition. Another concern is
the substantial risk faced by new participants because their telecommunications plants cannot be used
for other purposes.

New Special Type-II carriers are subject to a registration system that required a rigorous
examination of an applicant's financial base. The reasons behind this system are twofold: (1) such
carriers require huge investments in plant and equipment, since they provide services through the
nationwide network, and (2) measures to protect communications secrecy and system-down back-up
measures must be examined because services are provided to many and unspecified customers.

A notification system was adopted for General Type-II businesses to ensure maximum
participation by such companies and to give them broad latitude in displaying their individual originality
and entrepreneurship. Such businesses require flexibility in providing an array of services to meet the
various application needs of individual corporate groups. Because these operations are not expected to
achieve a substantial business scale, the notification system was adopted to create a market that
facilitates the entry of new participants.

As noted previously, in-house data processing operations, such as data computation and
retrieval, can be carried out without restrictions.

Basic Rules of Business Operations

All business operations are required to adhere strictly to the basic rules of telecommunications:
protecting the secrecy of communications, maintaining total impartiality in usage (discriminatory
handling is prohibited), and giving priority to vital communications, such as emergency
communications in the event of natural disasters.

Deregulation of Circuit Usage

In order to enable users to use communications circuits as freely and efficiently as possible
according to their need, usage restrictions imposed on communications circuits by NTIPC were lifted
to the extent that would not improperly damage Type-I carrier benefits (such as excess "cream-
skimming"). As a general rule, users are ensured free and efficient access to telecommunications
circuits.

Liberalization of Terminal Selection

Regulations which required that the main telephone set be installed directly by NTTPC were
lifted, and a completely competitive environment was introduced in terminal selection. Accordingly,
various types of terminals started to become commercially available in various formats, such as rentals
and sales.

In the event that Type-I carriers provide terminals on a rental basis, such activity is considered
Type-I business. However, activities involving the sale of such terminals constitute no more than
simple sales activities equivalent to those for any goods, and are thus not subject to the Business Law.
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Regulations on Plant

Ministerial ordinances stipulate the framework of technical standards of telecommunications
plant for business use (facilities to be installed by Type-I and Special Type-It carriers), as well as the
connection standards between these networks and terminal equipment. However, because competition
is expected to lead to a wide variety of network installations, "technical conditions" involving numerous
installation standards for terminal equipment and so forth require MPT confirmation. Although
previous regulations had stipulated the business areas that were to be set by either regulatory authorities
or carriers, the new law requires that all basic conditions be set by regulatory authorities.

Regulations on Type-I Business

Tariff Approval. During the NTTPC monopoly era, tariffs for major communications
services were set by law, and other charges were subject to approval. Thus, legislative revisions to the
Public Telecommunications Tariffs were required to change any NTTPC tariffs (in short, any NT`1PC
tariff was subject to full diet approval).

The Business Law revised this system, requiring only MPT approval, so as to provide greater
flexibility in basic service offerings. This decision took into account the fact that the Type-I market was
now legally competitive, and provisions were necessary to reflect the results of technological
innovations in the tariff schedule. Tariffs for supplementary and optional services can be determined
independently.

Approval of Charges and Other Terms of Services. Service conditions (including such
matters as contract rates) are approved on the basis of charges and other terms of services-except for
those items stipulated by the ministerial ordinance. The criteria for approval are legally stipulated.

Obligation to Provide Service. Type-I carriers cannot refuse to provide telecommunications
service in their service areas without justifiable reason. The new law clearly defines the obligalion to
provide service within the service territory.

Regulations on Foreign Capital. Because Type-I carriers constitute part of the fundamental
infrastructure that supports people's lives and economic activities and serves such national functions as
securing important communications, such entities require due attention so as not to damage national
independence or autonomy. Given the confined land area of Japan, the number of new entrants in such
facilities-based industries as telecommunications must naturally be limited-necessitating that domestic
carriers receive first priority as service suppliers.

Accordingly, the Business Law disqualifies certain parties from starting Type-I operations.
They include violators of telecommunications-related laws for which a fixed period of time has not yet
elapsed, and four "foreign attribute exclusion" provisions: (1) any person who does not have Japanese
nationality, (2) foreign governments or their representatives, (3) foreign corporations or groups, and (4)
corporations whose foreign-capital ratio is over one-third.

The reason for setting the foreign-capital ratio at one-third is that the Commercial Code permits
holders of one-third or more of the equity capital to veto any important decisions, such as changes in the
articles of incorporation or the dismissal of directors or auditors, thereby giving foreign capital a
potentially substantial influence over corporate operations. Moreover, this regulation targets not only
direct holdings by foreign corporations, but also indirect holdings through subsidiaries or sub-
subsidiaries. This foreign attribute exclusion would be violated if cumulative holdings by foreign
investors exceeded the one-third level. Type-I carriers such as NTl and KDD have adopted a stricter
posture of prohibiting all share holdings by foreign-capital corporations.

Settlement of Accounts (Proper Accounting Procedures). The Business Law requires
that all accounting procedures follow the provisions of ministerial ordinances, as is legally required of
other public utilities, such as electric power and gas. The law stipulates specific procedures for account
titles and other accounting-related items in order to facilitate proper rate calculations for
telecommunications services.
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Interconnections. Because service will first be provided through NTT networks for the time
being, interconnection agreements covering all entrants are subject to MPT approval. A competent
authority may be called upon to arbitrate any interconnection disagreement among Type-I cantiers.

C. Corporation Law

The Corporation Law was enacted concurrently with the Business Law. While the Business Law
guarantees free access to telecommunications in principle, the Corporation Law defines the organizational
reform of NTTPC to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT). While the privatized
company is basically a joint-stock company subject to the Commercial Code, a special law was enacted
upon its inauguration in light of the public nature of the business and its close relationship to national
interest and public policies. Accordingly, exceptional regulations are imposed for a limited basis on the
company's operations as a public utility. The content of these regulations can be summarized roughly as
follows (see Tables 3-2 and 3-3).

Business Fields

The Corporation Law defined the business field of the new NTT as the "domestic
telecommunications business," thereby separating its operations from the field of international
teleconununications operations.

In addition to domestic telecommunications operations, the new NTT is permitted to carry out
incidental business and other activities necessary to achieve the company's purpose. The Ordinance of the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (the Corporation Law Enforcement Regulations) stipulates that
the revenues and expenses of such incidental businesses be mutually balanced, and requires that proper
notification be made before NIT starts such business.

Obligation to Provide Universal Service

The new NTr is positioned as one of the Type-I carriers under the Business Law, and is required
to provide telecommunications service by taking over the nationwide networks owned by NTTPC. The
new company assumes the obligation to provide telephone service for its service areas throughout the
country, including service for unprofitable areas (Article 2 of the Corporation Law). As a Type-I carrier,
the company is also prohibited from unreasonable discrimination in handling such business (Article 7 of
the Business Law).

Research and Development

To promote R&D activities in telecommunications technologies and make the results of such
activities public, the law requires that continued, immediate efforts be made towards an advanced
information-intensive society, without not neglecting any basic research fields. A provision of the law
requires that these R&D activities be made public, by clearly calling for the "dissemination of such
results." Because NTrPC had successfully achieved its high levels of technology from funds raised from
each subscriber, the new company is not permitted to monopolize its R&D results. Rather, it must make
its know-how public and grant appropriate licenses as technology transfers to the public.

Freedom in Making Investments

The Corporation Law does not specially cover the issue of investments, essentially meaning that
the new company can make any investments permitted by the Commercial Code in order to
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Table 3-2 Shiftfrom Public Corporation Law to Corporation Law

Old System New System
Item (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Commercial Code

Public Corporation Law, Etc.) Corporation Law, Etc.)
Purpose Promobon of Public Welfare Management of Domestic Detailed corporate

(1) Establishing rational and efficient Telecommunicatons Business (Article 1) purposes stated in
management for public (1) Operations to be proper and articles of
telecommunications business. reasonable in view of public nature of incorporation..

(2) Promoting the development and telecommunications.
expansion of public (2) User interests to be protected by
telecommunications facilities. securing consistent provision of

(3) Securing national benefits telecommunications service.
through telecommunications. (3) Sound development of
(Items (1) to (3) are from Public telecommunications and benefits to
Corporaion Law) public to be ensured to promote public

(4) Ensuring Universal and fair welfare. (Preceding items from Article
provision of prompt and reliable 1 of Business Law)

Obligations telecommunications service at Obligatons (Article 2)
reasonable charges (Public (1) With due consideraton for proper and
Telecommunicabons Law). efficient management, the company is

to contribute to securing stable
telephone service throughout Japan
by impartially providing such service
under appropriate conditions.

(2) By promoting R&D activities and
disseminating such results, the
company is to contribute to the
creative advancement and
development of telecommunications,
thereby promoting public welfare.

Business Range (1) Public telecommunications (1) Domestc telecommunications Any activities
business. business (Article 1). necessary, useful and

(2) Incidental business. (2) Incidental business (notificabon appropriate to achieve
(3) Business to achieve purposes of required) (Article 1, MPT ordinance). purposes stated in

company. (3) Business to achieve purposes of articles of incorporation
(4) Specifically enumerated company (approval required) (Article included in the

consignment business. 1). business rarge.
Investment Investment range specifically No restrictions. (However, general restrictions under Antimonopoly

enumerated as follows: Act apply.)
(1) KDD, the Natonal Space

Development Agency, and the
Communicabons and
Broadcasting Satellite
Organization.

(2) Business with purposes closely [After considering special status of
related to main and consignment company and management ethic,
businesses of public investments made in new business to
telecommunications service promote management efficiency.)
(approval required; detailed range
stipulated by MPT ordinance).

Restrictions on (Total capital investment by (1) Exclusion of entities with foreign Although transfers can
Shares government.) attributes (Artcle 4). be limited (approval of

(2) Govemment to permanently hold over board of drectors
one-third of total outstanding shares necessary), transfers
(Article 4). cannot be pirohibited.

(3) Disposal of govemment-owned shares
within limits set by Diet in the relevant
annual budget (Article 5).

Number of (1) Number (1) Number. . Directors (more than
Directors; President, senior executive vice Defined in articles of incorporation three) elected by
Appointment/Dis president (one each); directors (subject to approval) (Article 10). shareholders'
missal of (at least five but fewer than ten); Auditors: at least three (Article 14). meetng.
Directors auditors general (two) (2) Selecton/Dismissal . More than two

(2) AppointmenVDismissal a. Elected by shareholders' meeting auditors (iin case
a. President and senior executive b. Directors holding responsible capital over V500

vice president appointed by positions selected by board of million). with limitaton
Cabinet with consent of directors. defined in articles of
Management Committee. c. dismissal by special resolution of incorporaton.

b. Managing directors appointed by shareholders' meeting.
president.
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Table 3-2 (continued)

Old System New System
Item (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Comrnercial Cods

Public Corporation Law, Etc.) Corporation Law, Etc.)
c. Auditors general appointed by d. All directors and auditors subject to

Management Commitee. approval (Article 9).
d. Persons with rights to appoint

usually have rights to dismiss. _
Business Requested budgetary allocations (1) Business operaton plan (outline of Electric power
Operation Plan submitted to the MPT (with business major service plans and construction companies required to

operabon and funding plans attached) plans) subject to approval (Article 11; submit notificabon of
and decided by Diet resolution. Article 17 re: deliberaions by MOF). facility and supply

(2) Revenue/expense and funding plans plans each fiscal year;
attached (MPT ordinance). for gas companies,

notification of supply
plans.

Appropriaion of Accumulated as reserves (all (1) Appropriation of Surplus = Legal Reserve of Retained Eamings -
Surplus allocated to construction investment). Dividends - Director Bonuses -Voluntary Reserve

(2) A proval by shareholders' meetim.
(3) Subject to MPT approval (Article 110;

Article 17 re deliberations by MOF).
Fund Raising and (1) Each bond issue subject to MPT (1) Resolution of board of directors.
Fund Operatons authorization. (2) No restrictions on individual bond issues.

(2) Umitabons on amount of bond
issues decided by Diet budgetary

1. Issuance of resolution. 3 Limiftions on amount of bond issues (3) Umitaton set by
bonds. legally stpulated (tour-times capital Commercial Code

limit in accordance with the based on total of
Commercial Code) (Article 7). capital and

reserves or
existing net assets
(amount doubled
by Provisional
Measures Act).

2. Loans Subject to MPT approval. (1) Resolution of board of directors.
(2) No restrictions. _

3. Govemment (1) Government endorsement of No governmental support.
support bonds and foreign-currency
measures bonds.

(2) Govemment investment and
loans.

(3) Borrowings from govemment
funds.

(4) Temporary utilization of Treasury
funds.

4. Fund National Treasury deposits. No restrictions.
Operations T

Issuance of New (1) Resolution of board of directors (within range of authorized
Shares, Etc. capital).

(2) Change in authorized capital subject to resoluton by
shareholders' meeting . .....

(3) Issuance of new shares, convertible
bonds, and bonds with warrants
subject to MPT approval (Article 4;
Artcle 17 re: deliberations of MOF).

Source: Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation Law and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Law.
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Table 3-3 Outline of Restrictions under Business Law and Corporation Law

Type-I Business Type-Il Business

NTT NCCs Special General

Personnel Approval
Management

Regulations Business Operation Approval - -
under Plan__ ____

Corporation Making Results Obligatory - -
Law Public _____

Universal Obligatory - -
____ ____ ____ Service_ _ _ _ _ _

Regulations Entry Approval Approval Registration Notification

Business Withdrawal Approval Approval Notification Notification
Law Tariff Approval Approval Notification

Source: Business Law and Corporation Law.
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maximize its operational efficiencies. However, any investments in new businesses must promote
managerial efficiency, and take into account the special status of the company and management ethics.

While the absence of such provisions would normally be expected to allow independent management
judgment in investment decisions, recently it has frequently been observed that de facto MPT approval is
required under the so-called "administrative guidance" provisions.

Regulations on Share Holding

Following restrictions are to be strictly applied:

* Persons or entities subject to the foreign attributes exclusion are not permitted to own
shares. I

* The government shall continue to hold more than one-third of the total outstanding shares.2

* Any disposition of government-owned shares not subject to the minimum holding provision
shall be specified by the budgetary decision of the Diet.

The reason for setting the ratio of government holdings to at least one-third of the outstanding
shares was motivated by the Commercial Code provisions that gave effective veto power to such owners-
-thus allowing the government to maintain practical control over the new company with a one-third
ownership. This provision was considered important in view of the highly public nature of the
company's continuing involvement in the nation's communications infrastructure after privatization.

The subtle implications behind the "hold" versus "own" distinction extended beyond the mere
possession of shares, and related to the government's ability to apply effective remedies in the event of
any threat to the "public nature" aspect of the new company.

Appointment and Dismissal of Directors

Under NTTPC, legal provisions required that the president and senior executive vice president be
appointed by the Cabinet, with the consent of the Management Committee. Thereafter, managing
directors were appointed by the president-essentially vesting the president with the independent right of
appointment. However, the new Corporation Law requires MPT approval of all decisions made by the
shareholders' about the appointment or dismissal of directors and auditors. This provision has essentially
expanded bureaucratic control over the new company by removing the final decision about management
appointments from the shareholders and giving it to the MPT. The provision has also effectively curtailed
even that degree of management independence that had prevailed during the NITPC period. Moreover,
the number of retired MPT officials becoming company directors has been increasing gradually.

Business Operating Plan

Under NTTPC, annual budgets were submitted to the MPT and required the decision of the Diet.
Revenue/expense and funding plans were also examined by the Diet.Under the new company format,
only annual business plans require MPT approval, and are not subject to further scrutiny.

While MPT approval is technically required only for the contents of business plans that include
major customer-related service offerings and the outline of capital investment planning to support such
services, MPT intervention has expanded so much recently that it now exerts influence even on front-line
operations. This situation is becoming even more onerous than the requirements for Diet decisions during
the N1TPC period.

1 In May 1992, the Japanese Parliament approved a bill to enable foreigners to buy up to 20 percent of outstanding
shares of NTT. The law will take effect after related bylaws and regulations are decided.

2 The same legislation allows NTrr to issue new shares without requiring that the government maintain one-third of total
outstanding shares.
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With respect to revenue/expense and funding plans that previously formed the basis of the
conventional budgetary controls, submissions are now limited to supplementary attachments only and are
not subject directly to approval requirements.

Appropriations of Surplus

All appropriations of surplus, including bonuses and dividends to directors, are subject to MPT
approval. The rninister of posts and telecommunications is required to consult with the minister of finance
before granting approvals for such activities. This provision is contrary to the essential purpoit of
privatization.

Fund Raising and Fund Operations

The new company does not receive any protection or support in fund-raising activities in the lorm
of government investment, loans, or loan guarantees. As such, the company is authorized to issue
ordinary bonds and/or execute long-term borrowings freely within an amount not to exceed four times
capital and capital surplus, or four times net assets-whichever is less. Although NTTPC was required to
deposit any profits from fund operations with the national treasury, the Corporation Law lifted this
requirement.

Issuing New Shares

The issue of any new shares, convertible bonds, or bonds with warrants requires the approval of
the MPT, since these issues may change the mandated ratio of government holdings. Such activities also
require consultation between the Ministers of Posts and Telecommunications and Finance before any
approval is granted.

D. Tariff Regulations

Preprivatization Tariff Regulations

Prior to privatization, major tariffs for telephones-which account for the bulk of total
teleconmmunications revenues-were stipulated by the Public Telecommunications Law, while other tariffs
were subject to the approval of the MPT. The government adopted this legal mechanism because oif the
indispensable role of telecommunications in people's lives. That is, it was viewed as a device that would
permit proper charges to be set in order to secure a stable service supply and facilitate the sound
development of business, especially because service was being provided by a semi-governmental
organization on a unified basis.

Postprivatization Tariff Regulations

The Business Law that replaced the Public Telecommunications Law encompassed structural
reforms to allow tariffs to be revised by approval rather than by legislation. This change provided greater
operational flexibility, but also recognize the strong public nature aspect of basic telecommunications
service, since the approval of the MPT is required.

The Business Law stipulates the following basic principles for approving charges:

* 'Tariffs are to be calculated on the basis of comprehensive costs, which encompasses the costs
necessary to ensure efficient management and appropriate return.

* The method for calculating tariffs is to be properly and clearly stipulated.

* No charges may discriminate unfairly against any specific parties are to be permitted.
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Calculating Tariffs Based on Comprehensive Costs

Tariffs are calculated on the basis of "service units" --that is, according to the telecommunications
plant units (networks, switches, etc.) required to provide the relevant service, the actual utilization status,
and the nature of the relevant service. Tariffs are then determined for each service unit whereby it
achieves a balance between revenues and comprehensive costs (return + costs) during the calculation
period (in principle, five years for new services and three years for existing services).

Cost calculations are based on appropriate demand projections (derived from actual results and
reasonable forecasts), capital investment plans, and other forecasting assumptions. Return is calculated as
the value of business-use assets necessary to provide the relevant service multiplied by a "return ratio."
This is the compensation ratio considered adequate to cover both dividend payments, which are the costs
for stockholder equity (paid-in capital), and interest payments, which are the costs for borrowed capital.

Such calculations should take into account total operating costs under the assumption of efficient
management, fixed interest payments, and corporate remuneration.

The rates for each service unit are determined according to such factors as their affordability to
users (based on the costs and effectiveness of the service) and the extent to which such tariffs are
reasonable from a social and economic standpoint.

Relationship between Costs and Tariffs

Because the tariff calculation methods based on comprehensive costs for each service unit that is, a
balance between the costs and revenues for the total service unit, the charge system within a service unit
is not determined on the basis of costs alone. The purpose of this system is clear from the calculation
provisions which require that rates be determine according to user affordability and service effectiveness,
and that they be reasonable from both a social and an economic standpoint. (See Table 3-4 for service
units.)

For example, although tariffs were set to cover costs within the overall subscriber telephone
category, each item involved in subscriber telephone tariffs, such as basic fees, local-call charges and toll-
call charges, does not correspond to respective costs.

The current calculation method was retained due to concerns that sudden changes in the tariff
system might occur if actual costs alone were used. It also partly reflects the long historical background
of determining tariffs according to distance steps. However, this is one of the reasons that tariffs have not
yet been rebalanced between local and long-distance telephone service even after the introduction of
competition.

Japan's comprehensive costing principles are basically the same as the rate-of-return concept used
in the United States, in that charges are determined in recognition of the appropriate return on costs.
However, they differ in that U.S. rates of return are calculated individually for each service where clearly
separate calculations have historically been made between interstate and intrastate services, whereas
services in Japan are very broadly separated because of the different historical background and the
retention of tariff system from the NTTPC era.

In the United States, refunds can be made to consumers if revenues from actual charges exceed the
originally projected return rate. In Japan, however, any excessive return is classified as internal reserves
and allocated to capital investment for the next and subsequent fiscal terms, eventually constituting an
indirect rebate to customers.

Setting tariffs on the basis of rates of return that incorporate comprehensive costing principles was
established for public utilities during the age of service monopolies. This method was adopted so that
users would not face any excessive tariff increases, and carriers would be guaranteed costs and
appropriate return.

On the other hand, this system has hampered flexible responses to competition because tariffs are
determined unconditionally without consideration of the factors that promote managerial efficiency. In the
United States, for example, the traditional rate-of-return method that was retained in order to regulate
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long-distance service even after the break-up of AT&T was shifted to a price-cap method in July 1989.
The price-cap system was also introduced for interstate service offered by Bell operating companies in
January 1990. It can be said that these examples actually work to substantiate the arguments above.

What Future Tariff Regulations Should Be

The price-cap method may replace rate-of-return with the introduction of competition. Price caps
can be defined as follows:

* A series of "baskets" is created from classifying services according to the existing competitive
environment.

* An upper tariff limit is set for each basket; actual tariffs can then be determined flexibly within this
limit.

* The upper tariff limit is established by the formula "consumer price index minus X%." For
telecommunications, the upper limit is set at a figure lower than the price index, costs can be
minimized in light of technological innovation and rationalization.

The advantage of price caps for users is that they preclude excessive rate increase. At the same
time, carriers have an incentive to promote managerial streamlining, since any results are linked directly to
increased profits. Moreover, positive changes such as tariff reductions can be expected with the
introduction of competition. However, introducing this system requires that local and long-distance calls
be clearly separated in cost calculations, and that a tariff structure which eliminates internal cross-
subsidies must be established through a rebalancing of tariffs. After taking these measures, Japan should
also introduce a price-cap system, which has become the main pricing formula throughout the world.
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Table 3-4 Service Units Targeted by Comprehensive Cost Calculations: NTT

Service Unit

Service Targeteni by Individual Charges (System)
Cost Calculations

Subscriber Basic Fee: Business Use, Residential Use
Telephones (Classes 1 - 5)

Call Charge: Local Call, Long Distance Call, By
Telephones Distance, Various Discounts

Cellular Basic Fee: Types 1 - 4
Telephones Call Charge: By Distance

Telex Subscriber Basic Fee
Telex Call Charge: By Distance

Ordinary Telegram Charge: Basic Amount, Additional
Telegrams Telegrams Amount

Urgent Fixed-Message Telegram Charge:
______________ _____ ==______ Additional Telegram Delivery Fee

General Leased By Product: By Distance
Leased Circuits
Circuits

High-Speed Digital By Product: By Distance

Center Facility Usage Fee: Flat-Rate System,
Data Public Systems Measured-Rate System
Communications Service Circuit Usage Fee: Flat-Rate System, Measured-Rate

System

Circuit switching Basic Fee: Circuit Usage Fee, Additional Amount
for Out-of-Area Connections

Communications Charge:
DDX By Product, By Distance

Packet Switching Basic Fee: Circuit Usage Fee, Additional Amount
for Out-of-Area Connections

Communications Charge: By Distance

Radio Paging Radio Paging Radio Paging Usage Fee
I________ I_______ _ Supplementary Function Usage Fee

Source: "Basic Concept Concerning Calculation Methods for Telecommunications Charges," by
Telecommnunications Council.
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4. SELLING NTT SHARES

A. Share-Selling Process

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) was formed on April 1, 1985. The new
corporation is a private company that operates domestic telecommunications, with the scope of ils operations
authorized by the MPT. Operations are carried out under the NTT Corporation Law (for examrple, in such
matters as stock transactions), with the restriction that the government continues to hold at least one third of
the issued stock of the new corporation, and stock ownership by foreign corporations (that is, Ihose whose
ownership by foreign corporations exceeds 50 percent or more) is prohibited. In addition, the number of
shares offered to the public is determined by budget allocations for each fiscal year.

NTT has a capital of $6 billion (Y780 billion), represented by 15.6 million issued shares. Because the
Corporation Law requires that the government retain at least one-third of outstanding shares (Article 4,
Paragraph 2), the total float is limited to 10.4 million shares, or two-thirds of the total.

Initially, the Japanese government-the Ministry of Finance (MOF)-held 100 percent of issued shares as
a national asset. In order to carry out phased sales to the market, the Minister of Finance organized a private
advisory study group in September 1985 under the leadership of Michio Takeuchi, thAen chairman of the
Tokyo Stock Exchange, to examine methods for selling shares. In deliberations with the MOF and MPT, the
group recommended selling 7.8 million shares (with a face value of Y50,000, or $384.60 each), representing
half of the 15.6 million issued sharesl The actual implementation of this decision called for selling the shares
in four lots of 1.95 million shares during each of the four years starting in fiscal 1986. The views of this
study group (which formed the basis for the National Asset Central Council2 report) stressed the following
considerations for implementing such sales: (1) fair price setting, (2) fair sales methods that offer extensive
purchase opportunities to the public, (3) trends in securities and financial markets, and (4) early listing.

The National Asset Central Council (Stock Disposition Subcommittee) made its examination on the
basis of the study group's report, and developed the following basic policy for stock sales in July 1986:
"Because NTr shares represent valuable public property, it is necessary that such sales be carried out at fair
prices and by fair methods to ensure that such shares are distributed to the general public without any
concentration on any specific individuals or corporations."

Along with this basic policy, incidental decisions were made by the Diet in the context of three NTT-
related bills. And because a market price could not be established for NTT shares due to the former
monopolistic position of the company and the lack of models among listed companies, a decision was made to
allow the market to determine share pricing through competitive public bidding. Because this decision raised
the concern that the broad distribution of shares might be limited by a bidding format to which the general
public was unaccustomed, the bidding procedure was combined with a public offering system to provide a
fair and broad-based distribution of the shares.

In connection with the planned public bidding for NTT shares, an evaluation of the stock price was
undertaken. The methods typically used in this process include comparisons with similar companies,
evaluation of net-asset values, and dividend- and profit-return methods, among others.

Supplementary provisions of the Corporation Law stipulated that the government examine "what NTI' should be," by studying
the enforcement situation of the Corporation Law, changed circumstances, and so forth, within five years after the formation
of NIT, and take appropriate measures on the basis of such studies. In response to this provision, the MOF aind MPT have
jointly determined that government-owned shares must remain above the 50 percent mark at least within the prescribed five
year period to review "what NTT should be." Accordingly, joint- ministerial conferences decided that the maximum volume of
stock to be sold off by 1990 would be one-half of the total issued shares, or 7.8 million shares.

2 In response to the finance minister's request for advice, the council was established as an adjunct of the MOF to investigate and
deliberate basic policies concerning the management and disposal of national assets, and to make proposals on such matters
to the finance minister. Members of the council consist of officials from relevant administrative organizations and other
individuals with noted learning and experience.
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The method of comparison to a similar company involves an evaluation by selecting a listed company
similar to the target company in terms of business contents, flnancial situation, management performance,
etc., and making comparisons of per-share dividends, profits and net-asset values for both companies. As
this naturally includes the market price of the listed stock as a basis for evaluation, it provides a good
understanding of the value of an ongoing company. In the case of NTT, however, the company existed as a
monopoly enterprise prior to privatization, and no other companies were available for comparison in terms of
business contents, financial situation and generally applicable management results. Consequently, there was
a problem in trying to carry out a stock-price evaluation using this method only.

The net-asset evaluation method involves determining the per-share net-asset value by adjusting book
values of assets to actual market values. This method can be highly valuable in determining the appropriate
stock price on the basis of a company's latent assets.

Because this procedure is strongly biased in favor of a company's liquidation values, however, there
are serious reservations over whether this is an appropriate method for evaluating ongoing conmpanies.
Because of NTTs immense real estate holdings, moreover, there arose the very practical problem of trying to
accurately appraise each of these holdings.

The dividend- and profit-return methods presented problems in applicability considering the nature of
Japan's securities markets. Accordingly, these methods could not be used on their own in trying to make an
evaluation in the NTT case. Because each of these various stock-evaluation methods has both advanitages and
disadvantages for setting a value for NTT shares, a decision was made to consider the most appropriate
characteristics of each evaluation method for determining a comprehensive valuation, rather than to rely on
any single method. Moreover, from the viewpoint of carrying out fair bidding procedures, a decisjion was
made to keep the evaluation method and the price estimate confidential in order not to distort the bidding
process. It was also noted: "As this will involve a huge stock offering on an unprecedented scale, careful
attention must be given to trends in the securities and financial markets in carrying out this placement."

Prior to the NTT stock offering, the largest equity issue ever placed in Japan was the $1.1 billion (Y144
billion) offering by Tokyo Electric Power Co. in 1981. For the NTT shares, the fiscal 1986 national budget
earmarked an initial public offering of at least $3.2 billion (Y415.8 billion), representing 1.95 million shares at
a net-asset value of $1,640 (Y213,210) per share an enormous scale relative to the Tokyo Electric case.
Because it was necessary to adopt methods that would encourage the widest range of investor participation in
order to ensure that this huge offering could be absorbed smoothly, a decision was made to combine the initial
placement with a secondary offering.

From the viewpoint of protecting general investors and securing fair distribution, it was necessary that
the listing of the stock should be carried out as early as possible. Accordingly, in order to satisfy the listing
standards governing the number of shares in circulation, a decision was made to structure the offering
whereby it would create a large number of shareholders during the first fiscal year.

The mechanism adopted to meet all of these goals involved a combined "bidding and public offer"
procedure, in which a portion of the offering (about 10 percent) would be sold through competitive bidding.
The successful bids would in turn be used as a benchmark for determining the price for the remaining bulk of
the shares, which would be sold to the general public in the public offering. While a minimum number of
shares was established for the solicited bids, a lottery system was proposed for the public offering to give
each applicant a chance to purchase at least one share.

With respect to the stock evaluation mentioned above, the planned tender price was determiined before
privatization by comprehensively considering comparisons with similar companies, net-asset values and the
dividend-return method. However, this result was not made public prior to the bidding.

Overview of the Initial Sales Offering

Following the examination process, 1.95 million of the 15.6 million issued shares at a face value of
f50,000 were placed in the market through the bidding process conducted in October of 1986, the public

offering in November of the same year, and partial listings at the three principal securities exchaa.ges of
Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya (see Table 4-1). The breakdown was as follows:
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Table 4-1 Outline of NTT Share Placements

Fiscal 1986 Fiscal 1987 Fiscal 1988
Classification First Placement Second Placement 'bird Placement

Public.Offering"throughSecurities `Underwiring" and "Secondary "Underwiring" and "Secondary
Subscription Method Competitive Bidding " lConpanies Offering " through Securities Offerering " throe Securities

Conmpanies. Companies.

Successful Bid Price Range $9,208 $19,615 S;14615
Offering Price $7,823 - $18,462 (Weighted Average Successful Bid (Price set by applying 3.5% (Priae set by applying 3.5%

Weighted Average Successful Bid Price at Left) reduction to TSE closing price reduction *.o TSE closing price
Price $9,208 $20,308 on November 9, 1987.) S15,154 on NoeSmber 9, 1987.)

Number of Shares Sold 200,000 1,650,000 + 100,000 (Note 1) 1,950,000 1,500,000

Offering Period October I - 7, 1986 November 17 - 26, 1986 (Note 2) November 10 - 12,1987 October 20 - 2 988
anvitation Period) (September I - 30, 1986) (October 17 - (October 9 - (October I - October 19, 1988)

November 16,1986) November 8,1987)

* Foreign nationals banned from * Foreign nationals banned from * Foreign nationals banned from
bidding under Paragraph 1, bidding under Paragraph I, bidding under Paragraph 1,
Article 4 of NTr Corporation Article 4 of NTT Corporation Article 4 of NTT Corporation * Fore'ga natiorals banned from

Offering Conditions Law. Law. Law. bidding under Paragraph 1,
Article 4 of NrT Corporation

*Units of 100 shares each, up * One share per indivisual * In case of oversubscription, Law.
to 20,000 shares per individual (company) distributed by lot. priority given to small-lot orders
(company). (Number of applicants: as much as possible.

10,590,000)

Leadl Manages: 21 Firms LeadlManagers: 31 Firms
Security Company N/A 226 Firms (Handling of Secondary Syndi c mers: 100 Fimis Syndicate mernbers: 107 Firms
Handlinig Offering) Syllndiat mgembes: 100 Firns (Nate 4)
(Contents of contract) SligAet: 14Fra Sellinig Agents: 11 5 Firmas

(Note 3) (Nate 5)

Note 1: 100,000 shares offered in market on February 10, 1987 Note 3: Sold by "Underwriting" Note 4: Sold by "Tndnrwrteing"
as pricing shares to establish initial price. through lead managers through lead managers

Accordingly, shares placed in fiscal 1986 totaled and syndicate members: and svndicate members;
1,950,000. "Secondary Offering" "Secondary Offering"

handled through handl,d ahrough
Note 2: Allocation by lottery drawing on December 23, 1986: selling agents. sellihne agents.

January 5 - 19, 1987 settlement.
Remarks As there were slightly more than 30,000 forfeited shares,

vacancies filled by application and allotment for January securit es firem
24 - 27, 1987 settlement. participated for first time

as lead managers.

Usting on first sections of Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya stock exchanges on February 9, 1987. (No trades on February 9; initial price of
$12,246.5 set on February 10.)

Government Revenues $18.3 Billion $38.3 Billion SI21.0 Billion
from Sale Proceeds ___

(1$ =V130)
Source: NTT Materials
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Number of Shares Offered: 1.95 million
* Subject to Bidding: 200,000 Shares (10%)
* Public Offering to General Public: 1.65 Million (85%)
* Pricing Shares for Listing: 100,000 (5%)

Overview of the Bidding Procedures

The competitive bidding for NTT shares was carried out between October 1 and 7, 1986. To enable as
many people as possible to purchase shares, it was decided that the bulk of the 1.95 million shares scheduled
for release would be held until the public offering, and that the number of shares available for bidding would
be restricted to an amount necessary for fair price setting. However, this decision presented a problem, due
to a concern that overly restricting the number of shares available for bidding could lead to abnormally high
prices for successful bids, thus setting the public-offering price too high for general investors. Accordingly,
in order to facilitate proper price setting and maximize the number of shares available for the public offering, It
was decided to try to set the number of shares available for bidding at 10 percent of the scheduled release of
1.95 million shares. (In actuality, 200,000 shares were sold in the bidding process.)

In order to facilitate clerical work during the bidding process and to prevent limiting the bidding to a
small number of institutional investors, bid offerings were set at a minimum unit of 100 shares, with the
maximum unit fixed at about 10 percent of the number of shares available for bidding (actually, a maximum
unit of 20,000 shares).

Conventional methods were adopted for the bidding, in which successful bidders were determined in
order of highest bidding price. Bids were discontinued when the scheduled volume of the offering was
reached and successful bidders were required to pay their bid prices.

The largest successful bidders in terms of volume were Taiyo Life Insurance, Daiwa Bank, and Toyo
Trust and Banking, each of which submitted bids for 10,000 shares. The public offering price for general
investors was established on the basis of these successful bid results (see Figure 4-1 and Table 4-2). The
bidding results are as follows:

* Bidding period: October 1 to 7, 1986 (solicitation period: September Ito 30).

* BiddingmefthQd Conventional method.

Minimumut: 100 shares.

* Maximum unit: 20,000 shares per company/individual.

* Number of bidder: 2,688 (1,752 corporations and 936 individuals).

* Bid-subscribed shares: 1,176,300 (5.9 times the number of shares available for bids).

* Number of successful bids: 693 (502 corporations and 191 individuals).

* Successful bid p-rices: $18,462 to $7,823 (Y2,400,000 to Y1,017,000) per share. (Weighted average
successful bid price: Y1,197,000.)

* Most successful price in price/volume terms: $8,462 (YI,100,000 ) (representing 16,300 shares).

* Total of successful bids: $1.8 billion (Y239 billion)
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Figure 4-1 Successful Bid Prices and Number of Shares
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Table 4-2 Ranking of Ten Highest Successful Bidders

Order __ Name Number of Shares Ratio to Offering
1 Taiyo Life Insurance Co. 10,000 5%
1 Daiwa Bank, Ltd. 10,000 5%
1 Toyo Trust & Banking co. 10,000 5%
4 Yasuda Trust & Banking Co. 7,200 3.6%
4 Sumitomo Mutual Life Insurance Co. 7,200 3.6%
6 Chuo Trust & Banking Co. 3,500 2.75%
6 Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co. 3,500 2.75%
8 Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd. 3,000 2.5%
9 NTrEmployeeShareOwnership Association 2,800 1.4%
10 Junichi Iwasaki 2,400 1.2%

Source: Ministry of Finance

Overview of Public Offering

Following the bidding procedures, the public-offering price for general investors was determined by
the Stock-Disposition Subcommittee and the National Asset Central Council on the basis of the successful bid
results.

Although the highest bid price of $18,461 (Y2,400,000) was considerably higher than the lowest
successful bid of $7,823 (Y1,017,000), the weighted average turned out to be $9,210 (YI,197,392).
Because this lower weighted average was influenced by the most successful bid price of $8,461 (Y1,100,000)
(representing 16,300 shares), the council determined that the bidding was within normal ranges and did not
represent any particular problems. The prime consideration was setting the public offering at a price that
reflected either the weighted average of successful bids or the most successful price in terms of bidding
volume.

Thus, a problem arose about which of the two methods should be adopted, since the $8,461
(Y1,100,000) represented the most successful bid on both a price and a volume basis. However, in view of
the number of shares available for bidding (200,000), it was difficult to say that this average represented a
"standard" of successful bidding prices-especially in view of the fact that successful bids covering volume
quantities of 14,200 shares and 14,100 shares came in at $9,230 (Y1,200,000) and $8,076 (Y1,050,000),
respectively. Accordingly, the council turned down the idea of pricing the public offering at the most
successful bid price, on the grounds that it was not necessarily the most appropriate.

Instead, the council determined that the weighted average of successful bid prices would be the most
appropriate and would gain the greatest public consensus, especially because it represented an objective
pricing formula whose calculation did not include arbitrary factors. Moreover, the weighted average also
embraced the greatest number of shares represented by successful bids. Accordingly, the council proposed
setting the public-offering price at the weighted average, on the grounds that it would most appropriately
reflect the results of the successful bids.

In response to this proposal, the Ministry of Finance decided to set the public-offering price at $9,207
(Y1,197,000) per share, and to place 1,650,000 shares through the public offering. This initial volume of
1,650,000 shares was determined after deciding to set aside 100,000 shares for "market cooling" transactions
at the time of listing. This decision was on the recommendation of the Tokyo Stock Exchange, given that the
pending issue was highly popular and would be listed on eight exchanges throughout the country. (In many
cases, initial market prices for new public offerings are difficult to determine because of their popularity.
Accordingly, "market cooling" shares represent blocks of shares held aside by managing underwriters under
promises that, to establish stable pricing, they will be released at the time of new listings.)

The results of the public offering are shown below. Because the number of valid purchase applications
was nine times greater than the number of shares being offered, subscriptions in the public offering were
limited to one share per applicant as determined by lot.
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* Public offering period. November 17 to 26, 1986 (solicitation period: October 17 to
November 16).

* Public offering method. Applications via securities firms. (Purchase applications: 1 to
100 shares per application.) (Final allotment: one share per
application.)

ePublic offering price:. $9,208 (Y1,197,000) (determined by the weighted average of
successful bids).

Nbger o,f valid applications. 10,448,555 (6.3 times the 1,650,000 shares made available for
the public offering). (Individuals: 10,409,805; corporations:
38,750.)

o Shares requested by
valid applications. 14,892,685 (9.0 times the 1,650,000 shares made available for

the public offering). (Individuals: 14,639,592; corporations:
353,093.)

* Number of purchased shares. 1,649,826 (because the public offer was oversubscribecd, lots
were drawn for allocating one share per person).

* Number of forfeited shares. 174 (forfeiture rate: 0.01 percent).

Situation after Listing

Because the study group's report called for "listing the shares as quickly as possible in order to protect
investors, facilitate marketing and ensure smooth stock distribution during and after fiscal 1987," the Tokyo
Stock Exchange instituted "special case" procedures for listing NTT under atypical listing standards. NTT
shares were listed in the Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya stock exchanges on February 9, 1987, and in five other
marlcets on February 16; simultaneous with these listings, the 100,000 "market cooling" shares were released
as required. Because the initial price at the time of listing was $12,308 (Y1.6 million) per share, the stock
begaLn trading at a price that was $3,077 (Y400,000) higher than the secondary offering price.

Proceeds from the first sale of NTT shares totaled a $18.3 billion (Y2.4 trillion), part of which was was
allocated to the government revised budget for fiscal 1987 and to support loans to private-participation
development projects.

Immediately after listing, NTT shares became a hot issue among investors, and share prices rose
rapidly. The highest price of $24,462 (Y3.18 million) per share was recorded on April 22, 1987.

A purchase system through securities firms was used for the second placement, rather than the bid and
secondary offering method used for the first placement (see Table 4-1). The second sale of 1.95 million
shares was made in November 1987 at a price calculated according to the previous day's closing price at the
Tokyo Stock Exchange, minus 3.5 percent-or $19,615 (Y2.55 million) per share.

Despite the recovery of the stock market following Black Monday, the price of NTT shares has
conlinued to slump-influenced partially by the Recruit Scandal (see Figure 4-2). Accordingly, the number
of shares offered at the third placement in 1988 fell to 1.5 million because of fears about absorption capacity
of the markets. The planned fourth placement has been postponed for two consecutive years.
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Transition in NTT Share Prices (see Figure 4-2)

Secondary Offering Price at First Placement: $9,208

(Nikkei Average at end of:)
February 10, 1987 (initial price): $12,308 (February: $159.74)
April 12, 1987 (highest price): $24,462 (April: $179.04)
July 21, 1987: $17,308 (July: $188.37)
October 13, 1987: $23,077 (October: $179.45)
Second Placement (mid-November): $19,615 (November: $174.51)
January 4, 1988: $16,000 (January: $182.45)
May 2, 1988: $19,462 (May: $210.90)
Third Placement (late October): $15,077 (October: $215.25)
November 8, 1988: $13,077 (November: $227.53)
April 14, 1989: $10,769 (April: $259.33)
October 1, 1990 (lowest price): $5,538 (October: $190.80)

Because stock placements have not proceeded as planned, the MOF still held almost two-thirds (65.94
percent) of outstanding shares as of the end of fiscal 1990. Nevertheless, the total number of stockholders is
a very large 1,670,000 (an individual stockholder ratio of 20.6 percent), because methods were adopted to
increase the individual stockholder ratio (see Figure 4-3).
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Figure 4-2 Stock Price Changes
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Figure 4-3 Transition in Ownership of NTT Shares
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Issues Pertaining to the Sale of NTT Shares

Even at this time-some five years after the first placement-the government still holds about two-
thirds of NTT shares and sales are not moving forward. Some questions remain about the methods used to
sell NTT shares. While the offering price was set at $9,208 (Y1,197,000) on the basis of the weighted
average of successful bids, the first offering was oversubscribed by nine times, far exceeding even the
planned and eventual placement of 7.8 million shares, or half of the total outstanding shares. Although
market situations cannot easily be predicted, the sale of shares would have been concluded with one offering
had all shares been offered in the first placements. Because the budget restricted annual placements to a
maximum of 1.95 million shares, a flexible response to market trends was not possible- a situation that had
been pointed out by the study group.

The still unresolved issue of the possible breakup of NTT is considered to be a major factor in the
slumping share price. This issue, which was not announced officially to the public at the share offering,
should have been clarified when NTT was privatized, since any attempt to break up the company aifter the
public offering is fraught with difficulties and would have a serious impact on stock and bond holders.

Since the listing of NTT's shares, the number of stockholders has already reached more than 1.6
million. Because Japan's legal and tax systems do not clearly delineate procedures for a corporate breakup,
this option would create many problems. The most pressing problem is how a breakup could be carried out
in a way that protects the rights of existing stockholders. Another major issue is how corporate bond
obligations could be allocated appropriately to spin-off divisions.

Investors who acquired shares during the second and third placements have already sustained
substantial losses, and public criticism of the sale has been rising. Despite the view that a drop in stock prices
is a risk that all investors must be prepared to assume, it has also been noted that the basic framework of the
offerings failed to give adequate consideration to rights of stockholders. The following primary issues
support this view:

* Weak Management Indenendence. Although the shares were offered to the public, under the NTT
C'orporation Law, certain core decision affecting NTT, such as the business operating plan, profit
utilization, and the election of directors and auditors, must be approved by the MPTP, thus
compromising the management independence of the company.

* The Looming Issue f a Potential BreakUw. As noted earlier, the possible break-up of NTT is a
matter that should have been clarified when NTT was privatized. A corporate break-up after
privatization might create serious problems for protecting shareholder rights.

* Tariff Policies are Not Clarjied. The cost savings from streamlining efforts and improvements in
managerial efficiency have been allocated primarily to rate reductions; because these efforts have not
yielded increases in operating income, they have not increased dividends. Although dividends in fiscal
1989 were Y6,000 per share (an extra centennial dividend commemorating 100 years of telephone
service), the basic dividend rate has returned since fiscal 1990 to the concept of 10 percent of face
value.

* Inadeguate Advantages for Stockholders. In addition to the problems associated with the
dividend policy, NTT faces practical difficulties in trying to carry out equity financing measures, which
also precludes the stock dividend option that would be advantageous to stockholders.

Even after privatization and the public stock offerings, Article 4 of the Corporation Law still prohibits
stock ownership by foreign nationals and requires that the government retain at least one-thircl of the
outstanding shares, thus making it especially difficult to carry out equity financing arrangements (capital
increases, or the issue of convertible debentures or warrant bonds). For a company that offers stock to the
public, these provisions severely limit obtaining diversified and low-cost financing and providing special
considerations for stockholders.
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B. Comparison of Stock-Placement Methods

This chapter has dealt thus far with the stock placement method in Japan. This section discusses the
stock placement methods used in Malaysia and New Zealand for comparative purposes.

Malaysia

Process of Privatization

Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM) was established on October 12, 1984, as a successor to the Jabatan
Telekom Malaysia (JTM). In accordance with the Telecommunications Service Law of 1985, TM assumed all
assets, rights, interests, and liabilities of JTM (with a net value of over $2.5 billion--M$7 billion), and started
business at the same time as of January 1, 1987.

Part of the process of the 1987 corporatization included a government audit of all JTM assets to
determine the value of the corporation. Appraising the value of land holdings proved to be extremely
difficult. Because the ownership of such land prior to corporatization had been vested in individual states,
rather than with the national government, the latter had no authority to transfer such holdings to TM. This
problem was resolved by having the relevant states provide 60-year leases to TM for most of the land.

Share-Selling Process

Prior to privatization, TM issued five million shares of common stock, all of which was held by the
government. In September of 1990, TM carried out a two-for-one stock distribution to the finance ministry in
return for a $364 million (M$1 billion) capital-reserve back-up guarantee at the time of succeeding to JTM
assets. Consequently, TM's paid-in capital increased from $182 million (M$500 million) to $545 million
(M$1.5 billion) (see Table 4-3).

In early 1990, TM began pressing the government to release stock for public subscription, since TM
had successfully become a privatized, streamlined corporation-as evidenced by the profit increases and the
continuing efforts to carry out ongoing reorganization on a major scale.

The government examined the following three methods to determine the most appropriate means for
stock placement:

v A proposal for TM to arrange a debt-equity swap with the government. This proposal received little
support, due partly to the government's complex accounting system.

* A proposal for the government to, sell part of its stock holdings directly. This method was not
adopted, since it failed to take full advantage of the increased value of TM assets in the three years
subsequent to privatization.

* A proposal for the government to implement privatization gradually by issuing new stock. This
method was adopted on the grounds that it would be easier to elicit investor interest by holding stock
prices relatively low.

In response to this proposal, TM issued 470,500,000 new shares of common stock (with a face value
of $0.36--M$1 per share) for public subscription. This increased the total number of outstanding common
shares to 1,970,500,000. The new issue, which constituted 23.9 percent of outstanding common shares after
the capital increase, were offered for public subscription at $1.82 (M$5) per share prior to its listing on the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange on November 7, 1990, with an investment bank selected as adviser. Pursuant
to finance ministry guidelines, this issue price was determined by a suitable price-earnings multiple-set at
14.1 times the 1991 per- share earnings of 12.7 cents (35.1 sen), double-checked with net-present-value
calculations to ensure its appropriateness.

The placement guidelines called for allocating 100 million shares to Bumiputera institutional investors,
152.1 million shares to other institutional investors, 70.5 million shares to company officials and employees,
and the remaining 147.9 million shares to the public through the underwriter (see Table 44).
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Table 4-3 Telekom Malaysia: Change in Share Capital

Date of Number of Shares Par Value Consideration Total Issued and
Allotment (M$) Paid Up Share Capital

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ~~~ ~~(M$)

12/10/84 2 1.00 Cash 2

19/02/86 999,998 1.00 Cash 1,000,000

01/08/86 9,000,000 1.00 Cash 10,000,000
11/12/87 490,000,000 1.00 Bonus Issue 500,000,000

(49 for 1)
11/09/90 1,000,000,000 1.00 Bonus Issue 1,500,000,000

11/09/90____ _ 1_ 1.00Cash(2 for 1),500,000.,00_ 1

11/09/90 1 1.00 Cash 1,500,000,001
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Table 4-4 Telekom Malaysia: Top 20 Shareholders,March 1991

Shareholder Shares Held Percentage
_______________ Ownership (%)

Minister of Finance 1,499,999,851 76.12

Bank Negra Malaysia 88,658,000 4.50

Permodalan Nasional Berhad 46,732,565 2.37

HSBC (Kuala Lumpur) Nominees Sdn. Bhd. 39,594,000 2.01

Cartaban (Malaya) Nominees Sdn. Bhd. 33,921,000 1.72

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank (Singapore) Nominees 22,899,000 1.16
Pte. Ltd. _

Overseas Chinese Bank Nominees Pvt. Ltd. 11,665,000 0.59

DBS Nominees Pvt. Ltd. 10,676,000 0.54

Kumpulan Wang Simpanan Pekeria 9,857,000 0.50

Citicorp Nominees (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. 8,366,000 0.42

State Secretary Selangor 5,400,000 0.27

Citibank Nominees Singapore Pte. Ltd. 5,356,000 0.27

Pemegang Amanah Raya Malaysia - Skim Amanah 5,000,000 0.25

Saham Bumiputera

Chase Manhatten Malaysia Nominees Bhd. Sdn. 4,635,000 0.24

Raffles Nominees Ltd. 3,583,000 0.18

MG Investment Nominees Pte. Ltd 3,560,000 0.18

Malaysia Nominees Sdn. Bhd. 3,506,000 0.18

Chase Manhatten (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 3,265,000 0.17

Kerajaan Negeri Perak Darul Ridzuan 3,000,000 0.15

Total 94.21
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Despite the cooling of the market in light of the Gulf Crisis and the large scale of the placement,
applicants outnumbered designated slots by some 3.03 times (creating a volume oversubscription of 2.03
times). Accordingly, shares were allocated by lot, reducing the government's holding to 76.1 percent. This
placement through the privatization of TM represented the largest-scale release of stock in Malaysian history.

Utilization of Sale Proceeds

The funds raised by TM thorough this stock placement totaled $0.85 billion (M$2.33 billion)-$0.7
billion (M$1.92 billion) of which was used to repay government loans (carrying an interest rate of 8 percent),
with the remaining $150 million (M$412 million) appropriated to plant enrichment and equipment investment
and working capital. Thus, the loan balance at the end of fiscal 1990 dropped to $0.55 billion (M$1.5
billion), and this figure is expected to decline further to some $36 to 73 million (M$100 to 200 million) by the
end of fiscal 1994. Accordingly, interest payments were cut in half ($44 million--M$120 million-in fiscal
1991), and are expected to decline by $8.73 million (M$24 million) annually thereafter.

Restrictions on Stock Ownership

Stock ownership by foreign nationals (entities) is limited to 25 percent-the same limitation alpplied to
any Malaysian company. In addition, the maximum ownership ratio for any individual (entity) is set at 5
percent.

The government has not yet released any views about the procedures for the next stock placement.
Based on the privatization process involving other public utilities, however, it is assumed that the govemment
plans to retain its holdings permanently at over 51 percent. Thus, any future placements will likely depend on
circumstances within the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange.

To guarantee government control over TM after the privatization, the Malaysian government hcolds what
is called a "golden share." This means that govemment consent is required for any matters that would
substantially affect the composition of shareholders.

Situation after Listing

As the first public utility in the country to go public, TM was listed on the Kuala Lumpur Stock
Exchange on November 7, 1990; the initial price was $2.2 (M$6.05). This represented a total of $4.33
billion (M$11.9 billion) of market value at the time-the largest placement ever made in any ASEAN country,
and equivalent to 10 percent of the total market value of all Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE) listings.

Despite the persistent sluggishness of the KLSE, prices for TM shares continued to rise, reaching a
high of $4.02 (M$11.06) in May 1991. Although this price has declined somewhat since then, it still has
hovered around the relatively high price of $4.07 (M$11.20) (as of February 21, 1992; see Figure 4-4).

New Zealand

Process of Privatization

The Telecom Corporation of New Zealand Ltd. (TCNZ) was established in August 1978, thereby
becoming a telephone and telegraph public corporation 100 percent owned by the government of New
Zealand, taking over the telephone and telegraph business operated formerly by the government as an adjunct
of the New Zealand Post Office Headquarters. With this independence, TCNZ concluded an asset--transfer
agreement with the government, under which it acquired telecommunications facilities with a value of $1.79
billion (NZ$3.2 billion) in consideration of $1.32 billion (NZ$2.35 billion) in stock and $478 million
(NZ$850 million) in bonds. These bonds were redeemed in 1987.

As part of the privatization process, it was necessary to evaluate the telecommunications facilities
value/assets of the New Zealand Post Office Headquarters. This asset evaluation was carried ouit by the
finance ministry, with the assistance of an outside consultant.

Because the governmental deregulation policy had not yet been determined, the future regulatory
environment for TCNZ was still unclear-making it difficult to determine profit forecasts for the company.
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Figure 4-4 The Change of Stock Price of TM and KLSE Price Index
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Eventually, the finance ministry carried out the evaluation on the assumption that the present regulatory
system in which TCNZ retains a monopoly on local service be maintained.

TCNZ became a holding company on April 1, 1989, with control over five regional subsidiaries. At
the same time, the finance ministry and investment banks dealing with the ministry examined two possible
scenarios for privatization. They included:

* Selling 100 percent of the stock to strategic investors and investor groups through wholesale
subscriptions

* Selling 49 percent of the stock to strategic investors, while also carrying out public subscriptions for
the remaining 51 percent

From the standpoint of reducing government debts, it was assumed that strategic investors would be
willing to pay a premium over public offerings as of 1989, thereby maximize proceeds from the sale.
Another condition to be considered was the limited scale of the New Zealand stock market. In addition, this
bulk sales option also helped avoid the sales risks involved for public offerings. Thus, the first scenario was
selected.

The official announcement of bid solicitations for TCNZ shares was made on February 23, 1990. At
the same time, two investment banks were selected by the finance ministry to carry out an asset evaluation.
The following five methods were selected for this evaluation, which included validity comparisons of the
various methods used. However, the results were not announced for any of the tests.

* Discounted Cash Flow Analysis. This method entails an analysis of the extent to which a company
can generate cash flow through future business operations.

* Comparable Company Analysis. This method of company evaluation uses the corporate
management situation and stock market evaluation of an already listed company that is comparable to
the target telecommunications company. Transaction values are estimated from an analysis of profits,
cash flow, balance sheets, etc., relative to the comparable company. Using overseas
telecommunications companies is useful for comparison purposes, since it is difficult to select a
domestic company comparable to the telecommunications industry.

d Comparable Acquisition Analysis. Although this method is similar to the above, it does require
analyzing multiple transactions. As each transaction is evaluated under market conditions when the
company is acquired, adjustments must be made to reflect the current market situation. Investors use
this method to determine how much of a premium should be paid based on similar transactions. This
method is especially useful in cases involving 100 percent stock disposition or stock sales by
competitive bidding.

* Break-Up Analysis. This method entails evaluating the company with the first three methods for
each business division on the assumption of a company break-up. Based on the total values obtained
after adjustment, the overall corporate value can be determined.

* Leverage Analysis. This method entails evaluating the ability to meet debt payments, while at the
same time securing the proper ratio of profits to net worth. It analyzes cash flows based on conditions
after the disposal of inefficient assets. This method is useful for evaluating the lowest value of the
company.

Share-Selling Process

The government had several objectives in the sale of TCNZ shares. Pursuant to the monetarist policies
of the Labor Government at the time, the main objective was to use the proceeds of the sale ito reduce
government debts-amounting to $20.2 billion (NZ$35.9 billion) as of January 1, 1990-thereby cutting
debt-servicing costs. At the same time, it hoped to use the proceeds to enhance public services in the medical
and educational fields. In addition, privatization was expected to promote the efficient management of
telecommunications.
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* Overall stock ownership by foreign companies would be limited to 49.9 percent. The remaining 50.1
percent would be sold by public subscription.

* At least $281 million (NZ$500 million) of the stock would be traded on the New Zealand market.

* Government control would be retained over large-scale stock transfers, etc., as well as the guarantee
of TCNZ services to local service areas.

A total of 19 groups had expressed an interest in participating in the tender, and these groups received
an information memorandum in April 1990. Pursuant to the public tender on June 14, 1990, the following
consortiums were deemed eligible participants to purchase TCNZ shares:

* Freightways Holdings (NZ Corporation)
* Fay-Richwhite Holdings (NZ Corporation)
* AMERITECH (U.S. regional telephone operating company)
* Bell Atlantic (U.S. regional telephone operating company)

Through an agreement concluded with the New Zealand government on June 14, 1990, arrangements
were made to sell 100 percent of the TCNZ shares as of September 12, 1990, to the American bidders:
AMERITECH Corporation and Bell Atlantic. The sales price was set at $2.39 billion (NZ$4.25 billiion), or
$1.01 (NZ$1.80) per share. As part of this agreement, the two companies committed to selling 10 percent of
the stock to the New Zealand corporation Carla Nominees Limited (a joint holding company of Freightways
and Fay- Richwhite), and reducing total ownership below the 49.9 percent ratio by spring 1994 through
public subscription.

Consequently, AMERITECH and Bell Atlantic offered 724.5 million shares (31 percent of outstanding
shares), and gained US$81.46 million (NZ$ 145 million) as a sales profit for public sale through listings on
securities markets in New Zealand, Australia, Great Britain, and the United States on June 10, 1991. An
amount equivalent to $271 million (NZ$483 million) was placed in the New Zealand market

Future Course of Stock Sales

As of September 30, 1991, the two American companies hold 1,614,400,000 shares, or 68 percent of
the shares outstanding. Carla Nominees holds 11 million shares (0.5 percent), and 724.5 million shares (31
percent) have been sold to the public. The two American companies are still obligated to reduce their
ownership ratio below 49.9 percent by September 1994. Accordingly, some 210 million shares (9 percent)
will still be offered for public subscription after Carla Nominees increases its ownership ratio to 10 percent
(see Table 4-5).

Table 4-5 Telecommunications Corporation of New Zealand: Ownership Structure

September 199 July 1991 December 1994
Ameritech 5011/c 32.4% 24.95%
Bell Atlantic 50%O 34.2% [ 24.95%
-Carla Nomi'nees 00.5% I10%~ 
Public Ownership 0 31% __ _40. 10%77-

Restrictions on Stock Ownership

Because AMERITECH and Bell Atlantic have been asked to reduce their joint holdings below 49.9
percent as of September 1994, foreign ownership is apparently limited to 49.9 percent. Moreover, the articles
of incorporation stipulate that approval by the board of directors and the finance minister (holder of the so-
called "Kiwi share") is required for any stock acquisitions exceeding 10 percent of the total. Moreover, the
articles require that half of the directors be New Zealand nationals, and also grant effective veto power to the
government (that is, the finance minister) with respect to key clauses in the articles of incorporation-
including such matters as stock ownership/registration and service regulations.
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In addition, in an attempt to activate the domestic securities markets, the government requWred that the
two companies jointly place at least $281 million (NZ$500 million) in shares for sale within New Zealand.

Comparison of Japan, Malaysia, and New Zealand

This section examines the relative advantages and disadvantages of the methods used for asset
evaluations, the determination of stock prices, and placement procedures used in the three countries.

With respect to asset and stock price evaluation, the NTTPC case essentially represented little more than
confirming the existing accounting system and historic book values, with very little adjustment for current
asset evaluation. In short, the bidding process was accepted as a valid determinant of the secondary offering
price. Despite the fact that a comprehensive consideration of all evaluation methods had been carried out (that
is, comparisons with similar companies, and evaluations of total assets and dividend returns), ba ese results
were not announced, and secondary offering pricing was determined by weighted averages of successful
bids.

In the Malaysian case, an investment bank was engaged as an adviser to carry out the pricing
calculations which were based on discounted cash-flow analyses. However, the offering price was finally set
at $1.82 (M$5) by a suitable price-earnings multiple in accordance with finance ministry guidelines.

In the New Zealand case, the process of TCNZ asset evaluation was entrusted to two merchant banks.
As noted previously, five evaluation methods-including discounted cash flow-were taken into
consideration.

With the exception of Japan, the process of determining a fair market evaluation was entrusted to third-
party professionals. This system also appears to be appropriate for developing countries. As indicated in the
New Zealand case, however, a fair asset evaluation would appear impossible unless an accounling system
were already created to provide a premise for company evaluation. Accordingly, the privatization of any
telecommunications companies in developing countries would require establishing an accurate accounting
system as a basic prerequisite to such action.

With respect to stock price evaluation, the Japan case involved the weighted average of conventional
bidding prices in setting the secondary offer price, essentially leaving price determnination to market
considerations. In Malaysia, a price-earnings multiple was adopted for subscription pricing in accordance
with finance ministry guidelines on new issues. The actual procedure applied the multiple (14.1 in tis case)
to per-share earnings. And, in New Zealand, international bidding was carried out on the basis of
independent price determinations made by each consortium, with a lump-sum sale to the highest biidder.

From the standpoint of successful offerings, the Malaysian case has seen a rise in stock prices from an
initial $2.18 (M$6.05) to some $4.07 (M$11.20) as of February 21, 1992. Nevertheless, the possibility
cannot be denied that the initial pricing was perhaps too low. Moreover, an oligopolistic situation is
emerging, as the total number of TM stockholders has rapidly dropped from 160,000 at the end of December
1990 to 20,000 at the end of December 1991. (Actually, the theoretical price for TM shares as calculated in
1991 by the Nomura Research Institute using a discounted dividend model based on several assumptions
ranged between $4.18 to 4.95 --M$11.50 to M$13.60-- per share.)

Similar considerations are necessary for New Zealand, however, as privatization could be quickly
accomplished on the basis of a lump-sum sale. In addition to addressing the initial purpose of reducing the
accumulated government deficit, the continuing moves by the company to streamline operations have been
highly evaluated by the market, and stock prices have remained well above the initial offering level (see
Figure 4-5).

For NIT, placements made at the secondary offering price during the active phase of the market helped
reduce government debt totaling $78.6 billion (Y10.2 trillion). However, market prices have remained
sluggish due to the still unresolved issue about a possible break-up of the company, unclear tarifl policy, the
continuing control by the govemment and NTT's on-going legal obligation to provide unprofitable universal
service while still competing with new carriers who do not face such burdens. Thus, many problems remain
that have exposed individual investors to latent losses estimated at about $50 billion (Y6.7 trillion), and
otherwise delayed subsequent stock placements in accordance with the original schedules.



Figure 4-5 TCNZ Price Performance - New Zealand versus. United States
(July 18, 1991 to February 14,1992)
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5. PRIVATIZATION: THE FINANCIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL
COMPOSITION OF NTT

As discussed in-depth in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, four major areas of change affect the current
composition of NTT. First, the corporate format was changed from that of a public corporation with original
capital coming from the government to a joint-stock company in accordance with the Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Corporation Law (Corporation Law). Unlike typical joint-stock companies, however, the
government is required to hold more than one-third of the total outstanding shares. NTT shares are being
sold to the public on a phased basis, and, at present, the government still holds about two-thirds of the total
outstanding shares. Second, in terms of legislative changes affecting telecommunications, the Public
Telecommunications Law (Public Law) which guaranteed the NTTPC monopoly was repealed, and the
Telecommunications Business Law (Business Law) was enacted in its place. The most important aspect of
this change was to introduce competition into the Type-I business that installs, maintains and operates
telecommunications circuits.

A. Financial Condition and Business Environment of NTT

The decision to operate NTT as a joint-stock company meant that daily business activities would be
carried out independently and that the company would be granted increased independence in raising and
managing investment funds.

Revenue, Income, and Expenses

The trend in financial performance indicates that operating revenues are growing at roughly the same
rate as before privatization, despite such revenue-reducing factors as rate reductions and the spinoff of the
data comnmunications division. In the pre-privatization years of 1982 to 1984, the annual average growth rate
was 5.8 percent, compared with a growth rate of 3.2 percent in the postprivatization years of 1985 to 1990.
However, this direct comparison does not take into account the fact that the data communications division was
spun off in 1988. If anticipated revenues from data communications operations are included, consolidated
operating statements show operating revenues of $44.9 billion (Y5.8 trillion) in 1988, $46.3 billion (Y6.02
trillion) in 1989, and $48.5 billion (Y6.3 trillion) in 1990, thereby increasing the annual growtl rate to 4.4
percent. Moreover, growth in NTTPC operating revenues before privatization could be correlated directly
with changes in the demand for domestic communications because NITPC operated as a monopolistic entity.
This is no longer true in the competitive-market environment created with privatization. Although the overall
communications has expanded due to such factors as rate reductions, new common carriers (NCCs) have
taken shares of this growth in the competitive market.

As noted in Table 5-1, major management indices indicate that NTTs operating income continues to
follow a declining trend, even when allowances are made for the revenue- reducing factors. Nevertheless, the
company has been able to secure ordinary income of over $3.1 billion (Y400 billion) because of substantial
reductions in nonoperating expenses with a reduction in interest-bearing liabilities, a reduction in financing
costs because funds have been raised at lower costs, and an increase in funding profits due to the
diversification of fund operations. In addition, personnel curtailment is being carried out more effectively
than before privatization through natural attrition, restraints on new employment, and transfers of excess
employees to affiliated or subsidiary companies. Consequently, employment has been reduced from 310,000
before privatization to less than 260,000 in fiscal 1990, a cut of over 50,000 employees. Capital investment
has not fluctuated, since the total must be held within an amount equal to after-tax profits and dlepreciation.
However, total investment in plant and equipment after privatization would have increased to $17.8 billion
(Y2.32 trillion) as of fiscal 1990 if adjusted for terminal investment (which is now unnecessary under the
terninal sales system) and investments for data communications after the NTT Data Communicaions Systems
Corporation had been spun off. R&D investment has also expanded smoothly after privatizatilon, with the
ratio of R&D expenses to sales increasing from 3.14 percent in fiscal 1984 to 4.39 percent in fiscal 1990.
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Table 5-1 Major Management Indices before and after Privatization

85 86
Fiscal 82 83 84 1 naugulation Usting 87 88 89 90 91
Year of Jont Stoc of hal of 

___-____ Company Stock vow

(1) Operating Revenues 33,418 35,018 36,586 39,165 41,182 43,554 43,482 44,378 45,834 22,804
(Sales) ($MilIion) (44,937) (46,326) (48,089)

(2) Operating Income 5,725 5,733 5,125 5,264 5,945 6,313 5,421 5,119 4,453 1,635
($Million)

(3) Non-Operating Income -2,882 -2,778 -2,605 -2,832 -2,806 -2,492 -2,145 -1,390 -1,266 595
($Million)

(4) Pre-Tax Profits 2,842 2,955 2,520 2,432 2,754 3,821 3,276 3,728 3,187 1,039
(Million)

(5) Balance of Interest 40,538 39,615 38,692 37,052 35,493 33,918 30,617 29,126 27,875
Bearinc Liabilities -923 -923 -1,640 -1,559 -1,575 -3,301 -1,491 -1,251
($Million)

(6) Numrbse of Employee 323,300 317,500 313,600 304,000 297,600 291,100 276,600 266,000 257,600
-5,800 -3,900 -9,600 -6,400 -6,500 -14,500 -10,600 -8,400

(7) Personnel Expenses 10,642 11,264 11,967 13,451 14,132 14,441 15,298 15,674 16,316
($Million) +5.8% +6.2% +12.4% +5.1% +2.2% +5.9% +2.5% +4.1%

(8) Ratio of Personnel 34.8 35.1 35.1 36.3 36.4 36.0 37.7 38.0 37.7
Expenses to
All Expeenses (%)

(9) Operaing Revenues 102 108 114 127 137 148 153 164 175
pea Empioyea
($Thousand)

(10) Plant Investment 13,409 12,939 13,251 12,158 12,409 13,821 13,175 13,351 14,039
($Mi;lion) 40.1 36.9 36.2 31.0 30.1 31.7 30.3 30.1 30.6
Rato to Sales (%)

Adjustad Plant 13,409 12,939 13,251 13,538 14,462 16,308 16,385 17,000 17,846
|.Investmnent ($Million)

Adjusted nlatio to 40.1 36.9 36.2 34.6 35.1 37.4 36.5 36.7 37.1
Sales (%)

(1 1) R&D Exoenses - 731 962 1,231 1,369 1,546 1,660 1,833 2,013
(RMiiio) 2.09 2.63 3.14 3.32 3.55 3.82 4.13 4.39

Ratio to Sales l%) i

(1 $ = ?T130)

(Note) * Operating revenue figures in parentheses represent consolidated totals with
NTT Data Communications Systems Corporation.

* Figures through fiscal 1984 indicate operating and business revenues per employee:
from fiscal 1985, figures indicate operating revenues per employee.

e Adjusted plant investment calculated by adding the sales of terminal equipment and
data communicabons facilities to plant investment.

(Source) NTT Materials, MPT Materials
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Despite the reduction in employment following privatization, operating expenses have been increasing
due to the rise in personnel costs. (These costs have risen because wage restrictions based on budgetary
allocations were lifted, and because wage levels increased after NT7 was granted the right to enlgage in
independent collective bargaining to determine wages. Moreover, new postprivatization burdens were also
added, including allocations for retirement pensions and accident compensation insurance.) In addition, NTF
became subject to corporate and local taxes as a joint-stock company, increasing the burden for taxes, public
dues, and other levies. The heightened interest in R&D also led to rising budgets for research and
experimental costs. Although operating income had been declining in the preprivatization years of 1982
through 1984, the year of privatization (1985) saw an improvement by $138 million (YI 8 billion). After
reaching a peak in 1987, operating income has since been declining, with a major drop of $923 million (V120
billion) recorded in 1988. These declines are attributable largely to the substantial rate reductions necessary to
cope with the low-price strategies pursued by NCCs after the introduction of competition. Other income-
reducing factors since privatization include the slowdown in the growth of operating revenues because market
shares have been siphoned off by NCCs, the increase in personnel costs, and the rise in research and
experimental expenditures.

Nonoperating revenues increased from $328 million (W42,653 million) in 1985 to $585 million
(Y-76,024 mnillion) in 1990 due to increased efficiency in fund raising (such as bonds and loans) and increased
diversification in fund operations (which had formerly been limited to treasury deposits only). Nonoperating
expenses also fell significantly with the substantial 50 percent drop in bond-interest costs (from $2.7 billion
(Y352 billion) in 1985 to Y171 billion in 1990). Although nonoperating results saw a temporary decline at the
time of privatization, overall performance in this area continues to remain at a higher level after privatization
tan before privatization.

Balancesheet results indicate increased investments in securities and in affiliated companies after
investment was liberalized; overall investment increased fourfold between 1985 and 1990. With respect to
liabilities, longterm loans are increasingly taking the place of bond issues as fund-raising mechanism.

Tariff Structure

Under the preprivatized NTTPC, tariffs for major domestic telecommunications service, which
constituted the bulk of revenues, were stipulated by the Public Telecommunications Law, with other charges
subject to MPT approval. This mechanism ensured that the public nature of telecommunications would be
maintained and that service would be provided on a uniform basis, given that a quasi-governmental
oirganization required a way to set appropriate tariffs and charges in order to secure a stable supply and sound
business development. However, because NTTPC was legally required to provide universal service, the only
way to meet this requirement under a management format that assumed self-supporting accounting was to
cross-subsidize different services and/or different user groups. Accordingly, revenues from profitable areas
and services could easily be shifted to subsidize operations in nonprofitable areas and services uader the
guarantee of a market monopoly. However, the extent of these internal offsets was not fully known, since
tthe NTIPC accounting system did not clarify revenues and expenses by service category, such as tlhose for
local and long-distance calls. This failure to adopt proper cost accounting was one of the factors that delayed
reforms in the tariff schedule.

I'he Current Tariff System Under Privatization

With the exception of Type-II telecommunications business operations, the tariff schedule under the
Telecommunications Business Law that legislated the structural reform is still subject to administrative
approval. In short, the basic concept has not changed, since the criteria for approval rely upon
comprehensive costing principles.

Specifically, NTTs tariff structure basically consists of new installation fees, basic monthly charges,
and call charges (see Tables 5-2 and 5-3). Expenses required at the time of new installation (new installation
fees) include the contract fee (currently V800), facility costs (currently Y72,000), and costs for installing the
telephone set, etc., (actual expenses). Theoretically, basic monthly charges should be based on "subscriber
principles," whereby the expenses to maintain exclusive facilities for each subscriber (that is, the telephone
circuit between a telephone office and a subscriber and part of the telephone-office equipment) are accrued
and met by each subscriber individually. Although present basic monthly charges were originally designed to
collect such expenses, the actual approach is designed to cover overall expenses for telephone service through
total revenues, including basic monthly charges and call charges. Accordingly, basic monthly charges are
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determined on the basis of "fairness" in terms of the frequency of telephone use, the number of subscribers
who can be served by the minimum call charge (currently $0.08 (YIO) per three minutes), and past history.
In addition, call charges also reflect the past history of cross-subsidization between local and long-distance
revenues.

Tariffs for local calls in Japan are near the lowest among industrialized countries; conversely, however,
long-distance call tariffs of over 100 kilometers are near the highest, some 2.4 times those in the United
States. Consequently, a substantial difference exists in Japan between short- and long-distance call tariffs,
that is, a ratio of 1:24.

Table 5-2 New Installation Fees: Subscriber Telephones
(Unit: $)

Subscriber Telephones I
Individual-Line Party-Line Centrex Receive-Only

Telepsones Telephones Telehones
Contract Fees 6.15 6.15 6.15 6.15 
Facili!e Fees 555.85 555.85 555 307.69
Source: NTI Materials

Table 5-3 Subscriber Telephone Basic Monthly Charges
(Monthly Amount: $)

Individual Line Party Line
Business Home Use Business Home Use Centrex

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ use _ _ _ _ _ _ use _ _ _ _

Class-1 Office 5.77 7.31 462
(up to 800 Subscribersa)
Class-2 Office 11.15 7.31 T93. 5.77
(from 800 to 8,000 Subscribers)
Class-3 Office 13.46 8835 11.15 7.31 21.15
(from 8,000 to 50,000 Subscribers)
Class-4 Office (From 50,000 to 15.77 10.38 IT0 8.T6
400,000 Subscribers)
Class-5 Office 18.08 11.92 1 
(above 400,000 Subscribers) _
ource: N'T materials.
aThe number of subscribers consists of those subject to a minimum call charge ($0.08 (YIO) every three
minutes).

Because participation in specified areas or services has now become possible with the introduction of
telecommunications competition, new entrants have emerged in the highly profitable fields of long-istance
and cellular network services-fields that formerly provided the bulk of revenues for internal cross-subsidies
prior to privatization. Because these NCCs have targeted market share in highly profitable fields by lowering
tariffs that is still provide enough profitability, NTT has been forced to respond with rate reductions almost
every year since privatization. As indicated in Figure 5-2, these reductions have totaled some $5 billion (Y650
billion) in the five years since privatization, or an annual reduction of about $92 (Y12,000) per subscriber.
These reductions have reduced overall telecommunications tariffs by approximately 15 percent-including the
competitive long-distance, leased-circuit, and cellular- network fields, as well as local-call charges. Because
NCCs are further reducing tariffs to maintain price their competitiveness with NTl', long- distance call tariffs
have gradually but steadily been declining (see Figures 5-1 and 5-2). However, even with these reductions,
long-distance tariffs in Japan are still high internationally. (see Figure 5-3.)

Because NTl is still legally required to provide universal service, the company's current tariff system
continues to require cross-subsidies among various user categories, whereby profits from long-distance
service are used to offset deficits in local service. Thus, in addition to rebating performance results to users
and narrowing the charge differential between long- and short- distance calls, the new environment has
further responded to increasingly intensive competition. These circumstances have brought NITs traditional
problems to the surface.
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Figure 5-1 Rate Reductions After Privatzaton
(Unit Milion)

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

* NTT Results
Operating Revnues 39,1B5 41,181 (5.1) 43,554 (5.8) 43,482 (-0.2)43,378 (2.1) 45,834 (3.3)
Operating Incorme 5,257 5,559 (5.1) 6,313(13.5) 5,421 (-14.1) 5,119 (-5.6) 4,453(-13.0)
Income before Taxes 2,432 2,753(13.2) 3,821(38.8) 3,276 (-14.3) 3,728 (13.8) 3,187(-14.5)

* Total Arount of Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
Reductions 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
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Reductions in Call Charges per Subscriber (Yearly) (Unit 6)

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

-80

-100 92

(1S = Vi30)

Note: The average annual charges per subscriber are about Y60,000 (US$461.53) (fiscal 1989).
Source: NTT materialis
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Figure 5-2 Trends in Rate Differentials Between NIT and
Long-Distance NCCs
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Notes: 1. Based on long-distance rates for calls beyond 320 km rates for
calls exceeding 160 km applied for March 1991. (For NCCs,
rates used for calls beyond 340 kin; rates for calls exceeding
170 km applied for March 1991.)

2. NCC rates include $0.15(V20) in interconnection call charges.

Source: Press Release

(1$ = Y130)



Figure 5-3 International Comparison of Dial-Call Charges
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For example, according to revenues and expenses by service category in Table 5-4 (as detenmined with
the careful cost-accounting procedures that have finally been adopted by NTT), operating results for
subscriber telephone service in fiscal 1990 indicated a profit of $7.3 billion (Y943.6 billion) against a revenue
of 11.2 billion (Yl.45 trillion) from long-distance service, but a deficit of $4.4 billion (Y576.2 billion) against
a revenue of $11.6 billion (Y1.5 trillion) from local service (monthly and other charges, including directory
information service fees). Obviously, surplus profits from long-distance service must be used to offset the
huge deficits in local service. It is remarkable that the ordinary income/operating revenue ratio is 65 percent in
the long-distance call field at NTr.

Table 5-4 Revenues and Ordinary Income by Service at NIT
(Fiscal 1990; Subscriber Telephone)

(Unit: $ Million)
Subscriter

Local Calls Monthly Other Local-Call Long-Distance Telephone
Charges Service Calls Service (Total)

Operating 11,596 8&0O98 22,049 11,155 233,20
Revenues
Ordinary -620 T1TF 1,7 - ,25 2,82
Income _

(i = Y130)
Source:NTT Annual Report, press release

In the case of TTNet (Tokyo Telecommunications Network--a Tokyo Electric Power Co. subsidiary),
the only NCC participating in the local service market--the telephone business division (providing primarily
local service)--recorded a deficit of $18 million (Y2.4 billion) for fiscal 1990 (Y460 million in revenues vs.
Y2.88 billion in expenses)-again indicating that local service, even in a big city, is extremely unprofitable
under the present tariff system not only for NTr, an existing career, but also for NCCs.

Moreover, performance results following the rate reductions reflect a continuing decline in operating
income from NTTs main business operations after it reached a peak in fiscal 1987. Fiscal 1991 mid-term
results in telephone revenues, which account for the bulk of operating revenues, also indicate that this trend is
continuing, with a drop of some $331 million (Y43 billion) in operating income from the same term for the
previous year, as well as a decline in operating revenues for the period. These factors reveal the tremendous
pressure exerted on NTT by rate reductions primarily for long-distance service, despite its many efforts to
promote managerial efficiency. At the same time, however, the NCCs that have selectively targeted such
highly profitable fields as long-distance and cellular network services are steadily expanding their market
share by engaging in price competition with NTT. For example, NCCs captured as much as 46 percent of the
long-distance calls among the three largest cities of Japan (Tokyo, Nagoya and Osaka) in fiscal 1990. And in
the cellular telephone market, NCCs now account for about 29 percent of the total market and 37 percent in
terminal equipment. Indeed, two long-distance carriers have recorded ordinary income of over $77 million
(YIO billion) annually, with operating revenues of only $540 million-$770 million (Y70 billion to Y100
billion)-an ordinary income/operating revenues ratio exceeding a very high 10 percent. However, this
figure is still low compared with the 65 percent ratio in the long-distance call field at NTT. These high levels
of ordinary income stem more from the inherent weakness in NTT's current tariff system than from the
success of management efforts by NCCs. Thus, the present tariff structure makes relying on cross-subsidies
problematic, and it is increasingly being recognized that tariffs must be rebalanced to secure fair competition.

As noted earlier, NIT must meet various tasks in the future, such as rebating performance results to
customers, narrowing the difference between long- and short-distance tariffs, coping with intensified
competition, maintaining the conditions for fair and effective competition, and continuing to provide universal
service. Japan is now at the stage where it must seriously study shifting away from a tariff system based on
the need for cross-subsidization towards an entirely new tariff concept as quickly as possible such as through
re- balancing or applying a phased-in re-balancing or through introducing access charges.
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Introduction of Competition

One change under privatization was the introduction of competition in accordance with the Business
Law. When competition was introduced into the telecommunications business in Japan, the overall field was
classified into Type-I and Type-II carriers in accordance with the stratified structure of such operations. The
Type-II business is further classified into Special Type-Il and General Type-II categories. As discussed in
Chapter 3, a Type-I carrier provides telecommunications service by installing and operating its own
telecommunications circuit facilities. A Type-11 carrier does not install its own circuits, but provides value-
added telecommunications options to the services provided by Type-I carriers. Thus, the basic classification
is determined according to whether or not circuits are owned. Moreover, Type-II carriers that provide service
to "many and unspecified" customers and which have circuit connection capabilities beyond specified levels,
as well as those that provide international telecommunications service, are called Special Type-Il carriers.
Other Type-II operations are known as General Type-II carriers.

The structural reform in telecommunications introduced in 1985 now makes it theoretically possible to
enter any telecommunications field. Participation in Type-I operations does require MPT approval and is
subject to certain regulations. In principle, any Type-II carrier may freely start business operations, allhough
notification or registration is required. A competitive environment was introduced into the
telecommunications business at the same time, such as liberalized circuit applications and the relaxation of
foreign capital restrictions. (For Type-I carriers other than NTT and KDD, the foreign capital ratio may be as
high as one-third; among Type-II carriers, no discrimination exists between domestic and foreign investment
in principle.)

The selection of terminal equipment was also liberalized, abolishing the NTTPC monopoly on
providing the main telephone set. This change has considerably enlarged and broadened user selection in
main telephone sets. Under this liberalization, a total of 995 new common carriers (66 Type-I carriers and
929 Type-II carriers) newly entered Japan's telecommunications market between 1985 and 1991 (see Table 5-
5), signifying the shift from a monopolistic to a competitive environment.

Table 5-5 New Participation in Telecomnuiticationas Businzess
(Unit: Companies)

4_1_85 4_.1.86_ 4.1.87 4.1.88 9 4.1.90 3.1.91
New Type-I Carriers O 5 111 35 43' 60 66

eneral Type-II Carriers 8 5 f I 346 51I 66813 i
Special Tp-II Carriers O 9_ I 18 3 I 2I 9

Total Type-I Carriers 8 5 2f I _356 530 841 I 4 I 9
I Total 85 214 367 565 1 7361 9011

Note: Type-I telecommunications carriers: Providing service by installing their own telecommunications
circuit facilities; Type-II telecommunications carriers: Providing service by leasing
telecommunications circuit facilities.

Source: MPT materials.

The sales of NCCs are growing at an annual rate of approximately 100 percent, from $725 million
(Y94.2 billion) in fiscal 1988 to $1.66 billion (Y216 billion) in fiscal 1989, and $3.04 billion (Y395 billion) in
fiscal 1990. Total sales and shares of each market in fiscal 1990 were $1.77 billion (Y230.2 billion), or
15.87 percent, in long-distance telephone service; $545 million (Y70.8 billion), or 28.66 percent, in cellular
network service; and $281 million (Y36.5 billion), or 29.15 percent, in "Pocket Bell" radio paging service. In
the telephone service field, NCCs have participated primarily in long-distance calls, and are rapidly expanding
their competitive share vis-a-vis NTT in this area. For example, as noted in Figure 5-4, NCCs handled 270
million (a 39 percent share) of the calls among Tokyo, Nagoya and Osaka in fiscal 1989. For fiscal 1990, the
figure had risen to 320 million (46 percent share) of the calls-close to a 50-percent share. NCCs are also
expanding their share of calls among other major cities in which they also participate, from 12 percent iin fiscal
1989 to 16 percent in fiscal 1990. NTT also increased its sales during this period: $41.4 billion (Y5.39



Figure 5-4 Competition In Long-distance Calls Linking Major Cities
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trillion) in fiscal 1988;,$42.2 billion (Y5.48 trillion) in fiscal 1989, and $43.5 billion (Y5.66 trillion) in fiscal
1990. Thus, the market has been expanding in the face of competition.

Even with privatization, NTTs rate structure and tariff system has not changed. Thus, NCCs have
been forced to secure revenue sources by participating in profitable areas centered around long-distance and
cellular network services. NTr is legally required to provide universal service under the NT7 Corporation
Law. Accordingly, the tariff system is already structured where by internal cross-subsidies are necessary
among local, long-distance call, and cellular network services. NTr operating results for subscriber
telephone service for fiscal 1990 showed an ordinary income of $7.3 billion (Y943.6 billion) against a
revenue of $11.2 billion (Y1.45 trillion) in long-distance calls, and deficits of $4.4 billion (Y576.2 billion)
against a revenue of $22.1 billion (Y2.87 trillion) in local service (basic and other charges, including clirectory
information fees). Accordingly, surplus profits from long-distance service are used internally by NTT to
compensate for the huge deficits in local service.

NCCs are now participating in such fields as long-distance and cellular network services that have long
constituted a source of revenues at NIT to meet internal cross-subsidies, and are doing so at rates lower than
NTIT charges. As of December 31, 1991, NTT tariffs are 20 percent higher for three-minute daytime calls
between Tokyo and Osaka ($1.85/N240 for NTT and $1.54/Y200, for NCCs); these rates were also 20
percent higher at the time of NCC entry ($2.27/Y360 vs. $2.31/Y300). Despite the fact that
telecommunications is a capital-intensive industry that requires initial plant investments exceeding $770
million (Y100 billion), Daini Denden Inc. (DDI) and Japan Telecom (MI) are generating ordinary income that
exceeds $77 million (10 billion) after only several years of operations (for fiscal 1990, $159 million (Y20.68
billion) for DDI, and $93 million (Y12.05 billion) for JT). By virtue of this competitive strength, they are
offering further tariff reductions.

However, in some cases, NCCs have participated in limited-area service in addition to long-distance
calls. A typical example is Tokyo Telecommunications Network (TTNet), which offers subscriber ciurcuits in
the Kanto region around Tokyo to provide the local service, along with long-distance calls to adjacent areas.
Compared with the performance of DDI, TTNet's operating results are dismal (a deficit of $19 million, or
V2.42 billion), clearly indicating the problems inherent not only for NTT but also for NCCs in making local
service profitable.

To compete with the NCCs, NTT has repeatedly reduced tariffs, primarily in the highly profitable long-
distance call area. These successive reductions reached a total of $5.1 billion (Y649 billion) between
privatization and fiscal 1990-an average reduction of some $69 (Y9,000) per subscriber. These reductions
have been made possible by an increase in revenues and an improvement in managerial efficiency. NTT has
also expanded its service menu and increased service quality, such as speeding up telephone installations
vwthin three days after the receipt of application.

However, the fact that the introduction of competition in the telecommunications market has led to
competition between NTT, which provides both local and long-distance service on a unified basis, and NCCs
which provide mainly long-distance service has created two problems. One pertains to how fair competition
can be ensured between NTT and NCCs. The other, as noted earlier, is that competition exists despite the
fact that local and long-distance tariffs have yet been rebalanced.

Research and Development

Following privatization, NTT has been promoting R&D activities, as shown in Figure 5-5, to
strengthen the foundation of corporate management. Accordingly, the ratio of R&D expenses to sales has
been increasing. NiTs R&D activities include (1) carrying out R&D in NiTs business activities; (2)
carrying out R&D that contributes to scientific and technological developments worldwide; and (3)
disseminating the results of R&D activities to the industrial world .

NiTTs R&D system was reorganized in September 1985 from 9 research institutes into 12 research
groups that pursue basic and applied research. In order to reinforce competitiveness and implement efficient
technological development that the NTT business division is responsible for, the process of turning research
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Figure 5-5 Yearly Ratios of R&D Expenses to Operating Revenues
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Table 5-6 Outline of NCCs

___________ L________________ _Long-distance | Local
Daini Denden Inc. Japan Telecom Co. (JT) Teleway Japan Tokyo Telecommuni-
(DDI) Corporation (TWJ) cations Network Co.,

Ltd. (MTet)
Established June 1984 December 1986 - November 1984 March 1986
Capital V8,065,000,000 V18,311,000,000 V12,450,000,000 V30,000,000,000
Employee 1,950 2,000 790 (Average Age: 33 700 (Average Age: 38

_ __________ ________________ y s l years old) old
Business Leased circuits, long- Leased circuits, long- Leased circuits, long- Telecommunications

distance calls, distance calls, long- distance calls, public Business 61.3%
development and sales distance public telephones Incidental Business
of equipment related to telephones, JR (Consignment

_ telecommunications telephones Business) 18.5%
Stockholders Kyocera Corporation JR Higashi Nihon Toyota Motor Tokyo Electric ]Power

25.1% 19.6% Corporation 6.2% Co., Inc. 33.4%
Sony Corporation JR Nishi Nihonl5.1% Load Facility Mitsui & Co. Ltd.

5.0% JR Tokai 11.2% Association 6.2% 15.0%
Ushio Electric Inc. JR Kyushu 1.8% Mitsubishi Mitsubishi

2.5% JR Cargo 1.4% Corporation 3.1% Corporation 15.0%
SECOM Co., Ltd. JR Hokkaido 1.3% Mitsui & Co. Ltd. Nissan Motor Co.

2.5% Sumitomo 2.1% Ltd. 10.0%
Mitsubishi Corporation 0.82%
Corporation 2.5% Mitsui & Co. Ltd.

0.82%
Mitsubishi
Corporation 0.82%

Total Total Total Total
225 companies 302 companies 289 companies 199 companies

Table 5-7 NCC Management Indexes (Fiscal 1990)

(Unit: $ Million)
g ~~~~Long distance Local

j___ _ IDDM JT lIj W TTNet
Telephone - 784 200 3

Revenues| Leased Circuits 27 119T 25 10
Odir 329 16 2 67

JTotal Revenues 1,4 919 227 174
Operating Income 197 1s8f 12 Ia
Ordinary Income 1S9 93 119

Source: Financial statements of each company.
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developments into practical business applications. In addition, a development center has also been created to
coordinate the activities of the business division and research groups in bringing research results to practical
fruition.

R&D System

The reinforcement of R&D functions reflected by the increase in R&D expenses has also been carried
forward in organizational development. Because competition has necessitated that R&D activities focus on
creating quality services quickly at low prices, NTr has assigned each business headquarters specific R&D
functions in order to improve their self-reliance. Accordingly, NTT reorganized the flow of technology and
R&D activities by establishing the Engineering Strategy Planning Headquarters in 1985, to coordinate overall
technology and R&D functions among business headquarters. This change shifted the status of research
institutes formerly controlled by the R&D headquarters from locational to functional units.

Various manufacturers have suggested that the results of research activities carried out during th'e state-
operated NTEPC period rightly belong to the public domain, and cannot now be reserved by NTr because the
company has been privatized. This issue of so-called "basic research" affecting telecommunications does
raise a problem within NTT, since its R&D activities focused on applied research in product development
following privatization.

Related Businesses and Associated Companies

Privatization enabled NTT to pursue new business development in five conceptual areas:
(1) expanding business fields; (2) streamlining NTT proper; (3) using NTT management resources with
maximum effectiveness; (4) introducing resources and know how from outside the company; and (5)
maintaining an orderly environment with the existing industrial framework.

The following factors prompted new business development within NTT: (1) privatization ended the
former restrictions on investment, allowing NTT to invest in subsidiary operations through in-house
management decisions; (2) the slowdown in revenue growth following the entry of NCC into the newly
competitive telecommunications market called for increased rationalization and business activation to improve
competitiveness; (3) NTT found it necessary to increase total group revenues to improve operating results;
and (4) the trimming of personnel at NTT proper necessitated promoting group employment opportunities by
developing a wide range of alternative options suited to the aptitudes of employees.

In turn, new business development contributed to the growth of the information and communications
industry and has enhanced the social infrastructure with the advent of new business fields useful to society;
it has also provided services that meet the needs of users and reduce their costs, secured a wide range of
workplaces that suit the aptitudes of employees, and secure stable business revenues for NTT.

The ratio of investment in new companies is determined according to the categories outlined in Table 5-
8. The ratio takes into account NTTs position in the new companies, the overall management environment,
and its relationship with any partners.

Group-Company Management Situation

The group-company management situation through fiscal 1991 is outlined in Tables 5-9, 5-10, and 5-11.
Revenues and ordinary income are included only for companies in which NTT has an investment of 20
percent or more. With respect to the number of seconded employees, however, the data include companies in
which NTr investment is below 20 percent. The number of personnel seconded to these group companies in
1990 totaled 13,600, contributing substantially to trimming employment at NTT proper.
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Table 5-8 Investment Ratio Concept

Investment Ratio Concept
10()% * Need to prevent know how drain.

* Established on basis of NTT assets only.
From 50% - 100% * Need for NTT to assume ultimate responsibility.
From 33% - 50% * Need to hold veto power over stockholder resolutions.
From 25% - 33% * Need to subsume employees of NTT cooperatives union (for
I ____________________________ medical insurance, etc.).

Table 5-9 Sales of Group Companies
(Unit: $ Million)

_ __ 1987 1988 1989 19-w
NT DATA - 1,760 355 2,653
Group Companies other 1,912 2,798 817 ,75
than NTT DATA 120 compames 131 companies 146 companies 148 comrpanies

Total 1,912 4,558 6,172 7,9

Table 5-10 Ordinary Income of Group Companies
(Unit: $ Million)

I___1987 l 1988 1989 1990
NTIT DATA __94 198 203
Group Companies 66 144 172 26
Reporting Profits other 53 companies 69 companies 99 companies 112 companies
than NTr DATA
Group Companies -145 -57 -55 6T-
Reporting Deficits other 67 companies 62 companies 47 companies 35 companies
than NTT DATA

Total -79 181 3153

Table 5-11 Personnel Seconded to Group Companies
(Unit: Person)

_ __ 1987 1988 1989
NTT DATA - 606,600 6,7
Group Companies other 2,400 3,600 5,400 67M- -
than NTT DATA

Total 2,400 10,200 12,000 13,(tiO
(100) (430) (500) (570)

Note: Figures in parentheses indicate indexed growth rates; 1987 = 100.
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B. Management and Organizational Structure, and Labor Conditions

Privatization basically provided for self-management by NTT, but it is also important to note that
regulations not applied to general joint-stock companies still remain--such as the need for MPT approval of
director selection, business operating plans, and appropriations of surplus. In addition a shift has been made
from the function-oriented hierarchical organization under NTTPC to a divisional profit-center system in order
to promote managerial efficiency, clarify responsibilities, and construct a customer-oriented structure. The
functions of administrative departments at the head office have been allocated to each business division, and
head office departments have been limited to strategic planning and coordination functions. The authority
vested in each business division has been strengthened, and the organization of regional branches and R&D
institutes has also been changed. Accompanying these changes, the personnel promotion system has been
modified, including the introduction of a point-basis evaluation system to encourage positive attitudes, as well
as a newly established ability-linked qualification system.

Privatization has also had a major impact on labor-management relations. During the NTTPC era, the
Public Corporations and Government Enterprises Labor Relations Act governing labor relations in public
corporations was applied to N1TTPC employees, effectively eliminating their right to strike. Moreover, wages
could not be determined by collective bargaining between the parties concerned, but were determined in
accordance with government initiatives through mediation by the Public Corporation and Government
Enterprises Labor Relations Commission. Consequently, wage adjustments were set across the board among
all public corporations, regardless of the business results of each entity.

After privatization, labor-management relations equivalent to those of private companies were
guaranteed along with the right to strike within a partially restricted context. Thus, NTf was vested with the
authority to engage in collective-bargaining negotiations, and wages started to reflect independently
deternined criteria based on business performance.

These changes led to a review of existing collective-bargaining agreements and the establishment of a
joint labor-management conference. These changes provided new opportunities for joint discussions of
important issues--such as basic management policies, business operation plans, and new services--making it
possible to shift from a confrontational to cooperative relationship between management and labor.

This section analyzes these changes effected by the shift in the managerial and organizational structure
of NTT.

Managerial Structure

Under NTTPC, only two directors (the president and senior executive vice president) were selected
according to a system of Government Cabinet appointments; under NTr, all directors are elected by
shareholders, but with subsequent MPT approval. Moreover, because the MOF permanently holds over one-
third of outstanding shares, government influence also remains strong at shareholders' meetings. These
provisions have essentially led to excessive governmental interference in NTT management. With the passage
of time following privatization, it seems that the MPT used its authority to approve directors to load the board
with ex-MPT bureaucrats. If the MPT wishes, it can eliminate a shareholder-elected board of directors and/or
the CEO if they do not subscribe to MPT views. The fear of provoking further MPT intervention has created
a cautious, hesitant mindset within NTT itself. Because this contravenes the purport of privatization, calls
have been for two steps to ensure complete privatization:

* Eliminating MPT intervention in NTT personnel management by revising the NTT Corporation Law

* Abolishing the regulation that requires the government to hold more than one-third of total outstanding
shares

Changes in Management Authority

The number of directors was increased following privatization, and the authority of directors was
expanded from that which characterized the NT`TPC era. Table 5-12 shows the major categories of this
expanded board discretion that have shifted from NlITPC to N'17.
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Table 5-12 Authority of Directors

Item Contents Influence on NTW
Investment Able to deternine investment in new Increase in number of

businesses, etc., in order to promote affiliated companies.
management efficiency, subject to the special
status of company and management ethic.

Selection of Directors Directors holding responsible positions MPT approval necessary,
Holding Responsible selected by board of directors. thereby making NT
Positions decisions actually subject to

MPT views.
Business Operation Only MPT approval required; the former
Plans provision for Diet approval has been repealed.
Issuance of New Determined by resolution of board of directors Real autonomy limited due to
Shares, Etc. within authorized capital limitations. significant MOF influence.
Issuance of Bonds Determined by resolution of board of Fund raising operations

directors. diversified.
Borrowings Determined by resolution of board of

directors.
Disposal of Important Detenmined by resolution of board of Fund operations liberafiZ.

perties directors.
Settlement of No obligation for Diet approval; accepted by Clarifies company
Accounts resolution of board of directors. responsibility in accounting

i__I _ procedures.

Source: NIT material.

Changes in Board Composition

The most noticeable of the postprivatization management changes has involved the composition of the
board of directors--that is, the derivation of board membership. Any analysis of the extent to which
government interference and influence over NTT is being eliminated depends on monitoring the emergence of
an autonomous, independent management structure. Table 5-13 classifies directors according to derivation
(for example, the private sector, NTT proper, MPT, and MOF) and the position held.
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Table 5-13 NTT Board Derivation
(Before Corporatization)

1953- 1980 1981 _1982_1983 1 1984
Presidents NTT: 1 Private Sector Private Sector Private Sector Private Sector
Executive Vice NTT: 1 NTT: 1 NTT: 1 NTT: 1 NTT: I
Presidents
Managing NTT: 9 NTT: 8 NTT: 8 NTT: 7 NTT: 7
Directors MPT: 1 M1PT: 1 MPT: 1 MPT: I

NTT: 11 NTT 9 NTFT: NTT: 8
Total MPT: 0 MPT: 1 MPT: 1 MPT: 1 MPT: 1

PRI: 0 PRI: 1 PRI: 1 PRI: 1 PRI: I

(After Corporatization)
1985 1986 1987 1988 7 19897 199()0

r nn- - Private --- TTT
Sector

President Private Private NTT N'TT NTT NTT
Sector Sector

Executive NTT: 4 NTT: 4 NTI: 3 NTT: 3 NTT: 3 NTT: 3
Vice MPIT 1 MP7T: 1 MPT: 1 MPT: 1
President
Executive NTT: 7 NTT: 7 NTT: 6 NTT: 6 NTT: 6 NTT: S
vice MPT: 1 MFPT: 1 MPT. 1 MPT: 1 MPT: 1 MPf: 1
President MOF: 1 MOF: 1 MOF: 1 MOP: 1
Senior NTT: 11 NIT: 1 NTT: 16 NTT: 17 NTT: 16 NTT: 19
Vice MPFT: 2 MPT: 2 MPT: 1 MPT: 1 MPT: 1 MFT: 1
President MOF: 1 MOF: 1I

Private Private Private Private Private Private
Sector: 1 Sector: I Sector: 1 Sector: 0 Sector: 0 Sector: 0

Total NTTI: 22 NTT: 22 NIT: 26 NTT: 27 NTT: 27 NTT: 29
MPT: 3 MPT: 3 MPT: 3 MPT: 3 MPT: 3 MPTI: 3

____.____ MOF: 1 MOF: 1 MOF: 1 MOF: 1 MOF: 1 MOF: 1

MPT: Regulatory Agency
MOF: Majority Stock Holder
PRI: Private Sector
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According to these statistics, former officials of the regulatory agency (MPT) did not hold
directLorships in the pre-privatization year of 1980; subsequently one ex-MPT official was a director in the
preprivatization years between 1981 and 1984. Following privatization in 1985, however, this number
increased to 3 of 27 directorships and the position occupied by ex-MPT bureaucrats. While the actual ratio
has remained the same, in view of the enlarged directorate, the positions occupied by ex-MPT bureaucrats
after privatization have been elevated; one of whom currently holds the post of executive vice president.
Following President Shinto's appointment from the private sector in 1981 (serving until 1987), board
appointments from the private sector have stopped entirely. Instead, from 1980 to the present, board
appointments have been increasingly weighted towards ex-MPT bureaucrats. (After privatizaticin, an ex-
offic.al of the MOF-the largest shareholder-was also appointed to the board, and his position was raised
from senior to executive vice president.) The fact that regulatory authorities continue to send directors,
including an executive vice president to a putatively privatized company not only impairs NlTs independent
management, but also makes the relationship between the administration and the company too close,thus
creating potential disadvantages to users.

Organizational Format

Companywide Organization

Although the April 1985 organizational revision saw a shift from a function-oriented, hierarchical
structure (head office -> regional telecommunications bureaus -> district telecommunications bureaus ->
telephone offices) to a divisional profit-center system, actual changes were in name only. Real reform did not
come until after privatization and the introduction of the divisional profit-center system in November 1985.
(See Figure 5-6). This new system was necessary because the management organization had simply become
too unwieldy, user-oriented approaches were absent due to over-centralization and sectionalization, and
apathy about the efficiency of the company overall. All of these inefficiencies were firmly rooted in the
corporate culture prevailing at that time.

Organizational reform is still proceeding even after privatization with the spinoff of the data
communications division in 1987 and plans to spin off the mobile communications division in July 1992.

Regional Structure

As indicated in Figure 5-7, the four-tier system involving the head office, regional headquarters, district
headquarters, and telephone office was shifted to a three-tier system. Delegating functions to new district
headquarters and branches makes it possible to hasten decision-making at the branch level directly with
customers, improve customer service, and focus such decisions at a more community-based level..
Moreover, this simplification of the multi-level structure reduced the command levels between the
headquarters office and lower-level branches, and also clarified the responsibility of branches for tlheir service
operations. The organizational changes below the regional-headquarters level are similar to those at the
regional level, as shown in Figure 5-8. Although formerly independent small-scale telephone offices are now
functioning physically as sales offices, they have been included in branch sales sections for organizational
purposes.

The following factors prompted these changes in the regional structure. During the NTrPC era, the
company had carried out virtually no sales activities. Despite the large number of agents that the company
maintained nationwide, they were essentially just waiting for potential subscribers. However, with the
increase in market shares by new participants, NIT was pressed immediately into establishing a sales system.
Accordingly, the structure was changed because branches had to be strengthened as sales footholds and the
regional structure reinforced. A further factor was the necessity of simplifying decision-making and clerical
procedures (that is, simplifying the multi-tier structure). Under the changed environment which naturally
focuses on efficiency as a private company, suggestions were made to reduce the four-tier system even
further (that is, a sector and branch organization). However, this plan has not been realized.

During the NTTPC era, the 1,400 telephone offices essentially served as sales footholds, as well as
operational entities with telecommunications switches and maintenance operators-thereby necessitating the
four-tier structure, since the telephone network in Japan is also a four-tier structure. However, the three-tier
stnicture has now become possible, due to technological innovation that allows remote switching operations
top be centralized. Telegrams are also now handled at a centralized site within each prefecture.
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Figure 5-7 Reorganization Accompanying Review of Regional
and District Headquarters

(Before Review) (Present)
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Figure 5-8 Review of Regional Structure

(Before Review) (After Review)
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Labor Conditions

At the same time, labor conditions for employees have improved. Under NTTPC, remuneration was
standardized by civil-service categories among Japan's three public corporations and five government
enterprises regardless of the performance of any of these entities. With privatization, however, it has become
possible for NTT to break free from the broad budgetary framework that had previously governed personnel
costs and determine wage rates independently in accordance with actual business results.

For example, the preprivatization monthly wage increase in 1983 and 1984 was set at approximately
$61.50 (Y8,000) by internal regulations and labor-management negotiations. After privatization, however,
the level rose to $92.70 (Y12,050) in 1985, with the five subsequent years registering $89.20 (YI 1,600),
$109.20 (Y14,200), $109.20 (Y14,200), $130.80 (Y17,000), and $130.80 (Y17,000), respectively. This
freedom to determine wages independently in accordance with business performance has also started to
produce differences in the formerly identical wage levels between NTT and Japan Railways (JR) companies.
As shown in Table 5-14, for instance, wages rose by 6.03 percent in NTT for 1991, compared with 5.92
percent in JR Higashi-Nihon and JR Tokai, 5.64 percent in JR freight operations, 5.54 percent in JR
Shikoku, 5.49 percent in JR Kyushu, and 5.36 percent in JR Hokkaido.

Table 5-14 Trends in NTT and JR Wage Increase Rates (in percent)

1985 1986 1987 1988 -1989 1990 1991
5.66 5.3T 4.94 5.73 54 67 _

Higashi-Nihon
Tokai 4.2 5.06 5.97 5.92

J Nishi-Nihon
R Hokkaido 4.82 4.27 3.17 5.75 5.6

Shikoku 5.54
Kyushu 4.1 4.96 5.83 -
Freight 5.85 T 5.6

The greatest incentive for employees is the matter of salaries, benefits, etc. As shown in the analysis of
management indices, per-capita personnel costs have increased because the number of employees has been
reduced and salary levels increased. While the major factor in this increase has been the lifting of the former
caps on wage levels, the net effect has been increased employee incentives. Accompanying privatization,
however, there are some offices where the use of welfare facilities has become limited or office space
reduced.
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C. Managerial Efficiency

Along with the internal management changes that included organizational reform, several modifications
in the personnel evaluation/training system were made to promote managerial efficiency and to improve
productivity. Furthermore, various measures have been taken to publicize privatization both inside and
outside the company. Internal measures have included the introduction of a revised corporate identity
(Japanese-style CI techniques) and the formulation of a management philosophy that promotes technological
development and the enhancement of customer services. In addition, active PR activities have been carried
out through various mass media campaigns. It should be noted, however, that these measures had already
been planned by the CEO prior to privatization, and that the foundation had already been established to
smoothly carry forward with this transformation after privatization.

Managerial Efficiency and Productivity

Various streamlining measures have been made to increase productivity since the NTTPC era In order
to improve productivity and management efficiency following privatization, NTT has been introducing plant
and equipment to modernize and rationalize operations. These changes have included remote supervisory and
control devices in maintenance operations, computerized equipment in directory-service operations, new
telegram traffic systems, and the general streamlining of maintenance bases. With respect to personnel, NTT
has reduced employment by some 56,000 (including personnel accompanying the spin-off of the data
communications division in July 1988)-from 313,600 at the end of fiscal 1984 to 257,600 at the end of
fiscal 1990 (table 5-15). The background and mechanisms that enabled NIT to carry out these substantial
personnel reductions following privatization are outlined in the remainder of this section.

Table 5-15 7ransition in Number of NTT Employees

j Classification 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
Personnei at End of Fiscal 323,300 317,500 313,600 304,000 297,600 291,100 276,600 266,000 257,600

!Year (326,600 in 198 1)! Recruitment 5,300 5,0000 5,300 4,900 4,000 3,400 3,200 2,900 3,000
JR 1,100

xI Refilhemen3t AS,600 A10,800 A9.200 A13,900 A9,300 A9,000 A10,700 A11,600 A7,600
Data

________________________________ _ _ _A6.800

Secondees ~ ~ - - - A600 A1,100 A900 A1,300 ,51,900 Al,SOO

.ource: NT matenals.

Two factors have been key to the reduction in personnel: (1) employees found it advantageous to retire
by 1988, due to changes in the pension system; and (2) the age distribution among employees coincidentally
included a greater number of employees nearing the customary retirement age during this period, although
NTT had no specific age-limit system. One of the important mechanisms included the introduction of
measures for overall rationalization and substantial reductions in replacements to compensate for natural
attrition. Table 5-16 presents the specific measures adopted. Table 5-17 shows the personnel reductions
caried out in the maintenance and operations divisions.
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Table 5-16 Personnel Reduction Measures by Division
Maintenance Division Telephone Switching (Operator) Other

Division
* Consolidation of Switch * Introducing Computerized * Consolidation of Telegram

Maintenance Operations Telephone Directory System Offices

* Consolidation of Carrier * Reviewing Night-Duty * Drastic Review of Physical
Radio Operations Personnel Assignments Distribution Systems
[Reduction in Always [Abolition of Supply
Attended Offices] * Reviewing Operating-Hour Warehouses; Inventory

Assignments Reductions]
* Consolidation of Electric

Power Operations * Improving Efficiency/Review
[Remote Intensive of Cost Center Operations
Monitoring; Reduction in
Always Attended Offices]

* Consolidation of Outside
Plant Operations

* Network (Long-Distance
Division)
[Revising Maintenance
System by Specialty;
Consolidated Operations] _

ource: NTT materials.

Table 5.17 Changes in Personnel by Division
(Unit: Person; %)

Fiscal Year
Division 1984 e 1985 1 w- 1986 1 u- 1987 c ,,C 1988
Maintenance 111.800 35.7 102,800 33.8 98,400 33.1 91,812 31.5 83,863 30.3

(100) (91.9) (88.0) (82.1) (75.0)
Operations 53,400 16.0 41,700 13.7 39.700 13.3 37,011 12.7 32,675 11.8

(100) (78.1) (74.3) (69.3) (61.2)
Telegrams 12,500 4.0 9,700 3.2 6,400 2.2 5,370 1.8 4,642 1.7

(100) (77.6) (51.2) (43.0) (37.1)
Sales 37,600 12.0 60,100 19.8 64,300 21.6 70,030 24.1 73,161 26.4

(100) (159.8) (171.0) (186.3) (194.6)
Other 98,300 31.4 89,700 29.5 88,800 29.8 86,919 29.9 82,309 29.8

(100) (91.3) (90.3) (88.4) (83.7)

Total 313,600 100 304,000 100 297,600 100 291,142 100 276,650 100
(100) (96.9) (94.9) (92.8) (88.2)

Notes: 1. Figures for fiscal 1984 through 1988 indicate year-end results.
2. "Other" includes personnel in data communications division-spun off as NTT Data

Communications in July 1988.
3. Index-based figures shown in parentheses; fiscal 1984 = 100.

Source: NTT materials
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Personnel has been curtailed following privatization with a reduction in replacements due to natural
attrition, curbs on new employment, and the transfer of excess employees to related subsidiaries. While
attempts had been made to rationalize employment during the NTTPC era by curbing replacements for natural
attrition, these measures have been enforced more vigorously after privatization. For example, new
employment has been reduced by some 1,000 to 2,000 additional persons. Moreover, with the freedom to
establish subsidiaries obtained after the privatization, the transfer of employees to subsidiaries has become
key to reducing employment In this connection, the spinoff of the data communications division represented
a major opportunity for personnel reduction.

In addition, NTT decided on a "Mid-Term Management Plan" covering fiscal 1990 to 1994 in order to
improve customer service while also strengthening the management foundation. With respect to personnel,
the plan targets a 230,000-employee system by fiscal 1994. NTTs objective is to achieve managerial
efficiency by introducing various operating and maintenance systems to carry out centralized operational at
each divisional base, increase operations efficiency, improve the efficiency of personnel positioning. continue
the curbs on new employment, and expand the transfer of excess employees to subsidiary operations.

With these various measures to rationalize employment, the overall number of personnel has been
declining steadily, and several rate reductions have been made. Thus, productivity has increased steadily, as
shown in the rising revenues per employee (Table 5-18) and increases in the number of subscribers per
employee (Table 5-19). For instance, the number of main lines per employee increased from 141.7 in 1984
(before privatization) to 210.0 in 1990, a productivity increase of 48 percent. This figure is higher than the
99.3 in the UK (1987), 171.6 in France (1989), and 130.0 in West Germany (1988). Incidentally, the
transition in such numbers at NTT was 160.3 (1987), 182.0 (1988), and 195.4 (1989). Moreover, sales per
employee also increased, by 54 percent, from $114,000 (Y14.8 million) in 1984 to $175,000 (Y22.8 million)
in 1990.

Table 5-18 Transition in Revenues per Employee

(Unit: $1,000)
Classification 82 I 83 I 84 11 85 r 86 1 87 1 88 1 89 1 90 1

Revenue per Employee 102 10 114 127 137 148 153 1 7
(100) (106) (112) (100) (108) (117) (121) (129) (138)

Notes: 1 Index-based figures shown in brackets; fiscal 1982 and 1985 = 100.

Total Operating Revenues
2. Revenues per Employee =

(Employees at End + Employees at End x 1/2
of Previous Year of Current Year)

3. Data bases differ for periods before and after 1985 due to change in operating
income accounting procedure accompanying privatization.

Source: NIT materialsi

Table 5-19 Transition in Subscribers per Employee

Classification 82 83 1 84 81 86 87 1 88 1 89 1 90
Main Lines per Employee 28.4 35. 1 41.7 14. 157. 166.3 1 2.0 1 95.4 10.0

(100) (105) (110) (116) (122) (130) (142) (152) (164)

Notes: 1. Figures fare or the end of each fiscal year.

2. Index-based figures are shown in brackets; fiscal 1982 = 100.

Source: NTr materials.
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D. Consumer Oriented Changes

With privatization, terminal selection has been liberalized, the service variety has been expanded, and
tariff reductions have been made under the competitive environment with NCCs. However, that these
changes are due to both privatization and liberalization, and cannot be attributed to the results of the
privatization alone. The liberalization of terminal selection not only provided users with the freedom to
choose their terminals, but also brought about the expansion of terminal functions and lower costs because
manufacturers exerted efforts to provide high-quality products. With respect to service functions, user
convenience has been increased with the expansion of charged optional service functions, along with the
simplification of basic service functions. Tariff reductions in long-distance service have been made possible
with the improved managerial efficiency, and have served as countermeasures to cope with intensifying
competition.

Service Quality and Menu

NTITPC's two major goals to realize universal service were achieved prior to privatization at the end of
the 1970s. Thereafter, efforts to improve service quality and expand the service menu had been started by
NTTPC in the preprivatization period. However, after privatization, NTT significantly enhanced these efforts
by establishing a customer-oriented management posture as its internal management policy, and to improve
competitiveness in order to respond to external competition. Accordingly, efforts to enrich service and
expand the service menu have accelerated considerably.

Several factors have helped promote the expansion of the service menu. One is that the potential for
service development has been improved by technological advances; another is that diversity and sophistication
of communications needs among consumers has grown. With respect to service quality, NIT has attempted
to introduce remote operations and unattended facilities through systemwide developments that facilitate
implementing streamlining measures and a reduction in personnel. While the company continues to maintain
the highest standards in terms of fault occurrence, some observers have indicated the negative side of the
expansion of these systemwide protocols, in that any single accident or fault may have wider ramifications.

Changes in the service menu are indicated in Tables 5-20 and 5-21; changes in service standards are
presented in Table 5-22. For instance, the monthly fault ratio per 100 subscriber telephones has been
maintained at about 0.5 since 1984, despite the current reduction in personnel. Moreover, new telephone
installation can be completed within three days after an application is received.

E. Effect on Government Finances

The government began to realize proceeds from the phased market placements of NTr shares,
dividends from the government-held shares, and tax revenues from the privatized NTT. While the impact on
government finances under NTTPC had included temporary revenues via treasury remittances, taxes, and
public dues or treasury-surplus loans as expenses, these revenues, shifted to sale proceeds, tax revenues and
dividend payments after privatization. In actuality, fund movements between the government and NTF
indicate that various tax and dividend payments following privatization have been even larger than the total of
temporary remittances made by NTTPC after 1981. Proceeds from the stock placements have been allocated
to national bond redemption and/or incorporated into special industrial-investment accounts used for various
investments and loans.
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Table 5-20 Expansion of Service Menu (After Privatization)

Item Service Outline Implementati
on

Type-il Packet Service enabling packet communications to April 1985
Service be carried out via telephone circuits, using

packet-switching network.
Free Dial (Area- Service In which called parties bear charges December
Designated for customer calls, such as for merchandise 1985
Called-Party orders or inquiries.
Charging
Function) _
Automatic Credit Automatic handling of credit calls via direct August 1986
Call dialing from push-button telephones, etc.

Advances Message Dial Service in which users can record or retrieve November
in Network (non-subcriptlon messages by using push-button telephones 1986
Services voice mail) to dial message center without any pre-

registration.
Integrated Circuit-switching service using basic-rate April 1988
Services Digital Interface (64Kb/s x 2 + 16Kb/s) conforming to
Network (INS-Net International standards.
64) Caller-ID, charge notification, etc., provided

as supplementary functions.
Off-Talk Service enabling transmission of voice and August 1988
Communi-cations information, etc., when subscriber circuits not
Service otherwise occupled.
Integrated Service providing calls, digital June 1989
Services Digital communications and 384-Kb/s and 1.5-Mb/s
Network (INS-Net high-speed communications via 23
1500) information-bearing and one signaling

channels per subscriber circuit.
Card-Type Mobile Public telephones accepting telephone April 1987
Public cards Installed in transportation facilities
Telephones such as trains and buses.
Portable Compact, light-weight portable telephones, April 1987

Cellular Telephones with built-in antenna, baKteries, handset and
Network radio equipment.
Services Display Pocket- High-function pagers, capable of 12-diiigit April 1987

Bell Pagers displays and buzzer paging.
New-Model New-model pocket-bell pagers, including December
Pocket-Bell standard-character displays, as well as card- 1988
Pagers and pen-type pagers.
Melody Voice Congratulatory and condolatory telegrams May 1988
Telegrams on special stock; capable of audio message

Others recorded by subscriber over the phone.
Information-Fee Integrated charging and collection service for July 1989
Charging and Information-fee calls, etc., on behalf of
Collection Service Information providers as same as 900

service In U.S.A.

Source: NTT Materials.
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Table 5-21 Diffusion Rates for Various Services

Item 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Type-Il Packet Service
<Number of Contracts (1,000 0.9 9 27 87 140 190
Circuits)>
Free Dial (Area-Designated
Called-Party Charging Function) 2 14 43 80 143 213
<Number of Contracts (1,000
Circuits)>
Automatic Credit Calls * Both manual and automatic 363
<Number of Contracts (1,000 systems used between 1986 - 3

1988.
Circuits)> 197 255 277 313

Some
330,000

Message Dial calls
nationwid
e per day.

(9,13)
Integrated Services Digital
Network (INS-Net 64) 1,198 6,574 27,313
<Number of Contracts (4,40!5)
(Circuits)>
Figure in parentheses Indicates
those using packet
communications.
Off-Talk Communications 3,060 14,955 51,322
Service
<Number of Contracts>
Integrated Services Digital
Network (INS-Net 1500) 117 561D
<Number of Contracts (24)
(Circuits)>
Figure in parentheses indicates
those using packet
communications.
Card-Type Mobile Public
Telephones
Portable Telephones
<Number of Contracts (1,000 13 26 70 175
Circuits)>

Display Pocket-Bell Pagers
New-Model Pocket-Bell Pagers
Melody Voice Telegrams 3
<Number of Units (1,000 Units)>
Information-Fee Charging and
Collection Service 1.2 52
<Number of Contracts (1,000
Circuits)>

Source: NTT Materials.



Table 5-22 Changes in Maintenance Service Standard

Item Standard UnitFY FY FY FY FY FY FY FY FY| Itemn | Standard Unit | 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Subscriber Network Fault Monthly Incidence 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.20
Reports per 100 Circuits 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.46

Telephone Terminal Fault Monthly Incidence 0.26 0.30 0.33 0.33 0.30
Reports per 100 Units

Note: Network and terminal incidence has been handled separately since fiscal 1986, accompanying liberalization
in terminal selection.

Source: NTT Materials.
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Usage of Stock Proceeds and Dividends by the Government

A decision worked out between the government and the LDP in December 1984 transferred the 10.4
million NTT shares authorized for eventual sale (equivalent to two-thirds of the total number of outstanding
shares) to the National Debt Consolidation Fund Special Account,l and specified that the proceeds from the
sale and accruing dividend income would be allocated to the national bond redemption account as shown in
Figure 5-9. The remaining 5.2 million outstanding shares, which represented the government's legal
stockholding obligation, were transferred to the Industrial Investment Special Account2, with dividend
income from this holding earmarked for technological development, and so forth. Proceeds froim the first
placement totaled $17.7 billion (Y2.3 trillion). Proceeds from the second placement in 1987 brought in $38.5
billion (V5 trillion), while the third placement in 1988 earned $22.3 billion (Y2.9 trillion). Allocating most of
these proceeds of $78.5 billion (YlO.2 trillion) to government bonds (construction bonds and deficit'-financing
bonds) redemption, the need for refinancing issues. Thus, as shown in Figure 5-10, the issue of government
bonds declined from fiscal 1985 to fiscal 1988, from $94.6 billion (V12.3 trillion) to $55.4 billion (Y7.2
trillion). Accordingly, the dependence on government bond issues to meet budgetary requirements declined
from 22.8 percent in fiscal 1985 to 1 1.1 percent in fiscal 1988. A portion of the sale proceeds was also
transferred to the Industrial Investment Special Account to fund noninterest loans for public works and
private-participation development projects3.

tThis account is a fiduciary account established separately from the general account to provide funding for the systematic redemption of
national bonds through advance accumulations, etc. Funding comes from fixed rate, surplus, and regular budgetary appropriations,as well as
dividend income and the proceeds from the sale of shares in Japan Tobacco Inc. and NIT held by the National Debt Consolidation Fund
Special Account. The fund also issues refunding bonds.

2This account is a special account established in August 1953 to provide funding for investments in the reconstruction - from footnote 4 of
Japanese economy, the development of industry, and the promotion of trade. This fund is the successor to the Collateral Fund Special
Account for United States Support to Japan.

31mprovement of Social Capital by Utilizing the Proceeds from the Sale of NTT Shares
3-1 Background

(1) With respect to the present economic environment in domestic and overseas terms, Japan's urgent taslks are to promote
policy cooperation with major countries and to strive for positive economic expansion, primarily through domestic
demand, while also striving to correct the imbalance in international trade and creating harmonious economic relations
with foreign countries.

(2) Under these circumstances, the following two bills were introduced in the Diet and the new system established in August
1987 in order to utilize the proceeds from the sale of NTT stock to promote improvements in social capital:
(Fundamental Law)
"Special Measures Act for Provisions of Social Capital Improvements by Utilizing the Proceeds from the
Sale of Shares in Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation."
(Enforcement Law)
"Legislative Act on Provisions for Relevant Laws fro the Enforcement of the Special Measures Act for the Promotion of
Social Capital Improvements by Utilizing the Proceeds from the Sale of Shares in Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Corporation."

3-2 Outline of the System
The system provides noninterest loans targeted at three types of development projects:
(1) Type-A (Profit-Generating Type) Public works that can meet costs through income generated from the project.
(2) Type-B (Subsidy Type from) Works of an urgent nature related to area development, etc., that will contribute to

the activation of the area.
(3) Type-C (Private-Participation Type) Specified private-participation development projects that contribute to

the activation of the area.
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Figure 5-9 Utilizing Proceeds From Sale Of N1T Shares

National Debt Consolidation Fund
Special Acoount I

Carry- Partial Transfer of Govemment
Required Amount for Backs Bond Consolidation Funds
Redemption Funds

, Future Radempbon i \K

G3metB sGeneri AccoUntS

Carry-Backs Transfers

Industrial Investment Special
Account

(Social Fund Consolidabon
Account)

[Private Sector] [Public Utlities]

Refunding .~ on-Intrest Refunding ,, XNon;lntrLon Carry-Backs . Transfers *.

Development Banks, etc. Special Public-Works Accounts

Refunding

Funding or Non-interest Refunding Non-Interest
Cash Flows: Loans ReunLoans

(Core Business Entity) (Core Business Entity)

Third Sector Public Corporation
(Public + Private) for Regional Roads, etc. Local Pubic Entties

(Business Subject to (Profits Generating Public
Private Participation o rks) (Ordinary Public Works)

Promotional Law, etc.) W

Type C $538 Million Type A $962 Million Type B $8.5 Billion
($769 Million) ($962 Million) ($8.3 Billion)

Refunding with Future
Refunding with Subsidies from National
Operating Revenues Funds

(1$= V130)

Note: Budgetary Figures are for fiscal 1989; figures in parentheses are budgeted amounts for fiscal 1988.
Source: Ministry of Finance
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Figure 5-10 Transition in Issuance of Government Bonds
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Table 5-23 Transition in Budgets for Works Utilizing Proceeds of NTT Stock

(Unit: $ Million; Initial Budget Basis)
TYPE-A TYPE-B lYPE-C

Fiscal 1987 83 3,917 580
(Revised Budget)

Fiscal 1988 1,225 10,775 1,000
Fiscal 1989 1,250 11,050 700
Fiscal 1990 1,230 11,070 700
Fiscal 199 1,149 11,151 700

($ = Y130)
Source: MOF materials.

Changes in Remittance Relationship with Government

After privatization, several changes occurred in the remittances made by NTIPC to the govermnent
occured. During the public corporation era, NTTPC was exempt from paying corporate, local and business
taxes. While NITPC was also exempt from paying local property taxes, half of the normal levies were paid
in the form of municipal contributions. In additional, NITPC paid a total of $5.23 billion (Y680 billion) in
extraordinary remittances to the national treasury between 1981 and 1984 as part of the reconstruction of
govermnent finances. After privatization, this format has been changed to dividend and tax payments only,
and the amount of payments to the government has become fairly large in relation to the public corporation
era, as shown in Figure 5-11. Moreover, various government assistance measures that existed during the
NTTPC era, such as government guarantees for domestic and foreign-currency debts, treasury investments
and loans, short-term borrowing from the government, and the temporary use of treasury surpluses, have all
been terminated (essentially easing the burden on the government).

Future Effect on Government Finances

As noted earlier, the sluggishness of the stock markets and the still unresolved issue of a possible
break-up of NTT and the effect of such a move on NTTs business performance have combined to push
down the price of NTT shares. Thus, the government has been forced to postpone the fourth and subsequent
placements of NTT shares, thereby creating revenue problems for the government, since the proceeds from
these sales cannot be realized as scheduled.
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Figure 5-11 Shift in Remittanceafrom NTT (NTTPC) to Government
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6. THE EFFECTS OF PRIVATIZATION

In discussing management problems, the second Provisional Commission on Administrative
Reform (PCAR) pointed out that (1) rate increases must be expected on a medium-term basis to
compensate for the narrowing gap between revenues and expenses in telephone business operations,
(2) plans to trim employment had not proceeded as expected, and (3) the labor-management
relationship was unsatisfactory. In addition, in reviewing the ill effects of a public utility and
monopoly format, PCAR noted that (1) government restrictions impede flexible, profit-oriented
business operations, (2) the rigidity of the wage determination mechanism limits incentives to pursue
streamlining measures and (3) large-scale monopolistic entities typically exhibit operational malaise.
The report also stressed the need for an actively competitive environment to stay abreast of
technological innovations. In response to these issues, PCAR engendered deliberations among
government, business, and academic entities, and the privatization of NTTPC become a reality.
Subsequent to privatization, the problems pointed out by PCAR are being resolved: (1) although
local call charges remain unchanged, rates have been reduced, primarily in long-distamce call
charges, (2) the number of NTT employees has been reduced, and (3) labor conditions a[re being
improved.

However, as described in Chapters 3 and 4, the broader financial and operational performance
of NTT are attributable not only to the nature of privatization itself, but also to other factors,
particularly deregulation. As illustrated by the discussion in Chapter 5, all these factors are mutually
related. In this chapter, the changes in the performance of NTT after privatization are considered
according to the effects of privatization itself and the effects of factors external to privatization.

As noted in the previous chapter, the changes that took place at NTT following privatization
are due primarily to the change in structure and ownership. The changes can be grouped broadly
into five categories:

* Changes in financial performance and business activities:
- Reductions in interest-bearing liabilities; reductions in non-operating deficits
- Increased profit levels (expansion in the demand for telecommunications, and

strengthened competitiveness)
- The vitalization of R&D activities

* Organizational changes:
- Streamlining of nonprofitable departments
- Improved labor conditions: increased wage levels after acquiring independence to determine

wages; welfare and personnel training
v Improved managerial efficiency:

- Reduction in the number of employees
- Increased sales per employee (increase in productivity)
- An increased number of subscribers per employee
- Efficiency in purchasing materials and equipment

* Changes affecting users:
- Rate reductions
- The promotion of business diversification
- The expansion of the service menu; the enhancement of service quality

* Impacts on government finances:
- The restoration of government finances with the proceeds of stock sales and dividends
- Securing tax revenues (corporation taxes, etc.)

The following groups of factors caused these changes:
* Privatization
* Factors other than privatization:

- Introduction of competition
- Progress in technological innovations
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- Change in the CEO
- Macroeconomic environment

A. Defiming Privatization

In analyzing the effects of privatization, one must first define privatization-"What is
privatization?" In a broad sense, privatization has three meanings, according to Yoshikazu Kanoh,
president of the Research Institute on the National Economy.

* The first definition of privatization is non-nationalization. Strictly speaking, ownership is
transferred from the public sector to the private sector through the sale of shares (including the
transitional stage in which the right of management is transferred from the government and
independence is granted, even though the government still owns shares).

* The second refers to a policy for the liberalization or relaxation of regulations.

* The third refers to a policy of utilizing private-sector capabilities, in which the provision of
some service is consigned to the private sector.

The analysis in this chapter is based on the narrow definition of privatization--that is, "non-
nationalization."

B. Changes Due to Privatization

hnprovements in Operating Efficiency

First, privatization has strengthened the profit-maximization posture that increased
managerial efficiency. As a public utility, NTTPC was subject to the same budgetary controls as
administrative agencies and required Diet approval of all budgets. Thus, budgeted expenses
assumed a "vested" characteristic that took precedence over planning flexibility and created a
bureaucratic consciousness that focused on budgetary appropriations. With respect to personnel
expenses, for example, the use of a predetermined budgetary framework in setting overall totals
tended to freeze employment and wage levels, giving rise to unnecessary entanglements and
inefficiencies in labor-management relations.

Because privatization has helped heighten profit-consciousness among all employees, it has
contributed to establishing a foundation on which improvements in managerial efficiency can be
carried forward according to rational business plans.

Specifically, efficiency-promoting measures have been carried out in all departments of the
company. They include the centralization of business operations, the development of computerized
plant maintenance tools, and the initiation of a computerized directory information service, all of
which have reduced staffing requirements and increased the number of unattended offices. Positive
efforts have also been made to shift personnel to departments whose operations are to be
strengthened, and transferring employees to new venture companies (affiliated companies). As a
result, the work force has decreased by 6,000 to 10,000 persons every year, reducing costs
considerably and increasing productivity (the number of subscribers per employee and sales per
employee). For example, the number of subscribers per employees has increased yearly, from 149
in 1985 to 210 in 1990; sales per employee have similarly risen, from $127,000 (V16.49 million) to
$175,000 (Y22.76 million).

In an attempt to promote efficiency in the purchase of materials and equipment, efforts have
been made to procure products at lower costs, together with continued efforts to procure high-quality
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products. Moreover, nonprofitable departments (telegram and directory information services) have
been reorganized to improve their efficiency.

These efforts to promote efficiency have also been made in financial areas. Specifically, the
Public Corporation Law required that NTTPC deposit cash holdings with the national treasury in
noninterest accounts-a stipulation that deprived the company from earning interest on substantial
deposits (although a daily interest of 0.008 percent was paid on amounts in excess of $23 million, or
Y3 billion). This requirement was lifted after privatization, making flexible funding and deposit
operations possible.

'With respect to liabilities, interest-bearing debts and financial costs have been reduced with
refunding at lower interest rates and/or bond calls. Interest-bearing debts were reduced from $36.9
billion (X4.8 trillion) in 1985 to $27.7 billion (X3.6 trillion) in 1990 (a drop of $9.2 billion, or Y1.2
trillion), with a consequent reduction in nonoperating expenses. Thus, the deficit in non-operating
profits has fallen from 2.9 billion (Y370 billion) in 1985 to $1.2 billion (Q160 billion) in 1990.
These measures to promote rationalization and operational efficiency have helped improve NTI's
management posture and the company's competitive strength.

Second, labor conditions for employees have improved. Under NTTPC, remuneration was
standardized according to civil-service categories among Japan's three public corporations and five
government enterprises, regardless of the performance of any of these entities. With privalization,
however, NTT has broken free from the broad budgetary framework that had previously governed
personnel costs to determine wage rates independently in accordance with actual business results.
For example, the pre-privatization monthly wage-increase level in 1983 and 1984 was set at
approximately $61.50 (Y8,000) by internal regulations and labor-management negotiations. After
privatization, however, the level rose to $92.70 (Y12,050) in 1985, with the five subseque;nt years
registering $89.20 (Yl1,600), $109.20 (Y14,200), $109.20 (Y14,200), $130.80 (Y17,000) and
$130.80 (Y17,000), respectively. This freedom to determine wages independently in accordance
with business performance has also started to produce differences in the formerly identical wage
levels between NTT and Japanese Railways (JR) companies. In 1991, for instance, wages rose by
6.03 percent in NTT, compared with 5.92 percent in JR Higashi-Nihon and JR Tokai, 5.64 percent
in JR freight operations, 5.54 percent in JR Shikoku, 5.49 percent in JR Kyushu, and 5.36 percent
in JR Hokkaido.

Third, privatization has enabled NTr to move forward with business diversification. Under
NTTPC, investment targets were restricted to communications-related fields, such as sulbsidiary
companies (an authorized ratio of over 50 percent) and affiliated companies (an authorized ratio from
20 percent to less than 50 percent). After privatization, however, the Corporation Law liberalized
investment targets to include fields other than communications. NTT has thus diversified into (1)
areas that contribute to developing the information and communications industry by utilizing NTT
technology (for example, VAN, information processing, intelligent building systerns, and
consulting), (2) areas that contribute to providing optimal telecommunications service and support
NTT business operations (for example, rental and leasing, and the sale of prepaid magnetic
telephone cards), (3) areas that contribute to enhancing social benefits by utilizing NTT personnel
and physical resources (for example, real estate development, real estate utilization, and telephone
operator-related service), and (4) areas in which investment is made in response to conimunity
requests (for example, private CAPTAIN-- Character and Pattern Telephone Access Information
Network, which is NTI's videotex service--and PC communications).

Along with the expansion in targeted areas, the number of such investments has also
increased. Accordingly, the number of companies with NTT investment increased substantially
from 15 before privatization to 148 in 1991. Consequently, diversification in response to customer
needs and the acquisition of new business opportunities as a private company have moved forward
extensively and rapidly after privatization. Moreover, diversification has also contributed
substantially to reducing employment at NTT proper, by enabling the company to dispatch selected
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employees to subsidiaries and affiliated companies. Such transfers totaled 13,600 (including NiT
Data Communications Systems Corporation) as of the end of fiscal 1990.

Table 6-1 Status of NTT Affiliated Companies (Fiscal 1990)

Number of Subsidiaries 148
and Affiliated Companies (15 under NTTPC)
Investment Amount $590 Million (Y77 Billion)
Sales (Revenues) $7.9 Billion (About Y1,030 Billion)
Ordinary Income $410 Million (About V53 Billion)
Number of Transfers 13,600

($ = Y130)
Source: NTT materials.

Fourth, NTT has been able to retain high quality and improve upon this standard, and has
expanded the service menu-maintaining a very low fault ratio and, in particular increasing the
optional service offerings. Following privatization, the company has begun actively to pursue a
customer-oriented management posture establishing a structure that permits the service menu to be
expanded flexibly in response to the diversity of customer needs. These efforts to expand the
service menu following privatization have included advances in network service and the
enhancement of mobile service. For example, portable cellular telephone service has been expanded
rapidly since its start in 1987, reaching 175,000 contracts by 1990. Other examples include
"Message Dialing," a non-subscription voice mail service (330,000 calls per day as of March 1991)
and INS-Net service, NTT's ISDN service (27,000 circuits in 1990).

This expansion in the service menu is not due solely to privatization, since growth in service
could be expected even in the absence of privatization. Nevertheless, privatization hastened the
process by generating a heightened customer-oriented approach within the company.

Fifth, R&D activities have been vitalized. As noted previously, the ratio of R&D
expenses to sales has increased, along with a strengthened focus on R&D programs that has led
more directly to service enhancement. In addition, continued efforts are being exerted in basic
technologies areas for a long-term perspective.

Sixth, rates have been reduced. While not due directly to privatization, the rate reductions in
long-distance service to meet competition from NCCs and the rebates of performance results to
customers became possible because of the increase in NTT's pre-tax income and improved
competitive strength.

Contribution to the Reduction in Government Debt

Another major impact of privatization was to enable NTT to help reduce government debts.
The V10.2 trillion in revenues from the sale of NTT shares stemming from privatization made it
possible for the MOF to rebuild the government's financial base, and the dividend income and
increase in tax revenues also had a substantial effect on government finances.
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C. Changes due to Factors Other than Privatization

Introduction of Competition

Competition was introduced into all segments of the telecommunications sector with the
enactment of the Telecommunications Business Law. Details on the competitive environment that
was created by the law's elimination of restrictions on participation were explained in chapter 4.

Progress in Technological Innovations

Remarkable technological innovations are taking place in the telecommunications field, with
digital communications technology progressing rapidly with the support of semiconductor and
optical fiber technology. In addition to promoting economization in various areas-such as
transmission and switching systems-innovation has also enabled the company to respond to the
diversity and sophisticated communications needs of users, and to enhance the quality of services.

Technological innovation has had various impacts on NTT. First, it has made it possible to
rationalize employment by trimming the workforce. The result has been a reduction in the level of
employment of 8,000 persons per year through natural attrition-reducing the overall nurnber of
employees by approximately 56,000 between 1984 to 1990.

Second, it has helped NTTfocusfurther on the role of R&D activities. Both executives and
employees have become deeply aware of the importance of technological innovation in contributing
to all aspects of NTT management, such as promoting efficiency and service expansion.
Accordingly, R&D expenses have expanded at double-digit rates each year: $1.4 billion (V178
billion) in 1986, $1.6 billion (X201 billion) in 1987, $1.7 billion (Y216 billion) in 1988, $1.8 billion
(Y238 billion) in 1989, and $2.0 billion (Y262 billion) in 1990. This trend can also be seen in the
ratios of R&D expenditures to sales (3.3 percent in 1986, 3.5 percent in 1987, 3.8 percent in 1988,
4.1 percent in 1989, and 4.4 percent in 1990), reflecting the vitalization of R&D activities.

Change in the CEO

After serving as president of a private company, Hisashi Shinto was appointed as CEO in
1981 before NTTPC's privatization. Shinto's leadership inspired a major change in consciousness
among NTTPC employees. Immediately after assuming the presidency, Shinto initiated various
measures to improve the corporation, such as establishing a work implementation management
committee, adopting systems for monthly budgets and provisional settlements, taking a positive
approach towards procuring foreign materials, and actively encouraging public hearings ancd public
relations activities. These measures introduced a private-company mentality to NTTPC- something
the public corporation had always lacked-and gave rise to various streamlining measures, such as
stressing efficiency by eliminating bureaucratic decision-making procedures, promoting paiperless
operations, and curtailing employment.

Taking the reductions in the workforce as one example, overall employment was cut by several
thousand each year following Shinto's appointment in 1981. Concurrently, the new CEO also
promoted measures to reform consciousness of employees, which included shifting from a point-
down to point-up personnel evaluation method targeted primarily at managers, stressing the
principles of "front-line-first" and "benefiting three parties" (customer, employee, and company),
and abolishing "NlT jargon." At the same time, total quality control (TQC) campaigns were actively
promoted to improve customer service. This appointment of CEO from the private sector marked a
major step forward in increasing profit levels and building the foundation for greater competitive
strength following privatization and deregulation.
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However, Shinto's arrest and prosecution as a principal participant in the so-called Recruit
Scandal raised serious questions among the public about NTITs social responsibility.

Macroeconomic Environment

The latter half of the 1980s saw high growth in the Japanese economy as the expansion of
domestic demand continued. Communications demand also expanded rapidly during this periods,
keeping with the pace of economic growth. The ratio of communications expenses to GNE shows a
stable transition from 1.50 percent in 1984 to 1.46 percent in 1988. Actually, a close correlation can
be seen between GNE and communications expenses, drawing clearly that economic growth through
the expansion of domestic showing has also helped expand communications demand. NTT has
been able to increase its revenues in parallel with the increase in communications demand, reflecting
the impact of the macroeconomic factor of economic growth on NTT revenues (see Figures 6-1 and
6-2).

Examining the extent to which the economic situation contributed to increased sales in the
telecommunications business requires a hypothetical analysis to compare the pre- and
postprivatization situations accurately.

Table 6-2, which compares the macroeconomic growth rate against NTT's operating revenues,
indicates that the average rate of revenue growth declined following privatization-a situation
attributed primarily to the consecutive rate reductions, the spinoff of the data communications
division, and the rise of NCCs following privatization. In actuality, however, the period up to fiscal
1987 (that is, prior to the spinoff of the data communications division and when the range of rate
reductions had been relatively narrow before the explosive growth in NCC sales) had seen a fairly
high growth rate in NTT's sales.
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Figure 6-1 Correlation between GNE and Communications Expenses
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Figure 6-2 Growth Curves of GNE and Telecommunications Industry Earnings
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Table 6-2 Growth Rate Comparisons: National Economy vs. NTT Operating Profits

Public Corporation Period NTT
FY IFY FY FY FY FY FY 78- FY FY FY FY FY FY 5-
78 79 80 81 82 83 84 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 90

Real Economic 5.1 5.5 3.2 3T5 3.0 4.5 4.0 4.0 4.8 2.9 4.9 6.0 4.6 5.5 4.8
Growth Rate % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
NTT's Operating 6.3 5.6 4.5 3.7 T47 4.9 3.9 4.8 8.9 5.1 5 0.8 2 3.3 4.1
Revenues % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %

Source: NTT, "Annual Report of National Economic Statistics."

Thus, measuring the actual economic effect, necessitates establishing the same conditions that
prevailed prior to privatization by adding the amount of rate reductions and revenues from data
communications operations and NCC sales to yield pro forma operating profits. In Table 6-3, such
adjustments show that the hypothetical growth rate in NMT revenues subsequent to fiscal 1985 was
considerably higher than before privatization. These results indicate the increase in communications
demand that accompanied the rise in economic growth, as well as the effects of privatization and the
introduction of competition.

Table 6-3 Hypothetical Growth in NTT Revenues

lFY85 FY86 FY87_ FY88 FY89 FY90 FY84-FY9

Hypothetical 9.01% 6.1% 7.9% 6.7% 7.5% 10.5% 7.9%
Growth _ _

The macroeconomic effects are measured by calculating the GNP elasticity of NT revenues
for the pre-privatization period of fiscal 1977 through fiscal 1984 at 1.22, reflecting the relationship
between economic growth and communications demand before privatization. The hypothesis
assumes that this elasticity value will change due to-and in proportion to-the effects of
privatization and the introduction of competition. Separating revenue growth due to macroeconomic
effects versus other factors (privatization and the introduction of competition) first requires
determining the differences among the following: revenues in the presence of economic growth that
remains the same both before and after privatization (that is, no privatization or economic effect);
revenues in the presence of economic growth based on the current situation, but with a
preprivatization elasticity value (that is, no privatization and revenue growth brought about by an
economic effect); and assumed revenues (that is, pro forma revenues in the presence of privatization
and the introduction of competition):
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(A) Assumed Revenue Preprivatization GNP
Growth (Based on = Economic Growth X Elasticity
Preprivatization Rate; Value
Economic Growth Rate) (1977-1984) (1.22)

(B) Assumed Revenue (PostPrivatization GNP
Growth (Based on = Economic Growth X Elasticity
Postprivatization Rate; Value
Economic Growth Rate) (1984-1990). (1.22)

The extent of the difference in assumed revenues under the preprivatization economic situation
(1977 to 1984 with an average growth rate of 4.0 percent) and the postprivatization economic
situation (1984 to 1990, with an average growth rate of 4.8 percent) is examined only on the basis of
that portion attributed to the macroeconomic effect. This effect takes into consideration only the
difference in economic growth, and assumes that the relationship between economic growth and
communications demand remains the same as before privatization. This general macroeconomic
effect is represented by the formula (B)-(A); this result for fiscal 1990 yields V357.9 billion.

Table 6-4 Economic Effects Analysis

(Unit: $ Million)
=__________________________ 0FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90
Assumed Revenues with 37,861 39,709 41,648 43,682 45,814 48,051
Preprivatization Economic Growth
Rate (A) _-
Assumed Revenues Using
Preprivatization Elasticity Factor 38,225 39,572 41,965 45,034 47,592 50,804
and Postprivatization Economic
Growth Rate (B)
Consolidated Pro Forma Revenues
after Adjusting for Effects of the
Data Communications Division 39,211 41,618 44,902 47,901 51,489 56,888
Spinoff, NCC Revenues and Rate
Reductions (C)
General Macroeconomic Effect 364 137 317 1,352 1,778 2,753
[(B) - (A)] _
Other Factors [(C) - (B)] 986 2,045 2,938 2,867 3,897 6,084
Refer- Actual NIT Operating 39,165 41,182 43,554 43,482 44,378 45,834
ence Revenues I_ 

NTT Rate Reductions 46 431 1,177 2,146 3,223 4,992 -
Revenues of Data - - - 1,455 1,948 2,5
Communica-tions
Division
NCC Revenues 0 5 158 725 1,662 3,3

____ NCC Rate Reductions 0 0 13 92 1278 768

The difference between revenues (B), which reflect only the economic effect based on the pre-
privatization GNP elasticity value, and revenues (C), which reflect pro forma adjustmnents, indicates
the extent to which revenues would have increased due to such factors as privatization and the
introduction of competition. This result for fiscal 1990 is $6.1 billion (V790.9 billion), bringing the
total for the two effects in fiscal 1990 to $8.8 billion (VI1,148.8 billion). In proportional terms, the
revenue increase due to the general macroeconomic effect occupies 31 percent, while that due to
other factors such as privatization and the introduction of competition represents 69 percent.
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Another macroeconomic factor that had a major impact on N`T management was price
stability. Indeed, in addition to successful efforts to promote managerial efficiency, NITs ability to
carry out repeated rate reductions primarily in long-distance service is attributable largely to the
effect of price stability and technological innovations on restraining cost increases.

D. Summary

The changes stemming from privatization can be summarized as follows:

Managerial efficiency was strongly promoted with measures to improve the financial strength
of NTT and enhance its competitiveness.

- Personnel reductions were effectively carried out through natural attrition and an
increased ability to transfer personnel to affiliated companies.

- Greater efficiency was promoted in material and equipment procurement (for example,
lower-cost procurement of materials that offered the same high quality). Nonprofitable
departments (telegram and directory information services) were reorganized to imnprove
their efficiency.

- Nonoperating deficits were reduced, and greater efficiency was promoted in other
nonbusiness operations, which included expanding revenues with more efficient fund
operations, and reducing financial expenses by cutting interest-bearing liabilities.

Labor conditions were improved.
- The freedom to determine wage levels independently made it possible to sett wages more

in line with business results. After the NTTPC restrictions on total personnel costs
were lifted, NTT could distribute its operational results more properly, generating
differences in the formerly identical wage levels between NTT and JR companies.

Personnel training programs (company-sponsored university education system, and an ability-
linked qualification system) were improved.

* The service menu was diversified in response to customer needs.

* Business diversification moved forward, including the start of new venture businesses.

- Liberalized investment rules concurrent with privatization have promoted diversification
by affiliated companies to develop new business opportunities.

* R&D activities were vitalized.

- An active approach was adopted for R&D programs in basic and applied technologies, in
order to strengthen the management foundation.

* Although an indirect effect of privatization, increased profit levels, and competitiveness made it
possible to promote managerial efficiency and allowed rate reductions to be made.

* From a governmental standpoint, privatization has enhanced national revenues through taxes
and dividend income, in addition to proceeds from the sale of NIT shares (see Table 6-5).
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Table 6-5 Factors in Postprivatization Changes

Expanded Improved Improved Expan- Business Activa- Rate Restora-
Communi Manage- Labor sion of Diversi- ton of Reductio don of
-cations ment Condi- Service fication R&D n Govern-
Demand Efficienc tions Menu Activities ment

y Finances

Privatization XX Xx X Xx X X Xx

Change in X XX
CEO

Introduction
of X XX XX XX XX XX
Competition

Macro-
economic XX X X
Environment

Progress in
Technological X X X X XX
Innovation

Note: XX = Highly Important; X = Important.
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7. MEASURING PERFORMANCE GAPS BETWEEN PRIVATIZATION
AND NONPRIVATIZATION

A. Outline

The previous chapter isolated and analyzed changes in corporate performance thaLt were due
alternately to privatization and to factors other than privatization. This chapter discusses the results
that NTTPC could have achieved had it continued operating as a privatized entity in the presence of
identical external conditions--that is, deregulation, the introduction of competition, the
macroeconomic situation, advances in technological innovation, and the change in the CEO. The
chapter also provides comparative analysis of the change in performance privatization and the
hypothetical change in performance had the company remained a public corporation.

In Japan, the fact that the privatization of NIT, the deregulation of the telecommrunications
industry, and the introduction of competition all occurred at the same time, makes considering the
separate effects of each factor difficult. Too, privatization, deregulation, and the introduction of
competition have jointly demonstrated a multiplier effect in bringing about the cost reductions at NTr
(personnel reductions, improved efficiency in material and equipment procurement, improved
efficiency in plant and equipment investment, etc.), its reduction in nonoperating deficits (cuts in
interest-bearing liabilities and improved fund operations), and other positive performance measures,
including business diversification, tariff reductions, and the expansion of the service menu.

This chapter analyzes the changes discussed in the previous chapter by narrowing the scope of
the effects to those due solely to privatization, and alters the variables from those in the privatization
case to examine the assumed gaps in business results, etc., for a hypothetical non- privatization case.
However, it should be noted that direct comparisons are difficult because the systems and expenses
categories of public and private company accounting systems differ substantially. Therefore, several
assumptions are necessary for determining what the public corporation's ordinary income would
have been had it been a private company.

Before proceeding, it is first necessary to delineate the following restrictions that apply to
carrying out business operations as a public corporation:

* The scope of investment is limited.

* Business plans are submitted to the MPT for budget allocations and require Diet approval.

* Bond issues and loans require MPT approval.

* Foreign bond issues are subject to government guarantees and budgetary restrictions.

* Bond redemption is subject to government budgetary restrictions.

* Fund operations are limited to low-interest treasury deposits.

* Wage system is subject to the general government budgetary framework.

* Profit utilization is limited to accumulated reserves (all allocated to capital investmenit).
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At the same time, however, the following can be cited as preferential measures for operating as
a public corporation:

* Government aid measures are provided--government guarantees of bonds and foreign currency
obligations, treasury investment and loans, short-term borrowing of government funds, and
the temporary use of treasury surplus.

* Exemption is granted from corporate tax, residential tax, business tax, and fixed-property tax,
although there is an obligation to pay municipal contributions (NTTPC paid $5.2 billion --
V680 billion--as an extraordinary contribution to the treasury during the four years between
1981 and 1984).

B. Shifting from Public Corporation to Private Company Accounting Systems

The differences between public corporation and private company accounting are discussed in
this section, along with an explanation of the adjustments that are necessary for comparing results
under public corporation and private company accounting systems.

The major differences between the two systems involve the treatment of personnel expenses,
depreciation, taxes, and public dues (various levies and public dues in public corporation
accounting), as well the handling of nonoperating income and fixed-asset retirement expenses.

With respect to personnel expenises, privatization involved fairly substantial changes in the
accounting system due to the application of commercial and tax law requirements to establish
retirement allowance reserves, the new burden of labor insurance premiums. Thus, these expenses
must be considered in making the adjustment between public corporation and private company
accounting.

Depreciation expenses have increased after privatization, with the shortening of the projected
usable life for equipment. Thus, depreciation expenses must be recalculated under public
corporation accounting.

Taxes and public dues increased with privatization because it imposed an obligation to meet
various business and fixed- property levies. During the public corporation era, NTTPC had paid an
amount equivalent to one-half of fixed-property taxes as municipal contributions. Thus, liabilities
for taxes and public dues under a public corporation format must be adjusted to make comparisons
possible.

With respect to nonoperating income, the retirement of fixed assets before privatization
involved direct charges to fixed-property removal expenses; in case of re-use, the asset value was
then considered nonoperating income. Following privatization, however, net assets were adjusted,
without charges for removal expenses or accruals to nonoperating income in the case of re-use.
Because nonoperating income was considerably distorted by this practice, the results during the
public corporation era must be recalculated accordingly.

The other major items that differ include the allocation of indirect expenses for fixed-asset
acquisition as capital expenditures, and the classification of installation fees into revenue categories.

Thus, the following adjustments were required in shifting from public corporation to private
company accounting:

* Revision for Personnel Expenses. Personnel expenses were adjusted by estimating labor
insurance premiums, and adding that amount to personnel expenses during the public
corporation era.
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* Depreciation Expenses. Results were adjusted by applying the depreciation ratio after
privatization due to the revision in usable life.

Taxes and Public Dues. Categories were separated into business tax, fixed-property tax,
etc., and adjustments were calculated under the assumption that business taxes were based on
the amount of ordinary income, and fixed-property taxes were based on the net amount of
fixed assets.

Non-Operating Income. In consideration of the impact of liberalized fund operations after
privatization, nonoperating income during the public corporation era was estimated on the
basis of nonoperating income and cash flow after privatization.

* Fixed-Property Retirement Expenses. Fixed-property retirement expenses on a privatized
basis were estimated by subtracting the excess asset accrual for re-used items.

C. Assumed Scenario in Non-Privatization Case

Under nonprivatization, deregulation and the introduction of competition were assumed, along
with an intensification of competition and rate-reduction competition in such fields as long-distance
service and mobile telecommunications due to new participation in the market. Moreover, it was
assumed that the communications market would expand substantially due to the macroeconomic
climate (domestic-demand-led economic growth) and advances in technological innovations.

At the same time, however, the nonprivatization case also involved the following assumptions:
(1) restricted latitude in business operations would not permit business diversification and subsidiary
operations to move forward; (2) little progress would be made at improving nonoperating income
due to numerous restrictions on fund operations and procurement, coupled with a apathetic approach
to profit maximization; (3) little progress would be made in cost reductions (personnel reductions,
improved efficiency in plant and equipment investment, improved efficiency in material and
equipment procurement, and efforts to streamline unprofitable divisions), as the numerous
restrictions on profit utilization sap profit-consciousness and weaken the determination to promote
improved efficiency and operational rationalization; (4) tariff reductions to meet competition and to
rebate performance results to customers would be less progressive if business results did not
improve; and (5) tariff differentials with NCCs would expand, and the weakened competitiveness
wowld increase the NCC share of the market. Because some of these assumptions are difficult to
quantify in terms of measuring performance gaps at this time, this analysis focuses on rneasuring
performance gaps for Items (2) and (3) (particularly, the reduction in personnel).

• Assumption on Sales. Due to the expansion in domestic demand and advances in
technological innovations, it is assumed that communications demand would increase and
achieve the current basis in terms of operating revenues.

• Assumption on Operating Expenses. It is assumed that the cutback in personnel, the
rationalization of unprofitable divisions, and improved efficiency in material and equipment
procurement would not be promoted and little progress would be made at reducing costs.
Thus, it is assumed that reductions in personnel would be continued only at the
preprivatization pace.

Assumption on Wages. It is assumed that the rate of wage increases would grow at the pre-
privatization pace. Accordingly, the growth in per capita personnel expenses would be
somewhat lower.
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Assumption on Non-Operating Expenses. It is assumed that little progress would be made
at reducing long-term debts (which were a problem under NTTPC), and that improved
efficiency in fund operations and procurement would not move forward. Thus, it is also
assumed that nonoperating expenses would be improved only at the preprivatization pace.

D. Measuring the Effects of Privatization

First, under these fixed assumptions and with adjustments for converting from a public
corporation to a private company accounting system, NTTPC's ordinary income would have been
$1.6 billion (Y212.2 billion) for fiscal 1982, $1.7 billion (V224.1 billion) for fiscal 1983 and $1.4
billion (Y179.5 billion) for fiscal 1984. Because the balance between revenues and expenditures
under public corporation accounting for the same years registered surpluses of $2.8 billion (Y369.5
billion), $3.0 billion (Y384.2 billion), and $2.5 billion (Y327.6 billion), respectively, these figures
must be corrected downward by $1.2 billion (1I57.3 billion), $1.2 billion (Y160.1 billion), and
$1.1 billion (V148.1 billion), respectively.

After adjustments for the personnel expense and nonoperating income effects due to
privatization, the results without these effects indicate profits of $2.9 billion (Y382.7 billion) for
fiscal 1985, $3.3 billion (Y427.1 billion) for fiscal 1986, $3.5 billion (V459.4 billion) for fiscal
1987, $2.6 billion (Y341.6 billion) for fiscal 1988, $2.1 billion (V275.8 billion) for fiscal 1989, and
$1.1 billion (Y138.3 billion) for fiscal 1990 (see Table 7-1 and Figure 7-1).

Although the figures for fiscal 1985 and 1986 are negative due to a large increase in post-
privatization wage levels, the privatization effects that include these two factors yield the following
results for the period from fiscal 1987: $287 million (V37.3 billion) for fiscal 1987, $648 million
(V84.3 billion) for fiscal 1988, $1,607 billion (Y208.9 billion) for fiscal 1989, and $2,123 billion
(Y276 billion) for fiscal 1990.

When personnel costs are separated from nonoperating income factors, the figure for fiscal
1990 with the personnel cost factor is $893 million (Y1 16.1 billion); the figure with the nonoperating
income factor is $1,230 million (YI59.9 billion) (see Figure 7-2).

It must be noted that these trial calculations involved considerable limitations, since only the
direct effects of privatization have been singled out, and factors were selected according to the ease
with which they could be quantified. Moreover, trial calculations for the nonprivatization case after
1985 adopts the fairly extreme hypothesis that the ratio of various factors and the growth rate are the
same as before privatization.

Nevertheless, the trial calculations do show clearly that had the introduction of competition
been the only factor that occured in the nonprivatization case, little progress would have been made
at curtailing personnel expenses and improving nonoperating income. Accordingly, ordinary income
would have been severely affected, since the company would not be in a position to cope with rate
reductions stemming from intensified competition. Conversely, the figures clearly show just how
extensive the effect of privatization was, since only two privatization-related factors account for the
privatization effects of $2.1 billion (Y276 billion) in results for fiscal 1990.
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Table 7-1 Measuring the Effects of Pivatizaton

_____________________________ _______ ~~(Unit: $ Million)
7 FY1985 FY1986 FY1987 FY1988 FY1989 FY1990

Ordinary Income (Privatization Basis) 2431 2754 3 3484-4 3728 3T187
Ordinary Income (NonPrivatization 2944 3285 3534 2628 2122 1064
Basis)
Effects of Privatization: -512 -52 287 648 7 2f2

Personnel expenses factor -565 -568 42 67 492 893
Nonoperating income factor 53 37 245 582 1115 1230

($ = Y130)
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Figure 7-1 Transition in Ordinary Income Under Privatizaton and
Non-Privatzation Cases
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Figure 7-2 Performance Gaps Between Privatization and Non-Privatization
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8. ANALYSIS OF THE BENEFITS AND LOSSES OF
POSTPRIVATIZATION

Based on an analysis of the effects of privatization and measures of specific performance gaps, this
chapter quantifies the benefits and losses stemming from privatization, and evaluates the overall benefits to
each of the socioeconomic segments involved in computing the sum totals. The analysis focuses on four
socioeconomic segments: NTT proper, stockholders, users, and government. Because it is difficult to
quantify benefits and losses precisely for other socioeconomic segments, such as employees, competing
companies, and associated manufacturers, the effect on these other groups are considered qualitatively.

A. Quantitative Analysis of Postprivatization Benefits and Losses

NTT

Because of the success of its streamlining measures, NTTs ordinary income increased by $3.05
billion (Y396.2 billion) over expectations in accumulated performance between fiscal 1985 and 1990, due to
personnel cuts and improvements in non-operating income. At the same time, however, the shift from a public
corporation to joint-stock structure imposed obligations equivalent to those of a private company. Instead of
extraordinary treasury remittances and special tax considerations (NTTPC formerly paid only half of fixed-
property levies as "municipal contributions"), the new NTT was now subject to the full payment of all taxes,
public dues (interim measures were adopted for fixed-property and business taxes), corporate taxes, local
levies, and dividends (10 percent of face value has been paid since its corporatization).

After these increased burdens faced by a joint-stock company are deducted, the net benefits and losses
following privatization registered a negative $283 million (Y36.8 billion) in accumulated results between fiscal
1985 and 1990, indicating that NTT itself did not derive much net benefit.

Stockholder Segment

As noted previously, placements of N-IT shares continued through the third offering, with a total of
5.4 million shares being placed in the market. Benefits and losses to stockholders can be calculated by
including latent profits and losses that have not yet been realized.

Beneflts to Stockholders Acquiring Shares from Initial through Third Placement

Stockholders who purchased shares in the second and third offerings1 acquired their holdings at a
discount from the actual market value, and could have realized a capital gain had they sold their shares
immediately after acquisition. These hypothetical capital gains to the benefit of the stockholders; can be
calculated as follows:

* Initial Placement 1: (Y1.6 Million - Y1.197 Million) x 1.85 Million Shares
= Y745.6 Billion ($5.74 Billion)

* Second Placement 2: (Y2.64 Million -V2.55 Million) x 1.95 Million Shares
= Y175.5 Billion ($1.35 Billion)2

The initial sale adopted a combined bid and secondary-offering placement method carried out between November 17-26,
1986, with the secondary offering price pegged at $9,207 (ff.197 million) (representing the weighted average of
successful bids between October 1 and 7, 1986). Because the stock had not yet been listed, no market price existed for the
shares; accordingly, the initial post-listing price of $12,307 (V1.6 million) on February 10, 1987, was used for these
hypothetical capital gains calculations.

2 The second placement was carried out between November 10 and 12, 1987, with the price calculated at the previous day's
closing price on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, minus 3.5 percent.
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Third Placement 3:( Y1.97 Million - Yl.9 Million) x 1.5 Million Shares
= V105 Billion ($808 Million)3

Analysis of Benefits and Losses among Stockholders Acquiring Shares in the Stock Market

Stockholders who acquire shares at market prices on the exchange are subject to capital gains
or losses stemming from market fluctuations. Consequently, a method for determining these
hypothetical gains and losses by year has been adopted. This analysis assumes, for example, that
those who purchased shares at $12,307 (X1.6 million) following the listing on February 9, and who
subsequently sold those shares at the closing market price of $20,846 (V2.71 million) on March 31,
would have realized an aggregate latent profit of some $16.7 billion (V2.16 trillion).

Based on the same analysis, latent profits and losses for each subsequent year indicate a loss of $8.3
billion (Y1.07 trillion) for fiscal 1987, a loss of $29.4 billion (Y3.8 trillion) for fiscal 1988, a loss of $15.7
billion (Y2.03 trillion) for fiscal 19g9, and a loss of $3.9 billion (Y503 billion) for fiscal 1990.

User Segment

Users have been able to enjoy substantial tariff reductions after privatization, since NTIT has continued
to cut medium- and long-distance charges to meet competition from NCCs. These consecutive reductions have
totaled approximately 15 percent overall.

Government Segment

In April 1985, the new NTI emerged as a joint stock company in which the government owned 100
percent of the shares. Following the third placement of shares, the government had realized total proceeds of
$78.4 billion (YI0.2 trillion) from the sales themselves, plus $2.9 billion (Y381.5 billion) in accumulated
dividend income (N7T is continuing to pay a dividend of 10 percent of face value).

In addition, tax revenues from NTT have increased substantially. Although the previous public
corporation was obligated to pay only one-half of fixed property taxes as public contributions, the present
company has been responsible for meeting its full obligations in business taxes, facilities and fixed- property
taxes (included in taxes and public dues), and corporate and local taxes all of which have increased
government tax revenues. At the same time, however, extraordinary remittances to the treasury were stopped
following privatization. The method of calculation are as follows.

* Postprivatization Government Income = Proceeds of Stock Sales + Dividends + Taxes + Public
Dues + Corporate and Local Taxes

* Preprivatization Government Income = Various Taxes + Extraordinary Treasury Remittances

Summary4

The socioeconomic segment that gained the maximum amount of benefits after the privatization of
NTT was the government (the Ministry of Finance). These benefits largely represented the aggregate proceeds
of the stock sales, totaling $87.5 billion (YV 1.38 trillion)> Users also enjoyed a reduction in charges, which
have reached a cumulative total of $12.0 billion (Y1.5 trillion).

The profits realized by stockholders who bought shares between the initial and third placements totaled
$7.9 billion (Y1.03 trillion), which is a considerable amount. At the same time, however, those who acquired
shares through the market suffered significant latent losses.

3 The third placement was carried out between October 20-21, 1988, based on the same pricing formula as adopted for the
second placement (that is, the previous day's closing price on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, minus 3.5 percent).

4 It should be noted that the estimates here involve rather bold assumptions in some cases. In particular, because benefits
and losses to stockholders are issues on which opinion is sharply divided, the figures should be considered reference
values only.
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The analysis indicates that the overall net social benefit, representing the benefits and losses for all
socioeconomic segments, totaled $65.8 billion (V8.56 trillion) (accumulated results from fiscal 1985 through
1990); (See Table 8-1).



Tabke 8-1 Analysis of Postprvaizadon Benefits and Losses (X100 ISBilfion)

Prow ti
Entiy Loss Item FY1985 mil$ FY1986 ml$ FY1987 miS FY1988 mil$ FY1989 mi$ FY1990 mil$ Total milS

Classih-
cation

NTT Plus Streamlining Effect -666 -5.1 -691 -5.3 373 2.9 843 6.5 2,089 16.0 2,760 21.1 4,708 36.0
Extmraodinary TreasurY
ERomittances 2,000 15.3 2.000 15.3 2,000 15.3 2,000 15.3 2,000 15.3 2.000 15.3 12,000 91.8
Subtotal 1,334 10.2 1 309 10.0 2.373 18.2 2,843 21.8 4,089 31.3 4760 36.4 16,708 127.9

Minus Corporab and Local Taxes. 1,406 10.8 1,481 11.3 2.432 18.6 2,306 17.7 2.591 19.8 2,243 17.2 12,459 95.4
Dividend Payments 780 6.0 780 6.0 780 6.0 780 6.0 936 7.2 780 6.0 4 836 37.0
Subtotal 2,186 16.7 2.261 17.3 3,212 24.6 3,086 23.6 3,527 27.0 3,023 23.1 17 295 132.4

Net -852 -6.5 -952 -7.3 -839 -6.4 -243 -1.9 562 *4.3 1,737 13.3 -587 -4.5
Users Plus Rate Reductions 60 0.5 560 4.3 1,530 11.7 2,790 21.4 4,190 32.1 6,490 49.7 15,620 119.6

Minus _
Net 60 0.5 560 4.3 1,530 11.7 2,790 21.4 4,190 32.1 6,490 49.7 15,620 119.6

Stock- Plus Those Buying in First to Third
holders Placements _ 7,456 57.1 1,755 13.4 1.050 8.0 10,261 78.5

Dividend Income 0 0.0 49 0.4 146 1.1 233 1.8 324 2.5 270 2.1 1.022 7.8 o
Those Buying in Market 0 0.0 21,645 165.7 __21,645 165.7 a%
Subtotal 0 0.0 29.149 223.1 1,901 14.6 1,283 9.8 324 2.5 270 2.1 32,927 252.0

Minus Those Buying in Market __10 725 82.1 39.450 302.0 20670I 158.2 5.300 40.6 76,145 582.8
Net 0 0.0 29,149 223.1 -8 824 -67.5 -38 186 -292.1 -20 346 -155.7 -5 030 -38.5 -43 218 -330.8

Govern- Plus Taxes and Pubic Dues 1,323 10.1 1,783 13.6 1,953 14.9 1,944 14.9 2,135 16.3 2,132 16.3 11,270 86.3
ment Corporate and Local Taxes 1,406 10.8 1.481 11.3 2,432 18.6 2 17.7 2,591 19.8 2,243 17.2 12,459 95.4

Proceeds from Stock Sales 0.0 23,745 181.7 49,725 380.6 28,500 218.1 101,970 780.5
Dividend Income 780 6.0 731 5.6 634 4.9 548 4.2 612 4.7 510 3.9 3 815 29.2
Subtotal 3,509 26.9 27,740 212.3 54,744 419.0 33,298 254.9 5,338 40.9 4.885 37.4 129,513 991.3

Minus Extraordincar Treasury 2.000 15.3 2,000 15.3 2,000 15.3 2,000 15.3 2,000 15.3 2,000 15.3 12,000 91.8

Various Taxes 641 4.9 631 4.8 624 4.8 624 4.8 604 4.6 605 4.6 3,729 28.5
Subtotal 2,641 20.2 2,631 20.1 2,624 20.1 2,624 20.1 2,604 19.9 2,605 19.9 15,729 120.4

Net 868 6.6 25,109 192.2 52,120 398.9 30674 234.8 2,734 20.9 2,280 17.5 113,784 870.9
Grand Plus 4,903 37.5 58,758 449.7 60.548 463.4 40,213 307.8 13941 106.7 16 405 125.6 194768 1,490.8
Total Minus 4,827 36.9 4,892 37.4 16,561 126.8 460 345.7 26,801 205.1 10,928 83.6 109,169 835.6

Net 76 0.6 53,866 412.3 43,987 336.7 -4,947 -37.9 : -98.4 5,477 41.9 85,599 655.2
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B. Addressing the Concerns Raised by Privatization

The previous section discussed the tangible items that were subject to quantification in
analysis an of the benefits and losses due to privatization. This section carries the analysis ifurther by
addressing certain concerns raised at the time of privatization and how NTT dealt with them to
examine the current situation from a qualitative perspective.

The Perspective of NTT

Restrictions on Independence

Compared with the NTTPC era, NTT has gained considerable independence as a private
company in terms of business expansion and the basic freedom in principle to invest in nevw business
fields. Moreover, the company's annual business operating plans now require only MPT approval,
rather than a resolution by a budgetary session of the Diet. Consequently, the degree of freedom has
been broadened substantially. Yet MPT approval is still required for the election of all directors and
auditors, as well as for the utilization of profits and there appears to be a tendency among relevant
authorities to exceed the spirit of the law in asserting control over operations. Thus, NTT is still
saddled with major restrictions that prevent the company from adopting the same flexibility used by
private companies to carry out their business operations. As noted in the 1982 Federation of
Economic Organizations (FEO) report on the privatization of NTTPC, it may be desirable that such
restrictions be reduced to the absolute minimum. (Although the FEO data processing subcommittee
had suggested that the law which privatized NTTPC should clarify those business fields in which
NTT should continue to retain primary responsibility, the final decision was to limit to basic service
only..)

Because MPT has authority to grant operating approval and permission, retired MPF officials
have been appointed as company directors in relatively important positions. This practice raises a
major issue in terms of a fair and clear separation of responsibilities between a carrier and relevant
authorities, and increasingly appears to contravene the purport of privatization.

Tariff Approval System

The tariff approval system is a restrictive aspect that makes it impossible for NTT to provide
services on a fully flexible basis. This handicap is the primary reason for the delay in introducing an
optional tariff system and rebalancing charges.

Specifically, the contents of applications for approval must be examined on a flexible basis,
and in accordance with the progress of competition in existing services.

The Perspective of Employees

An issue that affects employees is the reduction in job security in a broad sense. Although no
lay-offs have taken place, personnel reshuffling and changes in job categories have frequently
occurred in efforts to streamline business operations to cope with competition under the irrational
tariff system. At the same time, the burden on employees has become greater.

The trends in the composition of departmental personnel have reflected a shift from the fiscal
1984 configuration under NTTPC - that is, 35.7 percent in maintenance, 17.0 percent in system
operations, 4.0 percent in telegrams, and 12.0 percent in sales. Following privatization, sales
departments have been strengthened by staff transfers, accounting for 29.6 to 31.9 percent of all
personnel in fiscal, 1990 - close to three times the 1984 figure. The percentage of emlployees in
other departments has been reduced accordingly .
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Moreover, because an employee stock-ownership plan was introduced, the decline in NTT
share prices can represent a real or potential loss to participating employees, another factor that must
be considered when discussing problems from the employee standpoint.

The Perspective of Users

With the increased focus on profits stemming from privatization, the claim can be made that
privatization will reduce the supply of low profitability basic service that offers only limited selections
to users, or that the quality of such service might be decline (for example, via a price increase). This
issue essentially pertains to a possible shift away from providing universal service (low-profitability
basic service) towards fields that offer higher profitability and a greater selection of optional services.
Moreover, because private company management tends to be oriented towards the short term, it is
possible that the long-term infrastructural investment necessary for telecommunications might be
neglected.

In more specific terms, it has been difficult to sustain maintenance quality at the pre-
privatization level because of the reduction in maintenance personnel and the more rigid controls on
investment in local service. At the same time, it is also becoming harder to handle peak loads and to
cope with both aging and shortages among subscriber line facilities.

The Perspective of Competitors and Associated Manufacturers

While NTT operates local and long-distance networks on a unified basis, it would be
extremely difficult for NCCs to construct unprofitable local networks connecting over 50 million
subscribers throughout the country. Thus, NCCs must rely on NTT's local networks in providing
their own long distance services. Concurrent with privatization, NTT was forced to shoulder a heavy
burden imposed only on NTT namely, the obligation to provide universal service. At the same time,
interconnection freedom was also stipulated to provide for a fair and effective market. To guarantee
these interconnections, NTT has cooperated in promoting competition by carrying out on its own
capital investments by adding ID-generating functions to local switches, and increasing point of
interfaces (POIs) between NCC and NIT networks.

In actual operations, NTT is competitively handicapped in another sense well, since NCCs are
not obligated to shoulder the deficits arising from local service. Thus, in terms of ensuring fair
competition, consideration is being given to introducing access charges similar to those applied in the
United States.

Domestic manufacturers that supply terminal equipment to NTT have also been affected by
NTT's increased reliance on international procurement. While this change has had little effect on
major manufacturers who are internationally competitive, it has had a severe impact on small and
medium equipment manufacturers that depend on NTT for most of their sales. However, for
competitive overseas manufacturers, this change gives them a good opportunity to develop new
equipment jointly with NIT and to increase their supplies to NTT.

Moreover, at the initial stage, there was also a concern that the liberalization of terminal sales
would prompt NTT to take advantage of its position as a Type-I carrier to sell terminals in
conjunction with circuit installations, such as offering subscribers customized choices in telephone
numbers. These fears never materialized, however, because NTT has clearly separated terminal sales
from its Type-I business status in the interest of promoting fair competition, and has adhered rigidly
to proper business operations.
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Summary

Table 8-2 presents a summary of the concerns about privatization from each socioeconomic
perspectives, and the measures devised to deal with these fears.

Table 8-2 Dealing with Concerns Raised by Privatization

Issues Involving Privatization Countermeasures Devised
Segment . (Conditions to Ease Concerns)

* Restrictions on Independence
* Increasing Influence on

Operations and Management by
Management Relevant Regulatory Authorities

(Review of Corporation Law)
N (Separation of Regulatory and
T Operating Entities)
T (Review of Tariff Approval

System) A_._Em _ C_*_b____
* Lay-Offs Accompanying * Employment Creation by Pimotng

Streamlining and Efficiency Business Diversification
Employees Moves * Union-Management Cooperation in

* Increased Work Burden Caused Personnel Reshuffling and Changes
by Personnel Reductions in Job Categories

* Rapid Productivity Improvements
through Technological Innovation

* Selection of Users * NTTI' Obligated to Provide Universal
* Reduced Basic Services or Service under Corporation ]Law

Users Increased Local-Call Rates * Implementing Privatization after the
* Shift towards Profitable Optional Diffusion of Basic Service

Services
* Short-Term Management Focus
* Interconnection Concerns * NlTs Obligation to Provide

Universal Service
(Competitive Handicaps Leading * Freedom of Interconnection with

Competitors to Surplus Profits by NCCs) NTT Networks
(Creation of Fair and Efficient Market
Competition)

* Coping with Interconnection
Problem:

Installation of ID-Generating
Functions
Increasing POIs
Promotion of Digitization

* Jeopardizing Medium and Small * Measures to Rationalize Terminal
Associated Manufacturers Sales
Manufacturers * Unfair Competition in Terminal

Sales
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C International Comparisons

This section clarifies the characteristics of NTT's privatization relative to those of the
privatization cases of overseas carriers. Malaysia and New Zealand have been selected for
comparison purposes.

Comparison of Regulatory System

Regulatory System in Malaysia

Telecommunications Services before Privatization. Telecommunications services were
considerably underdeveloped in Malaysia, with a telephone density of only 6.8 per 100 persons in
1987. Consequently, promoting the development of the telecommunications network was a priority
task, particularly in areas whose telephone density rate was low and assumed demand was high, but
whose profit opportunities were perceived to be low.

Under these circumstances, Telekom Malaysia (TM) was granted a government license
(issued by the Ministry of Energy, Telecommunications and Post) in January 1987, authorizilg the
incorporation of the company and granting it a full monopoly over the nation's telecommunications
business for 20 years, until the year 2006. TM was subsequently privatized in November 1990.

Accompanying this privatization, the Malaysian government established strict regulations
covering telecommunications and TM operations. Although the government apparently agreed to a
monopolistic structure, the regulations were presumably designed to prevent any monopolistic abuses
and to promote the spread of universal service (specifically to low-profit areas), while at the same
time controlling the development of a still immature industry.

Regulatory Body. Concurrent with the advent of privatization, the Jabatan Telekom Malaysia (JTM)-
-an agency under the control of the Ministry of Energy, Telecommunications and Post-was designated as the
relevant supervisory authority (regulatory body).

Tariff Regulations. To prevent any tariff revisions that could impair or reduce consumer benefits,
JTM regulations stipulate that all tariff revisions be limited to the rate of increases in the consumer price index,
and may not be adjusted retroactively to the previous year's inflation rate. Moreover, any major revisions in
the tariff structure require Cabinet approval.

Regulations on Universal Service. TM is obligated to provide all possible services, and as part of its
social responsibility to continue to expand its services and network serving low-profitability areas in
accordance with a designated ratio. As is apparent by these requirements, the government retains a high
degree of discretionary authority over telecommunications, and has assigned a high priority to improving the
diffusion of telecommunication services.

Interconnections. JTM's regulatory mandate includes the authority to require that TM provide
interconnection facilities. Because it was considered likely that the high costs of infrastructural facilities would
pose a barrier to potential participants, JTM was presumably granted the discretionary authority to reduce this
barrier by obligating TM to make interconnection facilities available to potential participants.

Regulatory System in New Zealand

Telecommunications Services before Privatization. The New Zealand market was one in which
competition could be introduced relatively easily, because the existing telecommunications infrastructure was at
high level by world standards. Substantial trunk circuit capacity was already in place, and the country enjoyed
a high telephone density rate of 43 per 100 persons (serving a population of only 3.4 million, 50 percent of
which is concentrated in five major cities). Moreover, there was no fear of excessive competition since the
market was one in which business profitability could easily be secured under privatization.
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In addition, the monetarist policies of the Labor Party government at promoting the development of
industries had also led to an accompanying demand among the public for more advanced and diversified
services. Consequently, regulatory control was reduced to the barest minimum, since the inbtoduction of
competition was considered essential for responding to these needs as well.

Regulatory Body. New Zealand does not have a specific regulatory body with supervisory
responsibilities over telecommunications. The only regulations are those specified by the Commercial Code,
which applies equally to all businesses operating in the country.

Tariff Rezgulations. The provisions for rate revisions are defined in Telecom New Zealand's (TCNZ)
articles of incorporation, which set an upper limit for price revisions pegged to the annual inflation rate. While
the govermnent does retain effective veto power over any changes in the articles of incorporation through its
ownership of the so-called "Kiwi shares" in the operating body, this requirement is actually little more than a
regulatory minimum in view of the introduction of competition. More specifically, it differs considerably from
the basic objective in Malaysia, where the focus of regulatory supervision is to prevent and/or eliminate any
monopoly abuses. As the first step towards tariff rebalancing, residential service tariffs were increased by 34
percent and toll-call tariffs were reduced by an average of 40 percent in a phased program carried out between
September 1988 and September 1989. Nevertheless, this upper-limit restriction in New Zealand does not
address the tariff rebalancing issue fully.

Reguilations on Universal Service. As of September 1990, the only service requirement in New
Zealand involves a minimum service guarantee, which prohibits any withdrawal from an area in which
services are already provided.

Interconnections. New Zealand has no regulations on interconnections. This matter is basically left to
negotiations between the companies involved.

Comparison of Changes after Privatization

Changes after Privatization in Malaysia

The major trends and evaluation of TM after privatization can be summarized as follows.

Transition in the Number of Employees and Productivity. Based on an agreement concluded at the
time of privatization, personnel reductions were not carried out for the first five years. While factors such as
the promotion of streamlining measures, retirement, and other natural attrition have helped reduce
employment, other factors accompanying privatization, such as marketing and accounting have led to new
emiployment. Thus, the total number of employees has remained relatively static at about 28,0(0 for the last
five years.

In 1987, statistics on the number of main lines and sales per employee were 40 lines and $19,562
(M$53,796), respectively. By 1990, these figures had increased to 56 lines and $33,343 (M$91.,694), against
a background in which plant expansion was carried out at a rapid pace to diffuse subscriber telep hone service,
thus indicating a measurable improvement in productivity.

Improvement in Customer Service . Since the shift to a corporate structure in 1987, services have
been improved steadily as follows:

* While the application backlog in 1987 stood at some 85,000, this figure was reduced to
approximately 19,000 in 1991.

* The number of complaints and faults per circuit per month were 0.11 and 1.12, respectively, at
the end of 1987. These figures were reduced to 0.03 and 0.74 at the end of 1990.

Tariff System. No noticeable reductions have been carried out in call charges. One of the reasons is
that competition has been introduced only in the fields of cellular networks and public telephones.
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Spread of Subscriber Telephone. In terms of the spread of subscriber telephones, telephone density
per 100 people was 6.8 in 1987, but increased steadily to 9.0 in 1990 and to 10.1 in 1991. Moreover, $127
million (M$3.5 billion), or 20 percent of total capital investment between 1987 and 1989, was allocated to
expanding the network and improving service quality in rural areas with low telephone density rates. An
additional $618 million (M$1.7 billion), or 16 percent of total investment, is planned for the same purposes for
1991 to 1995.

Changes after Privatization in New Zealand

The major trends and evaluation of privatization in New Zealand can be summarized as follows.

Change in Company Organization and Strengthening of Management Structure. In order to carry out
decentralization and clarify areas of responsibility, TCNZ was changed into a holding company with
responsibility for the following three business groupings in April 1989:

* Four regional telephone companies

* Telecom Networks & International (TNI), which connects networks among the four
operating companies and provides international telecommunications service

* A new venture company (cellular telephones, directory service, etc.)

The holding company assumes responsibility for such functions as strategic planning, rate decisions,
group accounting, customer equipment selection, technical support, company advertising, and fund raising.

A new management team was also organized with the recruitment of approximately 90 executives from
the private sector in both New Zealand and overseas. This created a new private management culture capable
of coping with a freely competitive market.

Reduction in the Number of Employees and Improvements in Productivity. The number of employees
at TCNZ was reduced from 24,500 in March 1987 to 16,239 in March of 1990-about 80 percent of which
through lay-offs. A further personnel reduction ranging between 2,000 and 3,000 is scheduled within the next
two years. TCNZ has indicated that these drastic personnel cuts have greatly improved managerial efficiency
after privatization.

Productivity has improved steadily since privatization, with the number of new installations per
employee increasing from some two per day to about six to eight per day. Accordingly, the results of
privatization and the introduction of competition can be viewed very positively in this case.

Improvement in the Quality of Customer Service. Since changing to a corporate structure in April
1987, TCNZ has improved customer services as follows:

* In Auckland and other cities where the limits of circuit capacity had been reached for both
local and long-distance service, the new company has successfully expanded
communications capacity by increasing its investment in digital switches and optical fiber
cables.

* Computerized operations have been introduced to eliminate delays in accounting and
settlement processing. Computers have also been introduced to improve productivity in
the overstaffed directory service operations.

* A management information system has been created to monitor subscriber needs.

Restructuring of Tariff System. Before changing to a corporate structure, the company had
compensated for low profits in local service from the revenues it earned from international and long-distance
service. However, the tariff system was restructured to reduce call charges for both international and long-
distance service in anticipation of expected competition in these high-profit areas; at the same time, local
charges were increased in accordance with the limitations defined in the articles of incorporation. These tariff
revisions were an appropriate preparatory step for the introduction of competition.
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Increased Investment to Promote Digitization. In its efforts to provide new and advanced
telecommunications services, TCNZ invested approximately $449 million (NZ$800 million) in the fiscal term
ending March 1990. This investment represented an increase of 40 percent over the previous period, and
focused on introducing such digital-based technology as stored program control switches and optical fiber
networks, and intelligent network installations to provide VAN services. Additional capital investments
totaling more than $337 million (NZ$600 million) are also scheduled over the next two years.

Considerations for Appropriate Telecommunications Regulation

The previous sections examined the process of privatizing telecommunications and the changes
thereafter in Japan, New Zealand, and Malaysia. This section considers appropriate telecommunications
regulations after privatization by examining the regulatory environment in Japan, New Zealand, and the UK
(which Malaysia tried to adopt as a model), and by evaluating the possibilities of applying such examples in
developing countries that are currently considering privatization.

Japan: Regulation by Government (Ministries and Government Agencies)

Regulation in Japan is characterized by direct government involvement via the ministry that controls
telecommunications policy. In this respect, the regulatory system has not changed at all from the period in
which the former NTTPC operated as a public corporation despite the postprivatization supposition that NTTs
business activities were to be "free in principle, with only exceptional regulation."

However, as this study has indicated, MPT regulatory supervision over NTT business activities
continues to be excessive and falls to conform to the new competitive environment in telecommunications. For
example, the MPT approval system for directors and business operation plans have impeded efficiency in
NTT's business operations as a private company. Moreover, the lack of clarity in tariff determination that
affects both NTT and the NCCs has become an obstacle in the optimal distribution of resources from the
perspective of an effective competitive environment and national economy.

On the other hand, with respect to the early realization of the expansion in subscriber telephone
service, which is one of the most important goals in developing countries whose telephone density rates are
low, regulation has improved telephone density through the priority allocation of resources under government
initiative.

As a public corporation, NTPC had also been granted the security of monopolistic operations and
other government protection before the company achieved the twin goal of eliminating application backlogs
and instituting nationwide direct dialing. Such protective measures are one of the benefits of the continued
management of telecommunications by the government in many developing countries, despite the sacrifice of
efficiency.

The prospect of utilizing the proceeds from stock sales in national finances is often a major motivation
for privatizing telecommunications in developing countries. However, the concept of privatization itself
sometimes gets ahead of other considerations, leading to a tendency to assume that all will go we:ll simply by
privatizing.

Among the possible patterns for postprivatization regulation, one example envisions that the
government (via ministries and/or agencies) will assume the subsequent role of the regulatory body to foster
the realization of universal service. However, the following advantages and disadvantages are evident when
government ministries and agencies assume the role of a direct regulatory organization:

* Advantages:

- Supervision and guidance can be provided in accordance with the government's
macroeconomic and industrial policies.

- From the macroeconomic viewpoint, it is relatively easy to formulate at policy for
establishing subscriber telephone service early, by shifting to a priority-intensive allocation
of investment and capital.
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- A competitive market can be created through government policy (firm guidance in such
matters as interconnections).

- It is relative easy to adopt measures to realize subscriber telephone service, such as
government guarantees of foreign-currency loans and debt.

Disadvantages:

- The possibility exists that political interference in a private business entity can be exerted
through the ministry, thus raising concerns about the arbitrary application of regulations
and/or favorable treatment.

- It is more likely that because of the approval authority given to the Ministry, personnel
who retire from the ministry will be forced to positions in the private operating company,
thus raising the possibility that cozy relationships will exist between the regulatory and
operating bodies.

- The possibility exists for a lack of clarity in such matters as tariff determination, approvals,
and licensing.

- Because government ministries and agencies tend to surrender administrative authority
only very reluctantly, it is likely that the necessary deregulation will not be implemented
fully.

- As evident by regulation in Japan, it is likely that an existing regulatory framework will
evolve into overregulation after privatization over time.

New Zealand: Regulation by Commercial Code

Telecommunications regulation in New Zealand is covered by the Commercial Code and the
Antimonopoly Law, which are applied equally to all businesses operating in the country. Government
involvement is limited to its ownership of "Kiwi shares" in the existing telecommunications carrier TCNZ, as
specified in the company's articles of incorporation. Accordingly, New Zealand's case represents an
extremely lenient approach to the regulation of telecommunications operations.

However, in countries such as New Zealand (with a high telephone density of 43 per 100 people, a
population concentrated largely in urban areas, and universal service already established), regulation by
Commercial Code only and allowing the company to rely exclusively on its independence appear to function
more effectively than a system that focuses on regulatory allocation priorities.

The adoption of New Zealand-type regulations by developing countries would have several
advantages. Because there is no regulatory body itself, the tendency towards excessive regulation of
telecommunications by government (ministries and agencies) can be avoided, thus making it possible to
operate telecommunications businesses freely, actively, and efficiently which are essentially the merits of
privatization. Specifically:

* Administrative costs would be reduced, and political interference in business operations
could be completely avoided, thereby allowing the full development of
telecommunications pursuant to efficient business aspects only.

* Participation in the telecommunications market would become as free as for other
industries, thereby enabling the effects of competition to be demonstrated fully.

On the other hand, certain negative factors do emerge in a field that is highly subject to naturally
monopolistic business practices. These aspects would make it more difficult to achieve the priority objective
of realizing basic service as rapidly as possible, especially if regulation were abolished in principle at a stage
when the telephone density is still very low:

* Any inability to negotiate an interconnection contract between the existing carrier and a
new participant could lead to legal disputes. However, the costs and time consumed by
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litigation between carriers or between a carrier and users could lead to a decline in user
service.

* For business managed solely by the company's discretion, the fear arises that the level
of service could decline in terms of maintenance, especially a reduction in investment in
unprofitable areas.

* Bureaucracies are typically loathe to surrender any authority they have acquirexl.

The United Kingdom: Regulation by Independent Third-Party Organization

Telecommunications regulation in the UK is conducted by the Office of Telecommunications
(OFTEL), which was established as an organization whose functions are similar to those of the Fair Trade
Commission. Although OFTEL is an administrative body, it is not subject to any ministries and is directly
responsible to Parliament. Because the chief officer of OFTEL is appointed for a five-year term and cannot be
dismissed prior to its expiration, the independence of the organization is assured.

OFI7EL is highly regarded for having fully demonstrated its functions after the shift from monopoly to
competition in the British telecommunications market. The goal in creating OFTEL was to avoid political
influence in administrative decisions by establishing an independent third-party organization to monitor and
promote fair competition, without subjecting it to a political agenda or having become aligned too closely with
any political party or politician. In this respect, OFrEL differs considerably from Malaysia's JTM, since the
latter is positioned as a subordinate agency of the supervisory ministries.

The advantages and disadvantages of regulation by a third-party organization are as follows..

* Advantages:

- Very little political interference is imposed on OFTEL as an independent
organization.

- Regulatory consistency independent of the country's short-term political measures
can be provided by taking into account the development of the telecommunications
market.

rDisadvantages:

- Doubts remain about the extent to which real independence is possible (in terms of
budgets and personnel).

- Developing countries may find it difficult to secure personnel for such an
organization unless the wage structure is equivalent to that in private companies and
the career development opportunities are fully clarified.
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9. NTT'S BUSINESS STRATEGY

A. Domestic Market

About seven years have elapsed since the privatization of NTT and the introduction of competilion into
the telecommunications market. At the present time, coping with competition has become the major
management task for NTT. As already noted, NTTs share of long-distance calls has been dropping rapidly
due to competition, and fiscal 1991 will see the first year-to-year decline in overall telephone revenues.
Moreover, because NCCs plan on introducing further rate reductions, NTr will be under increased pressure to
reduce its long-distance call rates as well. The data communications division, which is an area of high growth
potential , has already been spun off in the interest of fair competition, and plans call for spinning off the
mobile communications division which is growing even more rapidly than data communications in July 1992.
Under these circumstances, NTT has reached a critical turning point affecting whether it can continue Ito grow.
Thus, the most important tasks facing the company are a thorough reduction of costs and tariff rebalancing in
the short term and effective group business expansions in the medium and long term.

Prior details on the review of the tariff system and rate rebalancing have been outlined in Chapters 3
and 5 on NTI"s basic positions on those issues for the future. According to "Directions in Reviewing NTTs
Telephone Charges," released by the company in December 1991, the necessary rate revisions for each service
to achieve simple parity in revenues and expenditures (including an appropriate return) are as follows:

* Long-distance calls: about 60 percent reduction.
* Local calls: about 20 percent increase.
* Basic charges: about 30 percent increase.
* Public telephone calls: about 30 percent increase.
* Telephone directory service: Gradually increasing charges to a level sufficient to cover costs,

reviewing what the appropriate service should be, and shifting part of the costs to NCCs via inter
carrier charges in order to secure fair competition with NCCs.

Since 1985, the basic policy of Japan's MPT has been to realize competition in Japan's
telecommunications market, and it has promoted tis competition even in the face of a distorted tariff system.
Consequently, competition has been realized in a very short period of time in long-distance telephone service,
where substantial profits can be realized easily. Thus, it cannot be assumed that the proposal released by NTT
at the end of last year to rebalance telephone tariffs will be accepted without modification by the MPT and
NCCs.

Under the present situation in which neither the media nor the general public is aware of this reality, it
is obvious that the rebalancing of tariffs will not be publicly accepted if NIT fails to carry out adequate
rationalization and to realize further improvements in service quality, since simply raising rates for local calls
by itself will attract a great deal of attention. However, to delay tariff rebalancing in the absence of public
consensus is formed and in light of the fact that such a move is at the approval of an MPr that is easily subject
to political pressure would simply guarantee even greater excess profits by NCCs and further exacerbate
socioeconomic distortions in tariff systems.

The diversification of tariffs is also important in reviewing tariffs. While Japan's telecommunications
service menu has become increasingly abundant, it can still be classified as below the average offered in
Western countries. The principal reason for this discrepancy is the continuing necessity for MPTI approval of
each of the individual rate that normally would be set freely by the operating company as part of its service
basket. Thus, the price-cap system must be adopted promptly to support the diversified development of
telecommunications services.

Even if the rebalancing of tariffs continues to be problematic for the moment, one of NTTs remaining
mid- and long-term growth objectives in domestic operations is to develop "group business strategies." This
group approach represents one of the most important changes stemming from privatization, in that it allows
subsidiaries to be established to accompany the liberalization of investment. And now, seven years after
NTrs privatization, it has become even clearer that the future growth and development of the company
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depends on the positive development of group business by relying fully on NTTs managerial resources, such
as technology, assets, and human resources, in (1) coping with NCC competition and (2) responding to the
quantitative expansion, qualitative diversification, and advancement of telecommunications and related
markets.

As has been noted previously in the discussion on the problem of regulation, MPT regulations excess
has greatly hindered NITs development as a private company even after privatization. In order for NTT
(which is obligated to provide universal service) to carry out further personnel reductions without causing
negative social effects, the business activities of NTTs subsidiaries must be expanded and enriched to permit
them to absorb employees who are transferred due to enhanced managerial efficiencies such as technical
development.

However, the group business strategy involves not only the passive meaning of absorbing excess
employees, but also the positive meaning of developing new business opportunities in information-oriented
fields free of MPT regulation, and developing independent businesses that derive revenues from customers
and markets other than telecommunications.

In this sense, the recent attempts by the MIPT to extend informal regulatory control even to the
development of NITs subsidiaries represent a factor with serious negative consequences. While the success
of the company's further growth strategies depends of course on the management efforts of NIT itself, at the
same time it is vital that regulatory interference be eliminated to provide full freedom for investment not
restricted by law in order to maximize the advantages of privatization.

B. Overseas Market

The recent developments in overseas business activities by the world's leading telecommunications
carriers have been remarkable. The following internal and external factors have driven these global
developments by the principal caniers.

Globalization of Activities by Large Domestic Customers. Accompanying the rapid and
extensive globalization of activities by major corporations in the developed countries, the
establishment of efficient information and communications systems has become a vital matter
in company management, and has led such companies to carry out a global restructuring of
their in-house information and communications networks. These efforts at global network
structuring by such corporations have provided the major carriers with various business
opportunities.

* Easing of Regulations in Developed Countries. The trend towards deregulating
participation in telecommunications in the developed countries started in the United States,
then spread to the United Kingdom and Japan before finally shifting to Western Europe.
These moves are based on the idea that deregulating participation and the introduction of
competition will advance telecommunications service, and provide business opportunities not
only to existing carriers but also to various new participants.

* Moves towards Telecommunications Privatization in Developing Countries. Recently,
several of moves have frequently been seen in developing countries toward the privatization of
state-run companies and the introduction of foreign capital in the telecommunications industry.
The reasons include the following: (1) establishing a telecommunications infrastructure is
indispensable to economic development, although little government funding is available for
such purposes; (2) state-run enterprises often operate inefficiently in many cases, and are
unable to cope with the rapid growth of telecommunications demand; and (3) governments
hope to use the proceeds from the sale of such promising industries as telecommunications
carriers to reduce government deficits.

* Domestic Markets Reaching Maturity. The global activities by major carriers stem not only
from the appearance of new business opportunities, as mentioned earlier, but also from some
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internal factors. Chief among these internal factors has been the maturing of the basic
telephone-centered telecommunications market in the major developed countries, which
typically have high telephone density rates.

Intensification of Domestic Competition. The intensification of domestic competition is also
a contributing factor to global expansion by major carriers. Such companies are often losing
opportunities for corporate growth in domestic telecommunications due to the aggressive
inroads by new participants.

* Existence of Domestic Regulations. The existence of various domestic regulations is also a
major factor in the overseas moves by major carriers. Overseas operations in areas dlenied to
them by domestic regulations permits such companies to accumulate know-how and
experience in preparation for participation in their own domestic markets when market
participating is deregulated in the future.

While all of these factors apply to NTT as well, N'ITs overseas activities have centered thus far
around the dispatch of specialists and the reception of trainees under the auspices of the government's ODA
program, as well as ODA-based consulting operations involving developing countries. The company has not
participated in the operation of any foreign telecommunications businesses.

One of the two main reasons for such overseas business development is that Japan's original
regulation system draws a sharp line between domestic and international telecommunications operations, and
rigidly restricts NTIs business operations to the domestic sphere only.

NlTs limited experience in overseas business activities remains of of the other factors that the
company's overseas activities are less than active. Because NTr has operated for so long as a monopolistic
public corporation in domestic telecommunications, the corporate culture still shies away from taking risks,
making it difficult for the company to advance readily into overseas business that involve risks and
uncertainties.
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10. PRIVATIZATION OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SECTOR:
SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

A. Situation in Developing Countries

The discussion thus far has dealt with both the successes and problems involved in NlTs
privatization, by outlining the changes following privatization and presenting analyses of its effects and points
at issue. On the basis of this material, this chapter discusses the points that require careful attention by
developing countries in privatizing their telecommunications sector.

However, it must be pointed out, that any attempt to apply Japan's privatization case to developing
countries must be made in recognition of the fact that the situation and purpose in Japan differs considerably
from those in developing countries. First of all, the telecommunications sector in developing counbries tends
to exhibit the following characteristics.

* The telecommunications sector is under government control and is operated as a monopoly.

* The telephone density is low, and the order backlog is high.

* Substantial investment in plant and equipment is required for future expansion--a corisiderable
portion of which must be made in hard currency.

* Management ability to respond to rapid network expansion is limited.

* The maintenance of telecommunications plant and equipment is generally poor.

* There is a pressing need for the introduction of modern technology.

* A surplus of general employees exists, but a lack of qualified engineers.

* Related equipment manufacturers are underdeveloped (need for imports and the transfer of
technology).

In considering any privatization of the telecommunications sector in developing countries on the basis
of Japan's experience with N'TPC, it is necessary to fully recognize the differences in the situation of the
telecommunications industry and the economic environment. Despite these differences, however,, there are
also common factors that require attention in promoting the privatization of telecommunications.

B. Matters That Must Be Addressed in Privatization Efforts

Defining the Objectives of Privatization

The moves to privatize NlTPC stemmed from the necessity to restructure the government's financial
base, as well as from public demands for telecommunications efficiency in accordance with socioeconomic
developments. Thus, the move involved drastic deregulation and the introduction of competition within the
telecommunications sector. However, some would say that these objectives have steadily eroded. In light of
MPT efforts to enlarge and expand control gradually over the new NTT, thereby distorting the competitive
market. In order to avoid this scenario, the government must clarify the objectives of privatization, give
priority to these objectives, and elucidate the framework under which these objectives are to be achieved.
Some of the objectives could be as follows:

* Managerial efficiency

* Better service, and greater choice in service at reasonable prices
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* Management capability to meet the rapid increase in the demand for subscriber telephones

* Revenue for government to reduce its deficits

* Business operations based on market mechanisms

* The formation of a capital market in the country

Depending upon the objectives and their relative importance, postprivatization choices about the
industry structure, regulation, and stock sale methods differ. For example, if the maximization of government
revenue is the only objective in order to reduce government deficits, the optimal method would entail the
privatizing of the operating entity under a long-term period of exclusive operation.

Prime Ministerial Initiative

The discussions on the privatization of NWTPC were started by the second Provisional Commission
on Administrative Reform (PCAR), which was a consultative body to the prime minister. Thus, the decisions
were made at the prime ministerial level on a top-down basis from the standpoint of the entire nation, rather
than involving the interests of any individual governmental ministry or agency. Moreover, the appointment of
Toshio Doko to chair the commission served a very useful purpose, since he came from a private company
background and had earned a high reputation for his personal integrity and his role in reconstructing
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries. Thus, he was able to achieve public consensus on the necessity for
privatization.

In efforts to promote privatization, the clash of competing interests among governmental departments
and agencies, politicians, state-owned enterprises, and unions must be expected. Thus, proceeding on a top-
down basis under the prime minister's initiative, is more effective and selecting an influential person preferably
from the private sector who has few political ties and is known for personal integrity and the ability to resolve
conflicts is an effective vehicle for generating public confidence and support in promoting privatization.

Corporatization before Privatization, Organizational and Personnel Review and Outside
Recruitment

Even when telecommunications is a highly profitable industry in developing countries, it often has a
relatively low priority in terms of domestic investment. Thus, in many cases, profits earned by
telecommunications are absorbed in the national budget and allocated to other sectors, with little consequent
reinvestment in telecommunications. Development in the telecommunications industry cannot be expected
under such circumstances.

It is desirable that corporatization be materialized before privatization (as in Japan's case) to make the
business operation independent of the administration, and that profits from the business can be earmarked for
reinvestment in telecommunications on a self-supporting basis. Moreover, privatization will proceed more
smoothly when corporate and cost accounting systems are established, making it possible for the business
emulate a private company in terms of such operations as finances, accounting and personnel management,
including the recruitment of management-level personnel from the private sector.

Under NTIPC, the management and consciousness reform introduced by a new CEO from the private
sector was one of the factors that set the stage for minimum confusion and maximum success when
privatization was actually implemented.

Improvement of Labor-Management Relations and the Promotion of Labor-Management
Cooperation

One of the major factors in the relatively smooth success in NTTs privatization was the joint
cooperation of management and labor in carrying forward with the switch-over. This cooperation was
possible because both management and the union realized that privatization could bring mutual advantages to
each, such as improved managerial efficiency stemming from management independence, and the
determination of wage and salary levels through collective bargaining on the basis of actual business
performance.
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In the course of privatization in developing countries as well, employees must be made fully aware of
the advantages of privatization, such as independent wage determination and employee stock-ownership
programs, so that the process promotes labor management cooperation.

Clarifilcation of Revenues and Costs by Service Category for Tariff Rebalancing

NTTs tariff structure has been the same both as a public corporation and after privatization. Because
the tariff was determined by law and revenues and costs by service category were not clarified under NTTPC,
it becaine difficult for NTT to demonstrate the extent to which the tariff system assumed cross-subsidies under
the obligation to provide universal service, and to persuade all interested parties that this was the case. With
the introduction of competition after privatization, it is indispensable that tariffs which assume cross-
subsidization be rebalanced. It is extremely important that developing countries also fully understand the
details of revenues and costs by service category (especially the separation between local and long-distance
services, and international operations). Thus, the telecommunications operating entity must introduce detailed
cost accounting by service category, and the consequent tariff rebalancing must be based on such data. To this
end, the introduction of outside expertise should be considered if necessary.

Decisions on Corporate Structure

Although the PCAR discussions raised the possibility of reorganizing NTTPC into one central long-distance
carrier and several regional local-service companies, political negotiations in 1985 led to postponing any
decision on breaking up NTTPC. Instead, a decision was made to privatize the company as a single entity for
the time being, and that this decision would be reviewed after five years. However, this matter was not
announced fully at the time that government-held shares were offered to the public. Subsequently, NTT soon
found itself with 1.6 million shareholders. When the MPT-led Telecommunications Council was convened in
1990 to monitor the situation, discussions were again held on a possible break-up. Investors finally became
fully aware of this still-unresolved issue. Their considerable anxiety is thought to be one of the major causes
for the drop in NTT stock prices. However, decision on the matter was again postponed at this time, making
future placements of NTT stock extremely difficult.

Because any attempts to carry out a postprivatization break-up would have on stock and bond holders,
such a major reorganization cannot easily be carried out after a public offering. Any issues that affect
corporate structure should have been clarified when NTr was shifted to a private company. This same caveat
would apply to developing countries as well. After a careful examination of both the advantages and
disadvantages of the proposed corporate format in accordance with the selected objectives of privaitization, a
country must publicly clarify the decisions on corporate structure, together with how competition should be
effectuated, by the time of privatization.

Decision on Regulatory Scheme

Tariff Structure and Rates

Various factors, including the company's history, undeveloped cost accounting practices within NIT
that provided an adequate data for clarifying costs by service category, and the difficulty of increasing local-
call charges (which are low compared with other countries) due to political reasons, have all prevented a
rebalancing of the tariff structure adopted in Japan . In other words, the comprehensive costing method
adopted by NTI is not designed to reflect the respective costs of itemized service baskets. Thus, the Japanese
experience of comprehensive costing cannot be recommended for telecommunications sectors to which the
introduction of competition is scheduled.

For developing countries, however, the expansion of telephone density is often given high lpriority in
the country's economic plan. Expansion can be carried out more easily if profit incentives are offered through
raising local tariffs for providing local telephone service, even when local telephone service is legally
mandated, and by carrying out tariff rebalancing at an early stage, especially when the introduction of
competition could be facilitated.
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Moreover, the principles behind modifying tariffs must be highly transparent and should follow
internationally recognized procedures. In addition, a mechanism necessary to permit automatic tariff
adjustmnents in countries subject to high inflation should be considered.

Cross-Subsidization

If providing local subscriber telephone service is expensive and unprofitable, the overall tariff
structure should be reviewed and changed to a tariff system based on costs, rather than a tariff system that
assumes cross-subsidization to compensate for the deficits from local-call service with profits from long
distance and/or international service. If a rapid increase in local-call charges is difficult, transitional measures
should be considered, such as step-by-step rebalancing, subsidies from government taxes and/or explicit
contributions from all telephone subscribers/users. In the process of phased rebalancing, utmost care should
be taken to prevent cream- skimming or a distorted competitive environment based on an unfair tariff structure.

Competition or Monopoly

When privatization occurred in Japan, competition was introduced in all segments of
telecommunications, including the local-call service field. This has led to substantial advantages for users,
through reduced charges and a greater variety of service.

However, the situation in developing countries differs from that in Japan in terms of sovereign risk,
the general economic situation and government objectives. Accordingly, the competition policy to be adopted
would differ:

(a) Conditions that favor monopoly would include a high sovereign risk; poor general
economic conditions; government wishes to maximize proceeds from the stock sale;
and tariff policy determinations that are indifferent to costs and continue to assume
cross-subsidization.

(b) Conditions that favor open competition would include: an approach aimed at better
service, a greater variety of service; and reasonable prices for users; and increased
managerial efficiency in the operating entity through pursuit of business operations
that respond fully o market mechanisms.

While the competition policy should be determined by balancing various aspects, one method to strike
a balance is to adopt a variable period of exclusive operations.

Service and Growth Requirement

Since universal service has already been established in Japan, there is no specific relevance to
developing countries in this regard. However, in Japan , the obligation to provide universal service is
imposed only on NTI. Developing countries should clarify the minimum requirements for each operating
entity.

Interconnections

The introduction of competition gives rise to the issues associated with installing interconnection
facilities and bearing the costs for such facilities. In Japan, NTT wound up bearing the funding and
maintenance burdens in the interest of promoting competition, without any commensurate obligations on
NCCs to meet any of these costs in terms of installation, maintenance, or operation. Moreover, access charges
sought by NTT have not yet been approved by the MPT. Under the present circumstances in which NCCs
have grabbed a considerable market share in long-distance service seven years after privatization, it is time that
access charges be introduced to recover such costs in order to secure fair competition.

The issue of interconnections also arises in developing countries when competition is introduced.
Several points should be considered: (1) access charges must be introduced from the viewpoint of securing fair
competition; (2) the access charge should not be used as an entry barrier by the dominant telecommunications
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carrier; and (3) accordingly, the regulatory authority must use open and transparent procedures and calculation
methods to set access charges at a level at which costs can be fully recovered.

Dispute Settlement

In Japan's case, major disputes have not arisen because of the accommodating posture adopted by
NTI in order to promote competition, including the interconnection issue, as noted earlier. Should any
dispute occur, the MPT (the regulatory authority) has the responsibility to arbitrate such cases. For disputes
between the telecommunications carrier and MPT, however, the settlement would inevitably involve political
negotiations, which are highly subject to partisan interference. The major reason is the fact that the regulatory
authority in Japan is not vested in a third-party organization, but rather in a ministry that is highly susceptible
to political interference. In order to prevent such problems, developing countries should consider establishing
of a neutral and independent third-party regulatory organization.

Regulatory Agency

Even after privatization in Japan, the MPT as the regulatory body has moved gradually toward
regulatory excess with the unclear application of adrninistrative procedures which go against the original aim of
the law, administrative guidance, and other mechanisms -- many of which have had a major negative impact on
post- privatization business operations. Accordingly, any regulations imposed on the business entity after
privatization should be held to the minimum in accordance with the actual situation in each country. Moreover,
their administration is best left to a third-party organization that is fully able to maintain its independence.

In case a third-party organization serves as the regulator, staffing independence must be secured,
without personnel exchanges involving the relevant ministry and/or operating companies. The chief of this
organization should preferably be appointed by the prime minister or the president of the country, not by the
relevant ministry. Salaries equivalent to those for employees of operating companies should preferably be
guaranteed for the staff members of this organization, and consideration must also be given to career
development opportunities for such staff members. Moreover, the budget allocated to this organization must
be outside the budget appropriated to the relevant ministry. The larger the extent of the monopoly, the larger
this regulatory agency should be.

Regulation of Operating Companies

Relative to the public corporation era, privatization brought NTT the independence to determine
wages, the freedom to invest in new business fields, and the autonomy of a private company to expand
business fields and appropriate surplus in accordance with business results. Under the Corporation Law,
however, the business plan, appropriation of surplus, and the appointment of directors and auditors require
MPT approval even after their approval at stockholders' meetings. Because the public nature of the
company's operations is secured by the Business Law, it would be more reasonable if the entity were released
from bureaucratic regulation and interference and such matters were left to independent management judgment.
Because effective management can best be realized under market principles, the role of the regulatory body be
primarily to secure a fair tariff system commensurate with costs and guarantee fair competition. Appropriate
steps must be taken in advance to eliminate the latitude of regulatory organizations to interfere in the daily
operations of the business entity.

Examination of Stock Placement Method

The privatization of NTr generated $78.6 billion (Y10.2 trillion) in proceeds from the initial through third
placements of NTT shares. These proceeds were allocated primarily to reducing roll-over issues of national
bonds, thereby significantly contributing to reconstructing the government's finances. Nevertheless, several
questions still remain about the placement of NiT shares. Although five years have elapsed since the first
offering, sales in the market have not been proceeding well, despite the fact that the first offering of 1,950,000
shares was oversubscribed by about nine times. If suitable flexibility had been provided at the outset, the
market could have absorbed the planned placement of 7.8 million shares at the first offering.

However, the government chose the timing for the sale of its holdings and was thus forced to bear the
market risks. Moreover, Japan adopted a procedure for asset valuation and market price evaluation that
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differed considerably from the New Zealand and Malaysian cases, where outside advisers were employed for
this purpose.

Japan faced market rigidity in trying to place the government shares, because the placement volume
was determined as a budgetary measure rather than on the basis of market conditions. To avoid problems of
this type, an expert outside adviser should be engaged to determine asset value and offering-price levels, and
the government should use this information to determine final pricing and planning for a system that permits
placements to be carried out flexibly, with due consideration of the trends in capital and stock markets.

After taking into account the size of the financial market of the country and the absorption capacity of
the market, developing countries should decide which placement method should be adopted -- general
investors or strategic investors. The prerequisite for the general investor option is that the disclosure method
of the company to be privatized be established, and that the financial market of the country be developed
adequately to absorb new offerings.

If the financial market is not developed adequately, or if the government's main objective in
privatization is to pay off official hard-currency debts from the proceeds of the stock sale, and/or if the main
objective is to modernize and improve management efficiency through drastic changes in the management of
the operating entity, the strategic investor option should be taken. The suitable strategic investor candidates
would be highly experienced telecommunications carriers that are achieving good financial results by operating
a telecommunications business successfully in their own country, and which intend to remain in the relevant
market for a long time. In this case, it is also necessary to study whether or not the government guarantees a
certain amount of dividend repatriation.

Rationalization of Stock-Holding Restrictions

With respect to NTT stock ownership, the Corporation Law requires that the government hold more
than one-third of outstanding shares, and prohibits ownership by foreign corporations or individuals. These
restrictions stem from both the public nature and national security aspects of the telecommunications business.
However, because the public nature component could be fully maintained with appropriate regulations on
business operations rather than stock holding, a government ownership position appears unnecessary. The
same may be said for the national security argument, since limiting foreign ownership to a specified ratio
would achieve this end. Indeed, despite the fact that NTT is a joint-stock corporation, such restrictions
essentially require that the entity forfeit the advantages of a private company in pursuing all opportunities for
equity financing, as well as hindering low costs and diversification in fund raising and sacrificing
opportunities to take measures to increase stockholder benefits.

Thus, in developing countries as well, a mechanism for securing a minimum government veto to
enforce obligations to provide certain service and prevent irrational rate increases would be adequate.
Examples of such veto mechanisms can be seen in the "Kiwi share" or "golden share" held by the government.

Postprivatization Fund Raising by the Operating Company through Debt Financing

Even after privatization, the operating company must raise a considerable amount of funds in
hard currency for capital investment. For NTT, the company received an "AAA" rating, and bond
placements have been carried out smoothly both domestically and internationally.

However, in some developing countries, the credit worthiness of the privatized company or
its host government may not be sufficient to attract foreign lenders. In these situations, the
government should study the mechanism for continuing its support for the sector before privatization
takes place. If properly structured, this support would ensure that multilateral or bilateral official debt
financing would be available and would pave the way for partial guarantees by multilateral institutions
for financing from foreign private banking institutions and capital markets.
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Appendix: Fund Raising

Fund Raising and Operations

Immediately after it was established as a public corporation in 1952, NTTPC found it necessary
to substantially expand the volume of capital investment in order to achieve telephone demand/supply
equilibrium in major cities, and establishe automatic switching systems to handle long-distance calls
between major cities. These principal objectives-eliminating application backlogs and nationwide
direct dialing-were embodied in the second 5-year plan that started in fiscal 1958.

Because NTTPC was still in its formative and developmental period, it had to depend on external
funding to meet the investments needs for the expansion plans. Indeed, the ratio of external funding
increased gradually from 34.3 percent in the first 5-year plan to 58.1 percent in the fifth 5-year plan.
Thus, some 55 percent of all investment capital for the first through fifth 5-year plans was derived from
external funding.

NTTPC continually spent most of its internally generated cash flow and the capital raised
externally on capital investment. In the first 5-year period, 96.4 percent of available funding was
allocated to capital investment. Despite the steady growth in internally generated cash flow thereafter,
the pressing demands for capital investment required an ever-expanding need for external funding as
well, with some 90 percent of the total available allocated to capital investment in each of the 5-year
plans thereafter (actually, 92.7 percent, 92.3 percent, and 85.2 percent in the second through fourth 5-
year plans, respectively). Because infrastructural preparations were substantially completed as N=TPC
approached achieving its two major goals in 1978, the ratio of capital investment allocations declined
somewhat during the fifth 5-year plan starting in fiscal 1973, although still holding at a continuous high
ratio of 75 percent.

Breakdown of Externally Raised Funds

Until the system was abolished at the end of fiscal 1982, the subscriber bond system served as
the center of external funding operations. In order to respond to the geometrically expanding need for
capital investment, NITPC instituted its own original and unprecedented fund-raising system in 1953,
in which the beneficiaries of new telephone construction cooperated in its provision by purchasing
subscriber bonds. This procedure was put into place following the partial revision of the Special Act
for Bearing the Costs of Telephone Facilities (known as the Cost-Bearing Act), which went into effect
in July 1951. The system was based on a concept outlined in a special act of June 1948, requiring that
telephone subscribers meet the costs of such service by purchasing subscriber bonds--a law
subsequently abolished in March of 1949 as part of GHQ's anti-inflation moves.

Because this subscriber bond system was scheduled to expire at the end of fiscal 1960, it was
replaced by the Special Act for the Expansion of Telegraph and Telephone Facilities (known as the
Expansion Act) in April 1960, which was subsequently extended to the end of fiscal 1982.
Accordingly, fund raising by subscriber bonds became the core of external funding operations, in
parallel with which NTTPC worked to secure all necessary construction funds by issuing various
publicly offered bonds and privately placed bonds (to be described later). Because the Expansion Act
that served as the basis for subscriber bonds was due to expire in March 1983, the matter came up for
deliberation at the 98th session of the Diet. The decision was made at this time not to enact a further
extension of the Expansion Act, since it was felt that NTTPC was then in a position to cope with raising
funds on its own to meet the needs of INS (Information Network System--the Japanese version of
ISDN) construction. This decision was also based on the fact that telephone application backlogs had
been eliminated near the end of fiscal 1987, and that the overall telephone infrastructure was adequate to
meet service demand. Accordingly, the issuance of subscriber bonds was discontinued in fiscal 1982.
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During its years of operations, NTTPC's fund raising through subscriber bonds realized a total
of $43 billion (Y5.6 trillion) in investment funding, and substantially contributed to NTTPC's financial
foundation during the implementation of these successive 5-year plans.

In addition to subscriber bonds, NTTPC also carried out several other diversified methods of
external funding. With the 1953 introduction of the Law to Guarantee Railway, Telegraph and
Telephone Bonds, NTTPC found it possible to pursue general open-market operations to raise
operating and construction capital. From fiscal 1963, NTTPC also started issuing privately placed
bonds (placed with cooperatives, related industries, and financial institutions) as part of its fund-raising
operations.

In addition, NlTPC started issuing publicly offered bonds in the open market in 1972, because
the placement of such issues was eased substantially. These publicly offered bonds were unique among
the issues of other public corporations, and government financing corporations, in that they were placed
in the open market on the basis of the public corporation's credit only (that is, without government
guarantees), and issuance conditions were determined solely in accordance with the actual market
situation. From 1972 to 1983, all of these issues had been placed on a coupon basis, but this process
was changed to a discount format in March 1984, in order to improve the product and thus strengthen
underwriting options. This new format made the product highly popular with general investors, and
these publicly offered bonds remained the major pillar of fund raising after telephone subscriber bonds
were discontinued.

Fund raising in foreign markets began with the first foreign issue in the United States in fiscal
1951, followed by an issue in West Germany in fiscal 1974 and in Switzerland in fiscal 1975. Through
these issues, the road was opened to fund raising on competitively advantageous conditions in the three
major capital markets of the world. The company also advanced into the Eurodollar market in 1983
with a successful issue of so-called "hedged bonds," aimed at reducing issue costs, avoiding exchange
risks, and acquiring currency exchange profits. This method was also adopted for a dollar-denominated
issue in June 1984, which also contributed to low-cost fund raising.

A long-term loan was secured from a consortium of financial institutions for the first time in
March 1981, and various short-term loans were secured periodically starting in June 1983. Figure A-1
illustrates the transition in capital investment allocations and external-funding and subscriber-bond
dependency rates.
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Figure A-1 Transition in Capital Investment Allocations, and External-
Funding and Subscriber-Bond Dependency Ratios
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